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Abstract. The work is dealing with studying the stress-strain state of bending pre-stressed concrete beams
with cracks. The problems of determining preliminary stresses in a reinforced concrete element, determining
the moment of crack formation, and determining the stress in a section with a crack are successively solved.
The problems were solved for a general section with the vertical axis of symmetry, taking into account the nonlinear relationship between strain and stress in concrete. The resolving system of two transcendental algebraic
equations is obtained from the equilibrium conditions of a part of the beam on one side of the section with a
crack. Analytical expressions have been obtained for determining preliminary stresses, the external bending
moment at which a crack normal to the axis appears, as well as the stress state parameters in the section with
a crack, including the crack height. The results obtained make it possible to predict the bearing capacity of
reinforced concrete structures at the design stage by two groups of limiting states, and to evaluate the real
technical condition of the structures in operation. These results can be used to determine the parameters of
fracture mechanics and evaluate crack resistance of a reinforced concrete beam.

1. Introduction
A very common type of defects and damage to reinforced concrete structures are cracks [1−3]. They
appear both at the manufacturing stage and at the operation stage. Causes of cracking may be excessive
tension of the reinforcement in pre-stressed structures, an insufficient protective layer of concrete, shrinkage
of concrete, a high temperature during welding of mating elements units. In bearing reinforced concrete
structures the occurrence and development of cracks take place due to their deformation under the effects of
loads, temperature fluctuations, uneven subsidence of buildings and structures.
The appearance of cracks in bending elements does not mean exhaustion of its carrying capacity. It
leads to increasing efforts in the sections with a crack, which reduces the element strength. In addition, due
to crack opening, the corrosion of reinforcement increases that reduces the structure durability. The norms
regulate the extent of crack opening that depends on the stress state in the section with a crack. Since cracks
exist in any reinforced concrete structures, determining the stress state in a cross section with a crack is very
important for assessing the actual state of the structure being operated.
The emergence of cracks was studied by the NIIZhB, TsNIISK, in the Kharkov Promstroy NII proekt and
other leading research and design organizations. A lot of scientists dealt with the conditions of forming cracks
and assessing their effect on strength and deformability, a lot of monographs [1−4] and scientific articles were
written. They developed analytical and numerical methods for calculating reinforced concrete structures with
cracks.
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Designing reinforced concrete structures with cracks is a complex scientific problem. The issues of
substantiating the computational models and defining the stress-strain state of beams with cracks normal to
the axis were dealt with in articles [5−7]. One of the main criteria for the limiting state of reinforced concrete
structures with cracks is the width of crack opening. Articles [8-14] are dealing with its definition. Studying the
influence of the angle of inclination of cracks on the parameters of the stress state in the cross section is
described in works [15, 16].
The issues of crack formation are considered in works [17−22]. Work [23] is dealing with the calculation
of crack resistance and changing the beam rigidity and deflections during formation of cracks. Some
researchers believe that with the help of organized cracks the deflection of a reinforced concrete beam can
be reduced. This idea is being dealt with in work [24].
The above problems are dealt with in a number of experimental studies, the results of which are given
in [25−30]. A lot of studies were carried out by numerical methods [6, 8, 9, 31−38].
Recently probabilistic methods of designing have been actively introduced into engineering practice.
The use of these methods in predicting the parameters of crack formation and calculation of reinforced
concrete structures with cracks reliability according to various criteria are described in [5, 34, 35, 39].
In connection with the widespread introducing of computer technologies into computational practice, it
became possible to calculate numerically the parameters of fracture mechanics and to use them for assessing
the bearing capacity of reinforced concrete structures with cracks. Article [40] is dealing with these
approaches.
From this brief review it is clear that a lot of scientific articles are published on calculation of reinforced
concrete structures with cracks, which indicate the problem urgency. At the same time, it should be noted that
in the last period there are not so many works dealing with the analytical determination of the parameters of
reinforced concrete elements with a crack stress state.
At present there is a generally accepted method for determining the moment of crack formation. The
numerical calculations carried out by us using the finite element method show a significant difference between
the analytical and numerical results. The method proposed in this paper removes these inconsistencies. A
review of the works shows that not enough attention has been paid in the studies to determining stresses from
the reinforcement pre-stressing. This operation is considered only as a way to increase crack resistance. In
addition, these stresses affect the stress state of the element and through it the limiting state of the structure
in use. In this regard we need computational dependencies that allow determining pre-stresses and taking
them into account when assessing the real state of the structures.
The authors have been studying the problems of designing reinforced concrete structures with cracks
for many years [2, 41].

2. Methods
To determine stresses in the beam, the section method is used. The beam is cut along the considered
section and the equilibrium conditions of the cut-off part of the beam are made. For bending beams, these
conditions are reduced to the equality to zero of the sum of the projection of all the forces on the axis of the
beam and the equality to zero of the sum of the moments of all the forces relative to the transverse axis of the
section.
When determining pre-stresses from the tension of the reinforcement and determining the moment of
the crack formation, the hypothesis of flat sections is adopted. In the case of cracks, this hypothesis is applied
to the average cross section between the cracks. In the section with a crack, the linear deformation diagram
is transformed taking into account the uneven deformation along the length of the beam.
An exponential law is used to describe the nonlinear relationship between stress and strain in concrete.

σ= 1.1Rb [1 − exp(−0.9ε Eb / Rb ].
where

(1)

Eb and Rb are the elasticity modulus and the concrete strength limit.
This law is one of the frequently used expressions for describing the deformation diagram [2, 42].

The main unknown tasks are the height of the compression zone of concrete and the length of the
tension zone above the crack. In the absence of a crack, the maximum (regional) tensile stress in concrete is
taken as the second unknown. These unknowns are found from two equilibrium equations. Through these
parameters, using the hypothesis of flat sections and the law of deformation, all the parameters of the stress
state are determined: maximum compressive stress in concrete, stress in reinforcement, crack length or
maximum tensile stress in concrete, crack opening width.
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The results of the study are determining pre-stresses in a reinforced concrete element, determining the
bending moment of the crack formation, determining the stress state of a section with a crack during bending
with determining the length of operational cracks.

2.1. Determining pre-stresses
Sometimes in reinforced concrete structures in the process of manufacturing the are especially
developed significant compressive stresses in concrete by tension of high-strength reinforcement. The initial
compressive stresses are developed in those areas of concrete that will subsequently experience tensile
stress. Therefore, in a pre-stressed beam under load the concrete experiences tensile stresses only after the
initial compressive stresses are extinguished. At the same time, the load that causes the appearance of cracks
or their opening limited in width is much higher than the corresponding load in the beam without pre-stressing.
In such beams the structure rigidity is higher, therefore, deflections will be less, and the stochastic nature of
forming cracks will not have such a “destructive” effect of cracks, as it happens in beams without pre-stressing.
The magnitude of the pre-stress significantly affects the subsequent work of the elements under load.
With small pre-stresses in the reinforcement and low compression of concrete the effect of pre-stress over
time will be lost due to relaxation of stresses in the reinforcement, shrinkage and creep of concrete and other
factors. At high pre-stresses in the reinforcement close to the standard resistance, there is a danger of rupture
and the risk of significant residual deformations. Therefore, it is necessary to know pre-stresses in the section
of the reinforced concrete element from the reinforcement stress in order to establish the rational controlled
reinforcement stress when manufacturing.
At present, to determine these stresses, a linear calculation of the reduced concrete section is
performed, in which the reinforcement area is replaced with the equivalent concrete area. A linear calculation
of reinforced concrete elements can be performed at low stress levels, when they do not exceed 70 % of the
calculated ones. If a crack does not occur in the section of the element, then you can be sure that this condition
is satisfied for the compression zone. This situation is characteristic of determining the compression stresses.
At the same time, inelastic deformations can occur in concrete of the tension zone. Therefore, for the
deformation diagram in this zone, we adopt the exponential law (1).
In calculations we will proceed from the following aspects:
1. the cross sections remain flat during flattening;
2. in concrete of the compressed zone deformations are only elastic, the stress diagram is triangular;
3. in concrete of the tension zone the relationship between stress and strain is described by the
exponential law (1).
Let us consider an I-section with a vertical axis of symmetry (Fig. 1, a). We will introduce the notation:

Act , Ac are the flanges overhangs areas in the tension and compressed zones;
ht , hc are the flanges thicknesses in the tension and compressed zones;
a, a / are the thicknesses of the concrete protective layer in the tension and compressed zones;

As , As′

are the reinforcement areas in the tension and compressed zones;

N a , N a' are internal efforts in the reinforcement in the tension and compressed zones.

Figure 1. The beam cross section (а), deformation curves (b) and stress curves (c).
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The basic unknown values of the problem the compressed zone height
in concrete

σ m.

х and maximum tensile stress

According to the deformation diagram we will fine the corresponding deformation

− ( Rbt 0.9 Eb ) ln (1 − σ m ) 1.1Rbt  .
εm =
Let us introduce the notation

− ln (1 − c ) .
c = σ m /1.1Rbt , y =
Then the boundary deformations will be equal

ε m = 1.1yRbt E=
b , εb ε m x ( h − x ) .
The maximum shearing stress in concrete

=
σ b E=
bε b 1.1 yRbt x ( h − x ) .

(2)

The mean stress on the compressed zone flange will be taken equal to the value at the level of the
overhangs center of gravity:

σ bс = 1.1yRbt ( x − h 2 ) ( h − x ) .
Due to the curvilinear nature of the curve, stress within the limits of the tension flange changes but little,
and can be accepted as equal to the boundary value:

σ bсt = σ m .
Due to the concrete pre-stress in the reinforcement there appear compressing stresses

∆σ s= Esε s= Esε b,s= ασ b,s ,
where ε b, s , σ b, s are deformation and stress in concrete at the level of the reinforcement center;
is the ratio of the elasticity modules of steel and concrete.

α = Еs / Еb

Taking into account this, we will determine stress in the reinforcement of the tension and compressed
zones after the concrete pre-stressing

(

'
'
σ sp
− 1.1 yα Rbt x − a '
σ=
s σ sp + ασ m , σ s =

where

′
σ sp , σ sp

z

(3)

are pre-stresses in the reinforcement before pre-stress.

The height of the tension zone is designated as
distance of

) (h − x),

z p= h − x , and the deformation of the layer at the

from the zero line (Fig. 1,b) will be

ε = εmz / z p.
Then the deformation diagram can be re-written as follows

(

)

=
σ 1.1Rbt 1 − exp − yz z p  .
Let us find the internal forces resultant in the tension zone of concrete (Fig. 1,c).
zp

zp

(

)

N=
= 1.1Rbt b ∫ 1 − exp − yz z p  dz.
p b ∫ σ dz


0
0
After integrating we will obtain

=
N p 1.1bRbt ( h − x )(1 − c / y ) .

(4)

Let us determine the moment of these forces relative to the zero line (Fig. 1, c)
zp

zp

(

)

= 1.1Rbt b ∫ z 1 − exp − yz z p  dz.
M=
po b ∫ σ zdz


0
0
After integrating we will obtain

Nuguzhinov, Zh., Vatin, N., Bakirov, Zh., Khabidolda, O., Zholmagambetov, S., Kurokhtina, I.
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=
M po 1.1Rbt bz 2p 0.5 + (1 − c)(1 + y ) / y 2 − y −2  .



(5)

The internal forces in the cross section from the preliminary reinforcement tension are self-balanced.
Let us write the equation of the forces equilibrium in the cross section (Fig. 1, c):

N p + Actσ bct + σ s As + 0.5σ bbx − Acσ bc + σ s' As' =
0.
By substituting here the determined above stresses and force (4), we will obtain

bx 2 2 + Ac ( x − h c 2) + α As' ( x − a ' ) 

1.1Rbt b(h − x) (1 − c y ) + Act c + α As c − y
+
h−x


'
+σ sp As + σ sp
As' =
0.

Let us write the sum of the internal forces moments relative to the zero line:

M po + Actσ bct ( h − x − hct 2 ) + σ s As ( h − a − x ) +

(

)

+ σ bbx 2 3 + Acσ bc ( x − hc 2 ) − σ s' As' x − a ' =
0.
By substituting here new values of stresses, taking into account (5) we will obtain



с 
2
b(h − x) 0.5 + (1 − c y ) − 2  + Act c ( h − x − hct 2 ) +

y 



1.1Rbt 
+

bx3 3 + Ac ( x − h c 2) 2 + α As' ( x − a ' ) 2 
+
−
−
+
α
c
A
h
a
x
y
(
)


s
h−x


'
+σ sp As ( h − a − x ) + σ sp
As' ( x − a ' ) =
0.

Let us introduce dimensionless parameters:

ξ = x h , a0 = a h , a0' = a ' h , mct = Act bh ,
=
mc A=
A=
c bh , µ
s / bh, µ ′ As′ / bh
and re-write these equations in the dimensionless form

ξ
 с
(1 − ξ ) 1 −  + c ( mct + αµ ) − y
 y
+


(

2 + mc (ξ − hc 2h ) + αµ ' ξ − a0'

2

1− ξ

'
µσ sp + µ 'σ sp

1.1Rbt

)+
(6)

=
0,

 1− с  c 
hct 

+ cαµ (1 − ξ − a0 ) +
 − 2  + cmct 1 − ξ −
2h 

 y  y 

(1 − ξ )2 0.5 + 


2

+y

(

ξ 3 / 3 + mc (ξ − hc 2h ) + αµ ' ξ − a0'
1− ξ

)

2

+

(

)

(

'
µσ sp 1 − ξ − a0 − µ 'σ sp
ξ − a0'

1.1Rbt

)=
0.
(7)

ξ , у (с).
x = ξ h and

We have obtained the system of two transcendent equations relative to two unknown values
The solution of the system gives the possibility to determine the height of the compressed zone
the maximum tension stress in concrete

σ m = 1.1Rbt c.

Through these parameters there is determined the

maximum compressing stress in concrete by formula (2) and stresses in the reinforcement by formulas (3).
Equations (6) and (7) are common for all the reinforced elements with pre-stress and without it, with
different forms of cross section: I-shaped, T-shaped, rectangular. For the T-shaped cross section Аc or Аct
Nuguzhinov, Zh., Vatin, N., Bakirov, Zh., Khabidolda, O., Zholmagambetov, S., Kurokhtina, I.
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is equal to zero. For the rectangular cross section the area of both overhangs are equal to zero. So, for the
rectangular cross section with stressed reinforcement in the compressed zone we will obtain

ξ
 с
(1 − ξ ) 1 −  − y
 y

2

(

2 + αµ ' ξ − a0'
1− ξ

) + µ 'σ sp' =
0,
1.1Rbt

(

ξ 3 3 + αµ ' ξ − a0'
 1− с  c 
2
(1 − ξ ) 0.5 + 
− 2 + y
1− ξ
 y  y 


)

2

−

(

'
µ 'σ sp
ξ − a0'

1.1Rbt

)=
0.

There are a lot of ways to solve the system of nonlinear algebraic equations and the corresponding
algorithms and programs for their implementation. In our case of two variables, the solution can be found
graphically: to construct curves φ1 (ξ , у ) = 0 and φ2 (ξ , у ) = 0 on the plane ξ , у and to find their intersection
points.
This method of calculation is valid till there is no crack in the section of the element. Therefore, we find
the pre-stressing value in the reinforcement at which a crack appears. A crack is formed when the maximum
tensile stress in concrete reaches the tensile strength, i.e. σ m = Rbt .
According to deformation diagram (1) we find the ultimate tensile deformation of concrete

ε ubt = 2.667 Rbt / Eb .

(8)

Using formulas (2) and (9) we will find stress at the boundary of the compressed zone

=
σ b 2.667 Rbt x ( h − x ) .
Mean compression stresses on the flanges will be equal

σ bc= 2.667 Rbt ( x − hc 2 ) ( h − x ) , σ bct = Rbt .
Taking into account the limiting deformation (8) we will write stresses in the reinforcement
'
'
− 2.667α Rbt ( x − a′) / (h − x).
σ sp
σ=
s σ sp + 2.667α Rbt , σ s =

Similarly to the above-described distribution of stress on the height of the tension zone, we can write
the following

(

)

=
σ 1.1Rbt 1 − exp −2.4 z / z p  .
Then the internal forces resultant in the tension zone and their moment relative to the zero line can be
=
y 2.4,
=
c 0.909. As a result we will obtain:
determined by formulas (4) and (5) accepting

=
N p 0.683bRbt ( h=
− x ) , N po 0.418 Rbt b ( h − x ) .
2

(9)

Let us write down the equation of the internal forces equilibrium in the cross section and the sum of their
moments relative to the zero line (Fig. 1).

N p + Act Rbt + N a − 0.5σ b xb − Acσ bc + N a' =
0,

(

)

M po + Act Rbt ( h − x − hct 2 ) + N a ( h − x − a ) + σ bbx 2 3 + Acσ bc ( x − hc 2 ) − N a' x − a ' =
0.
By substituting here the above-determined stresses, forces and the moment, we will write down

0.683b ( h − x ) + Act + 2.667α As −

Rbt  1.333bx 2 + 2.667 A ( x − h 2 ) + 2.667α A' x − a '
c
c
s
−
h−x


(

'
0,
+σ sp As + σ sp
As' =
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+



(10)
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0.4188b ( h − x )2 + A ( h − x − h 2 ) + 2.667α A ( h − x − a ) + 
ct
ct
s


2
Rbt 
3
'
' 2
+
0.889bx + 2.667 Ac ( x − hc 2 ) + 2.667 As x − a
+



h−x

)

(

(11)

)

(

'
+σ sp As ( h − x − a ) − σ sp
As' x − a ' =
0.

These equations allow determining the limiting value of the pre-stress. Usually pre-stressed
reinforcement is placed only in zones of tensile stresses under operational loads. Then
equation (10) we can express the force

σ sp Asp

in terms of

'
= 0 and from
σ sp

х. Substituting this expression into (11), we obtain

a cubic equation for determining the height of the compressed zone before the formation of a crack. Further,
from (10), when х is known, the limiting pre-stressing is determined.
For the rectangular section with pre-stressed reinforcement in the compressed zone, the resolving
equations are written as follows:

{

(

)

Rbt 0.683b ( h − x ) − 1.333bx 2 + 2.667α As' x − a ' 



(


2 
Rbt 0.4188b ( h − x ) + 0.889bx3 + 2.667α As' x − a '



) 

}

0,
( h − x ) + σ sp' As' =

0.
( h − x ) σ sp' As' ( x − a' ) =


2



From here for determining the height of the compressed zone we will obtain the following cubic equation:

(

)

(

)

x3 + 0.626h − 3.63a ' x 2 + 3.19h 2 − 7.63ha ' x + 3.816h 2 a ' − 2.335h3 =
0

2.2. Determining the ultimate moment of crack formation
Through this ultimate moment, the first category of requirements of the second group of the limit state
is written. Therefore, such calculations are normative. They assume that stress in the tension zone of concrete
is constant and equal to the tensile strength of concrete, Rbt. In this work the calculations have a real stress
profile in this zone: the boundary stress is equal to Rbt, and in the other fibers they are determined according
to the deformation diagram in accordance with the strain curve.
Let us consider the cross section of a general form, shown in Fig. 1, in which the boundary stress
We consider fair the assumptions made in determining pre-stressing stress. Then all the

σ m = Rbt .

arguments and calculations given in determination the maximum pre-stress in the reinforcement remain valid.
In contrast to the case considered here, an external load is added: the bending moment or an
eccentrically applied force. If earlier the internal forces were self-balanced, here they are balanced by external
load.
Therefore, an external force

Р is added to equilibrium equation (10):

0.683b ( h − x ) + Act + 2.667α As −

Rbt  1.333bx 2 + 2.667 A ( x − h 2 ) + 2.667α A' x − a '
c
c
s
−
h−x


(

)



+



(12)

'
As' ± P =
0.
+σ sp As + σ sp

Here the force Р is taken with the plus sign under the eccentric compression and the minus sign under
the eccentric tension and during bending it is zero.
The sum of the moments of internal forces (11) is now equal to the external moment and determines
the ultimate moment of the crack formation. The external moment is convenient to be determined relative to
the center of gravity of the section. With respect to this axis, the moment of internal forces will be equal to:
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b ( h − x )( 0.076h + 0.265 x ) + Act h − hct 2 + 2.667α As ( h 2 − a ) +



 0.222bx 2 ( 3h − 2 x ) + 1.333 Ac ( x − hc )( x − hc 2 ) + 2.667α As' x − a ' h 2 − a ' 


M=
Rbt +
+=

m
h
x
−


 σ A ( h 2 − a ) − σ ' A' h 2 − a '

sp s
+ sp s



Rbt
= W pe Rbt ,

(

(

where

)

(

)(

)

(13)

)

W pe is the elastic-plastic moment of resistance of the pre-stressed section.

To determine the limiting moment from (12) by solving the quadratic equation there is determined the
height of the compressed zone х. Substituting it into expression (13) we find the ultimate moment of the crack
formation.
Equations (12) and (13) are universal: they are applicable for various forms of sections for different
types of reinforcement. For special cases they are simplified. So, for a bending rectangular section with prestressed reinforcement in the tension zone, we obtain

0.683b ( h − x ) + 2.667α As ( h − x ) − 1.333bx 2 + σ sp As ( h − x ) Rbt =
0,
2

2



h
 0.222bx (3h − 2 x)
h

=
+ σ sp As  − a   .
M m Rbt b ( h − x )( 0.076h + 0.265 x ) + 2.667α As  − a  +
h−x
2

2





Introducing dimensionless parameters:

ξ = x h , µ = As bh , a0 = a h , S = µσ sp Rbt

(14)

We will re-write these equations in the following form:

ξ 2 + 2 (1.05 + 2.05αµ + S 1.3) ξ − 1.05 − 2.05αµ − 1.54S =
0,
Mt
bh 2 Rbt

=(1 − ξ )( 0.076 + 0.265ξ ) + 2.667αµ ( 0.5 − a0 ) +

0.222ξ 2 ( 3 − 2ξ )
+ S ( 0.5 − a0 ) .
1− ξ

For non-reinforced rectangular section according to these equations, we obtain

W pe = 0.252bh 2 ,

that coincides with the known formula of material resistance

ξ = 0.417,

W pe = bh 2 / 4.

2.3. Designing the stress state of a section with a crack
The first cracks along the length of the element appear in the most loaded section or due to the nonuniform strength of concrete in the weakest section. With the distance from the edges of the crack, due to
adhesion with concrete, stress in the reinforcement decreases, and tensile stresses in concrete increase and
where they reach the limit value, an adjacent crack appears located at the

hm

distance from the first one. In

the section with a crack the adhesion of the reinforcement to the concrete is broken, the tensile forces are
generally taken up by the reinforcement. In the sections between the cracks both reinforcement and concrete
take up tensile forces. Deformations and stresses in the reinforcement and concrete, as well as the height of
the compressed zone between cracks vary. As it was noted above, for reinforced concrete structures without
pre-stressing, the diagram-energy calculation method has been developed, but for pre-stressed reinforced
concrete we will use below the classical formulation, when this unevenness in the calculations is taken into
account by introducing special coefficients that are equal to the ratios of average values in the section between
the cracks and values in the section with a crack.

ψ s = ε sm ε s , ψ b = ε bm ε b .
All the existing analytical methods for calculating stress in sections with a crack suggest the known
crack length. It is believed that it exists initially, regardless of the actual loads, and its length is determined by
measurement. The actual crack length depends on the applied load. Therefore, we must be able to predict it.
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The proposed designing method is based on the following assumptions:
the middle sections located between the cracks remain flat after bending;
in the part of the tension zone of concrete, where stresses have reached the tensile strength, a crack is
formed and it does not take the loads;
in concrete of the tension zone over a crack the relationship between stress and strain is described by
exponential law (1);
the concrete of the compressed zone does not work elastically, the stress diagram is replaced by a
rectangle here taking into account the coefficient of completeness of the curve ω.
Let us consider the section of a general form shown in Fig. 2,а. The deformation curve in the middle
section and the stress curve in the section with a crack are shown in Fig. 2,b and 2,c.

Figure 2. Towards designing a section with a crack.
By the deformation diagram, the strain at the tip of a crack will be equal

ε t = 2.667 Rbt / Eb .
The strain at the boundary of the compressed zone is

=
ε b ε=
2.66 ( Rbt Eb ) x z p ,
t x zp
where

z p = h − x − lm is the height of the tension zone of concrete above the crack; lm is the crack length.
Stresses at the boundary of the compressed zone will be
'
=
σ b E=
ν Eb′ / Eb .
bε b 2.667 Rbtν x / z p ,=

Stresses on the reinforcement of the compressed zone

(

'
σ s' =
σ sp
− ε t Es x − a '

)

(

'
zp =
σ sp
− 2.667α Rbt x − a '

)

zp .

Let us find stress in the reinforcement of the tension zone. In the middle section deformations at the
level of the crack and the reinforcement are equal

ε sm ε tm (h0 − x) / z p , h0= h − a.
ε tm = ψ bε t ,=
Deformation at the level of the reinforcement in the section with a crack

=
=
ε s ε sm ψ
s ε tψ b ψ s ⋅ ( h0 − x ) z p .
Then stress in the reinforcement is equal

=
σ s E=
s ε s 2.667α Rbt (ψ b ψ s )( h0 − x ) z p .

(15)

The internal forces resultant in the tension zone and their moment relative to the zero line are
determined by formulas (9) with substituting ( h − x ) by z p . These forces moment relative to the concrete
center of gravity will be

M pc= M po − N ( h 2 − x )= Rbt bz p 0.418 z p − 0.683 ( h 2 − x )  .
Let us write down the equation of the forces equilibrium in the section with a crack
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0.
z p − ωσ b ( bx + Ac ) ± P =

Substituting here the above-determined forces and stresses, after transformations we will write
'
0.375 z pσ sp
As'
ψb
h
x
−
+
− α As' x − a ' −
(0 )
Rbt
ψs

(

0.256bz 2p + α As

−νω x ( bx + Ac ) ±
In this equation the product

ων

Pz p
2.667 Rbt

)

(16)

0
=

weakly depends on the shape of the normal stress field of the

compressed zone. For example, with a rectangular curve

ω = 1,

the coefficient v can be taken 0.5 in

ων = 0.5. With a
ων = 0.5. The real

connection with the appearance of significant inelastic deformations; consequently,

triangular curve (elastic deformations) ω = 0.5, and ν = 1; therefore, in this case
curvilinear diagram in this zone is replaced by a rectangular diagram for convenience of calculation.

We will write the sum of moments of all forces relative to the center of gravity of the section with a crack.

(' x − a' )  h2 − a' 

h − hc
h−x
h

М pc + σ s As  − a  + σ bωbx
+ σ bω Ac
+ 2.667α Rbt As
2
2
2


zp

−

h

'
As'  − a '  =
M bn .
−σ sp
2

Since stress

σs

in the reinforcement of the tension zone occurs after the moment of the external forces

М exceeds the moment of the pre-stress force M pr , in this equation the total external moment is

M bn =
M − M pr =
M − σ sp As ( h / 2 − a ) ,
where the bending moment

М is taken from the external forces relative to the concrete center of gravity.

By substituting in the equation of the moment the above-determined stresses, after transformations we
will obtain

0.157bz 3p − 0.256bz 2p ( h 2 − x ) + α As (ψ b ψ s )( h0 − x ) ( h 2 − a ) +

(

)(

+νω x bx ( h − x ) + As ( h − hc )  2 +

)

(

)

(17)

'
+α As' x − a ' h 2 − a ' − 0.375 z p σ sp
As' h 2 − a ' + M bn  Rbt =
0.



Equations (16) and (17) form a system of two nonlinear algebraic equations relative to two unknown
values ( x, z p ). After solving this system, stress in the reinforcement is determined by expression (15). The
boundary stress in the compressed zone concrete is determined by the deformation diagram by substituting
deformation ε b :



σ=
b 1.1Rbn 1 − exp ( −2.4 xRbt Rbn z p )  .
The crack length is determined by the formula

lm = h − х − z p .
To make the calculations it is necessary to determine preliminarily the irregularity ratios. The norms [2,
3] recommend ψ b = 0.9, а

ψs =
1.25 − ϕesϕm −

1 − ϕm2
,
( 3.5 − 1.8ϕm ) M Nt eop
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where the total axial force

Nt =± P + P0 ;

P0 = σ sp As is the force of pre-stress; еор is the eccentricity of the total force relative to the concrete
center of gravity.
The

ϕes

coefficient characterizes the duration of the load action and the profile of the reinforcement

ϕes = 1.1 ; for plain bars
ϕes = 1 ; under long-term load independent on the reinforcement profile ϕes = 0.8 .

bars. It is selected in the following way [3]: under short-term load for corrugated bars
and wire binders

The coefficient

ϕm M b,m / M bn ≤ 1,
=
where

M b,m is the moment taken up by the concrete non-reinforced section prior to the crack formation

determined from equations (12) and (13). For the rectangular section

ξ = 0.417, and M b,m = 0.252bh 2 Rbt .

For binding elements without pre-stress formula (18) is simplified

ψ
=
s 1.25 − ϕesϕ m .
The norms also allow using the simplified expression [2, 9]:

ψ s = 1 − 0.85ϕm .
Let us write down resolving equations (16) and (17) for the rectangular section with the unilateral
reinforcement in the tension zone with bending

(

)

0.256λ 2 − 0.5ξ + αµ h − ξ ψ b / ψ s =
0,

(

)(

(19)

)

0.157λ 3 − 0.256λ 2 ( 0.5 − ξ ) + αµ h − ξ h − 0.5 ψ b ψ s +
+ξ 2 (1 − ξ ) 4 − 0.357λ M bn Rbt bh 2 =
0.
Here there are used dimensionless parameters (14) and added

λ = z p / h,

h = h0 / h.

From the first equation of this system

(

)

λ = 1.95ξ 2 − 3.9αµ h − ξ ψ b / ψ s .

(a)

The integrand must be larger than zero:

ξ ≥ −αµψ b ψ s +

(αµψ b

ψ s ) + 2αµ hψ b ψ s .
2

(b)

From the second equation of the system we will write

=
y
+

M bn
=
0.418λ 2 − 0.683λ ( 0.5 − ξ ) +
2
Rbt bh

(

2.667αµ h − ξ

)(

)

h − 0.5 ψ b ψ s + 0.667ξ 2 (1 − ξ )

λ

(c)

.

The system of equations (а), (c) is convenient to be solved graphically. We will take

condition (b), according to (а) we determine λ ; then we find
procedures, we build the function graph

y = f (ξ ) .

ξ

according

y from expression (c). Repeating these

The graph crossing with horizontal
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value

that

satisfies

the

system

being

solved.

Then

from

(а)

we

obtain

λ . The further determining of the stress state parameters is carried out according to the above-described
methodology.

3. Results and Discussion
At present pre-stresses are determined by the elastic model for the transformed concrete section.
Replacing the real section with the transformed one is, in our opinion, not entirely justified. The modeling of
pre-stressing using the finite element method shows that the linear relationship between stress and strain is
confirmed only for the compressed zone of concrete; in the tension zone the stress profile is not linear.
To estimate the error of the existing designing method, a calculation was performed using the LIRA
program for the rectangular cross section with dimensions of b = 15.3 сm , h = 30.1сm with pre-stressed
single reinforcement in the compressed =
zone: As

′ 112 МPа.
4=
cm 2 , a ' 2.8 =
cm, σ sp

characteristics are as follows: B40 class concrete, grade ТB ( Rbt
class reinforcement ( Rs

The material

4
= 2.1 МPа , Е=
b 3.2 ⋅10 МPа ); А − III

5
= 370 МPа , Е=
s 2.1 ⋅10 МPа ). The difference between the numerical results and

the results of the linear calculation was 37 % for tensile stresses and 7.5 % for compressive stresses. This
was the basis for developing a nonlinear method for calculating pre-stress, which reduced the indicated error
to 5 % for tensile stresses and to 2.8 % for compressive stresses.
In addition, of independent significance is determining pre-stress in the formation of a crack
allows reasonable selecting the value of the controlled pre-stressing of the reinforcement

σ pr .

This

σ con

in

σ con ≤ 0.8Rs . We
believe that this stress should be limited to 80 % of the stress in the formation of cracks ( σ con ≤ 0.8σ pr ).
manufacturing pre-stressed concrete structures. At present the norms recommend that

Determining the moment for the crack formation refers to regulatory calculations. In the normative model
it is assumed that in the tension zone of concrete, stress is constant and equal to the tensile strength Rbt . But
logic dictates that in order for the crack appearance it is enough for the maximum tensile stress to reach the
limit value. It follows that the normative calculations give overestimated values of the moment for the crack
formation. These arguments confirmed the numerical calculations by the finite element method. Therefore, the
problem of determining the moment of the crack formation was set and solved on the basis of the actual strain
diagram of the tension zone of concrete. According to the developed method, the moment of the crack
formation is much smaller than that in the existing method. So, for the above section with non-stressed
reinforcement by our method it has been obtained

ξ = 0.53, M m = 0.318Rbt bh 2 = 0.318 ⋅ 2100 ⋅ 0.153 ⋅ 0.3012 = 9.24 kNm.
According to the existing methodology

ξ = 0.526,
=
M m 0.68
=
Rbt bh 2 19.4 kNm.
To check the proposed model, a nonlinear calculation of the stress state of the reinforced concrete
element considered above for pure bending was performed using the finite element method using the ANSYS
program. The bending moment was increased with a certain step and the appearance of a crack controlled. It
appeared at M = 10.8 kNm, which exceeds the moment calculated by us by 8.3 %, and the position of the
zero line almost coincides. Taking this into account, the proposed model should be recognized as adequate
and suitable for engineering calculations.
An important result of the work is the developed analytical method for designing the stress state in the
cross section with a crack, which makes it possible to determine the crack length. According to this method,
the stress state of the previously considered rectangular section without pre-stressing from the bending
moment M = 18 kNm has been calculated and there has been obtained

σ s = 189.8 МPа , σ b = 9.2 МPа , lm = 15.8 сm .
To assess the accuracy of the method this problem was solved by the numerical method using the
numerical method using the ANSYS program. There were obtained the following results (in brackets there is
indicated % of the results discrepancy):
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σ s = 184.1 МPа

(3 %),

σ b = 9.2 МPа

(5.4 %), lm

= 16.5 сm (4.2 %).

Comparing the calculation results indicates good accuracy of the proposed method of designing the
stress state of reinforced concrete beams with cracks.
Resolution equation (19) gives the relationship between the dimensionless parameters of the
compression zone height and the length of the crack. A plot of the experimental relationship between these
parameters is given in [1] (Fig. 8.11). For comparison, we built this graph according to equation (19) with

αµ = 0.038 , ψ b ψ s = 1.2 , h = 0.907 . In Fig. 3 it is shown by the solid line. In the same place, a dashed

line shows this dependence obtained by the finite element method. In addition, the experimental points from
the aforementioned graph are plotted with a cross (the other points are absent). The maximum deviation of
our results from the numerical experiment is 9.1 %, and from the full-scale experiment 9.2 %. This discrepancy
in results can be considered satisfactory.

Figure 3. Compression zone height dependence on the crack length.
In [27] experimental values of the maximum compressive deformations in a bent reinforced concrete
beam of rectangular cross section under various external loads are given. For comparison with the
experimental value, we performed a calculation with the force F = 400 kg using the described methodology.
In this case

=
y

Fl
400 ⋅ 9.8 ⋅ 0.9
=
= 0.459;
2
4 Rbt bh
4 ⋅1.4 ⋅106 (7 ⋅142 )10−6

αµψ b / ψ s = (20 / 2.05)0.005 ⋅ 0.9 / 0.68 = 0.065; h = 0.9.
Solution of system (19) gives ξ

= 0.307, λ = 0.182. The maximum strain in concrete

=
ε b 2.667( Rbt / Eb )ξ =
/ λ 2.667(1.4 / 20500)0.307 / 0.182
= 3.07 ⋅10−4.
The strain experimental value is 2.96

× 10-4. The results discrepancy makes 3.6 %.

This calculation method allows determining all the parameters of the stress state in the section with a
crack. These parameters can be used to determine the step and width of the crack opening (criterial
parameter) according to the normative method [1–3].

4. Conclusion
The paper proposes an analytical method for determining stresses in reinforced concrete elements
when mounting reinforcement with preliminary stress. From the obtained dependences, the value of the
ultimate stress of the reinforcement is determined at which a crack appears in the element. This allows
reasonable selecting the value of the controlled pre-stressing of the reinforcement.
In the proposed method of assessing the bearing capacity of bent reinforced concrete beams
determining the stress-strain state of these beams taking into account operational cracks is of great
importance. The proposed method of calculating reinforced concrete beams with a crack, in contrast to the
existing analytical calculation methods, allows determining the length of a crack in a section. This is very
important for determining the parameters of fracture mechanics in the future and assessing on this basis the
crack resistance of the structures by the force criterion.
Based on the results of the work, the following conclusions can be made.
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1. A methodology for nonlinear analytical calculation of the stress state of reinforced concrete elements
with pre-stressing of reinforcement has been developed.
2. The limiting value of the preliminary stress of the reinforcement is determined, at which a crack
appears at the manufacturing stage.
3. A new technique is proposed for determining the external moment from crack formation.
4. A new analytical method has been developed for calculating bending reinforced concrete beams
with a crack, which allows determining all the parameters of the stress state: maximum compressive stress in
concrete, stresses in reinforcing bars, crack length and height of the compression zone.
The method is qualitatively confirmed by comparing with experimental data of determining the
relationship between the crack length and the height of the compression zone [1] and determining the
maximum compressive deformations in a bending reinforced concrete beam with a crack [27]. In addition, the
proposed analytical method agrees well quantitatively with numerical calculations by the finite element method.
The maximum deviation in the calculations to determine pre-stresses in rectangular elements and the stress
state parameters in cross sections with a crack did not exceed 5.4 %.
The calculation method is valid for bending reinforced concrete beams of arbitrary section with working
rod reinforcement.
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Abstract. This paper investigates the strength properties of the fine-grained concrete reinforced with the
amorphous fiber based on the Fe-B-C system and obtained by the "spinning" method, and concretes
reinforced with commercially available types of fibers: fiber based on mineral wool, basalt fiber, fiberglass,
steel and polypropylene fibers. The flexural and compressive strength tests with the fiber-reinforced concrete
specimens were carried out in accordance with the standard method corresponding to the Russian State
Standard. The analysis of results was made by comparison with the characteristics of the control specimens
without reinforcement. The best flexural strength characteristics were shown by specimens with the
amorphous fiber, while the highest compressive strength was demonstrated with the steel fiber. The addition
of the amorphous fibers leads to an increase of 56 % in the flexural strength, but decreases the compressive
strength by 30 % compared to the control specimens, which proves the efficiency of this fiber working in
bending. The addition of the steel fiber shows an increase of 20 % in flexural strength and an increase of 14 %
in compressive strength, which confirms the positive effect of adding a commercially available fiber to the finegrained concrete. The compounds of the fiber concrete with the compression strength limit up to 38 MPa and
tensile strength in bending up to 12 MPa were developed, which allows to use amorphous fiber as a compound
of fine-grained concrete in the construction industry.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the actual direction of the development of high-quality cement concretes, characterized by
a wider range of functional capabilities, is the use of complex additives that combine components with various
functional purposes. Such additives allow to effectively manage the processes of structure formation at all
stages of the technology of concrete preparation and, as a result, allow to obtain the concrete with various
high-performance properties [1−3].
To increase the strength characteristics of modern concrete, various technical and technological
solutions are used, including dispersed reinforcement with fibers. This type of building material is called fiberreinforced concrete. The industry of modern building materials demonstrates various types of fibers used in
the manufacture of the fiber-reinforced concrete. Fibers of both artificial and natural origin are used.
Every year the application field of the fiber-reinforced concrete is becoming wider. The use of various
types of fibers is determined by their purpose: the amorphous and the steel fibers are used in new construction
to increase the bearing capacity of the structure. It is generally recommended to use these fibers in floor slabs
or walls experiencing strong bending loads. In the reconstruction of buildings and structures, the amorphous
and the steel fibers are used to strengthen the load-bearing structures. It is proposed to use a layer of the
fiber-reinforced concrete as a reinforcement for damaged vertical structures due to its increased bending
strength compared to the ordinary concrete [4, 5]. The other types of fibers are mainly used to unweight
construction and increase crack resistance. These fibers are added to various blocks (autoclaved aerated
concrete, foam concrete and others) to reduce their weight and to the floor screed construction.
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Besides the new properties of the fiber-reinforced concrete, this material suggests a new technology for
the manufacturing of reinforced concrete products. This technology allows preparing a reinforced concrete
mixture in concrete mixers due to the possibility of adding fibers with other aggregates directly into the mixers.
In this case the time of the manufacturing is reduced and the labor costs for reinforcing works are becoming
unnecessary.
Moreover, the fiber-reinforced concrete opens up great opportunities for the use of recycled materials,
and, as a result, for the improvement the environmental situation in the world through the efficient disposal of
material debris. The use of fibers from the plastic PET (polyethylene terephthalate) waste in the fiberreinforced concrete showed the comparable efficiency with using the commercial synthetic fiber specimens
[6]. The authors of [7] investigate the efficiency of using recycled steel fibers obtained from machining process
discards.
The widely used and most studied artificial types of fibers are steel ones, as well as fibers based on
polymers, for example, polypropylene fiber.
The articles [8, 9] present the results of the study of the steel fiber for dispersed concrete reinforcement.
The experimental studies of the deformation characteristics of the steel fiber concrete specimens are
described. It was obtained that reinforcement with the steel fiber increases the compressive strength of
concrete by 15 % and the flexural strength by 50 % compared to concrete without reinforcement. In contrast
to the previous studies, where the cement was a binder in the fiber-reinforced concrete mix, the papers [10–
12] deals with the steel-fiber-reinforced concrete specimens based on the fine ground cement and the low
water demand binder. It was established that the use of composite binders and the high-density packing of
aggregate grains significantly increases strength characteristics. The compressive strength of the specimens
ranged from 84.8 MPa to 160.2 MPa, when the flexural strength was in the range from 19.8 MPa to 31.2 MPa.
The issues of using the polymer fiber for the concrete reinforcement are considered in [13, 14]. The
results of determining the strength characteristics are presented. The studies show that the adding of the
polymer fibers increases the flexural strength of the concrete specimens by 18–32 %. The simultaneous use
of the steel and the polypropylene fibers for the reinforcement in shows a positive synergistic effect [15]. These
specimens show the higher flexural strength compared with the studied specimens, where the steel and the
polypropylene fibers were used separately from each other. The steel-fiber-reinforced concrete mixtures and
the concrete mixtures reinforced with the polymer fibers were studied in detail in [16], where the features and
recommendations for the preparation of these mixtures are described.
In the article [17] the authors use waste in the production of mineral wool as an additive to concrete.
The compressive strength of the obtained materials reaches 80 MPa. Moreover, these specimens are
characterized by high water resistance.
Also, some fibers of organic origin are used for the dispersed reinforcement. The jute fibers have a
positive effect on the flexural and compressive strengths [18]. The authors of articles [13, 19] consider sisal
fiber as dispersed reinforcement. The results demonstrate that the sisal fiber reinforcement could provide the
same level of residual strength for concrete as the polypropylene fiber reinforcement.
The main issue of optimizing the geometric parameters and the physical properties of the fiber is the
need to ensure reliable adhesion of the fiber to the cement matrix under loads, as well as resistance to
withstand tensile forces [20–22]. The interfacial connection of the fiber and the matrix is very important – it
helps to counteract the shear stress transmitted from the cement matrix to the fibers at the interface. As the
adhesion increases, the resulting cement composites become more durable and elastic due to the
transmission of the arising tangential stresses from the concrete to the fibers. The results of experimental
studies of the influence of the type, length, and amount of reinforcing fibers on the structure and strength of
the fiber-reinforced concrete are presented in [12, 23].
The paper [24] investigates the numerical model for predicting the diffusion of chloride ions in fiberreinforced concrete. Moreover, the results demonstrate that four factors, including the fiber diameter, the
volume fraction of fibers, the aggregate diameter and the volume fraction of aggregates, significantly affect
the diffusion of chloride in fiber concrete.
In addition, one of the most important characteristics of fiber-reinforced concrete is the increased crack
resistance. This characteristic was investigated during the bending tensile tests by constructing and analyzing
stress-strain curves of the specimens [25], as well as crack growth resistance curves [26].
The goal of the present work is to study the effect of the dispersed reinforcement of the fine-grained
concrete with the amorphous fiber based on the Fe-B-C system, and to compare the strength characteristics
of the fine-grained concrete specimens reinforced with the amorphous fiber with reinforcement with the
following types of fibers: polypropylene fiber (Fig. 1), basalt fiber (Fig. 2), fiberglass (Fig. 3), mineral wool fiber
(Fig. 4), steel fiber (Fig. 5).
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Figure 1. Polypropylene fiber.

Figure 2. Basalt fiber.

Figure 3. Fiberglass.

Figure 4. Mineral wool fiber.
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Figure 5. Steel fiber.

Figure 6. Amorphous fiber (Fe-B-C system).
The field of application of the fine-grained concrete and its characteristics depend on the properties of
the fiber material. Currently three main types of dispersed micro-reinforcement are used abroad: fibers as
short cuts of steel thin wire, glass and polypropylene fibers. Authors of this paper suggest using six different
types of dispersed reinforcement: polypropylene, basalt, glass-fiber, mineral wool, steel and amorphous
(Table 1).
Table 1. Technical characteristics of different fibers.
Indicator

Polypropylene
fiber

Basalt fiber

Fiber-glass
fiber

Mineral wool
fiber

Steel fiber

Amorphous
fiber

Material

Polypropylene

Basalt fiber

Glass fiber

Mineral wool

Carbon steel
wire

Fe-B-C alloy

Fiber diameter

10−25 μm

13−17 μm

13−15 μm

15−30 μm

0,5−1,2 mm

30 μm

Fiber length

6−18 mm

3.2−15.7 mm

4.5−18 mm

0.5−1 mm

30−50 mm

35 mm

160

1450

860

1110

1550

1700

Low

High

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

Melting
temperature,
°C
Corrosion and
alkali
resistance

2. Methods
To obtain the amorphous fiber the multicomponent amorphous metal alloy (metallic glass) was used.
This alloy of the Fe-B-C system consisting of Mo (up to 20 %), Cr (up to 17 %), and V (6 %) was obtained at
the “Material Science and Technology” department of «Institute of Metallurgy, Mechanical Engineering and
Transport» of Peter the Great St. Petersburg Polytechnic University.
The initial ingots (40–50 g) of multicomponent alloys were made in quartz crucibles using high frequency
currents (HFC). Melting was carried out in stages. At the first stage, the components of the Fe-B-C alloy in a
certain weight ratio were melted in vacuum. Secondly the crucible was filled with an inert gas, after which
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sparingly soluble alloying additives were introduced into the melt in the order of their reaction activity (Cr, Mo,
V). Overheating at 200–500 °C above the melting temperature ensured complete dissolution of the
components and a fairly uniform alloy structure.
In the following stage after melting, the necessary gas pressure in the crucible (Δр) is created and the
melt is squeezed out in the form of a thin (fraction of a millimeter) jet onto a drum rotating at a speed of Vd.
The drum is made of copper and rotates at a speed that provides a linear surface speed, and, consequently,
provides a linear speed of the tape up to 50 m/s. The jet of melt drops at a speed Vm at an angle α to the
surface, as a result, a stationary pool of melt is formed on the surface of the refrigerator drum [27].
This method of producing amorphous metal alloys in the form of thin tapes by means of ultrafast cooling
of the melt on the surface of a rotating cold drum is called «spinning».

Figure 7. Scheme of the spinning process.
1 – molten metal, 2 – jet of melt, 3 – amorphous metal fiber, 4 – cold drum
The melt spinning method has been particularly investigated by many authors. Various modifications of
this method can be used both for research purposes and for an industrial production of amorphous tapes of
various alloys.
Cement PJSC “Evrocement group” (Joint stock company) Cement I 42,5N D0 and aggregate were used
in the work in order to get high quality fiber concrete compounds. Their main physical-mechanical properties
were studied for the estimation of the quality of the applied aggregate (Table 2).
Table 2. Physical-mechanical properties of the aggregate.
Indicator

Sand of Sestrinskii origin

Fraction module

1.38

Bulk density, kg/m3

1448

True density, kg/m3

2630

Voidness, %

44.9

Water demand, %

7

The compounds of the disperse-reinforced fine-grained concretes are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Compounds of the disperse-reinforced fine-grained concretes.
№

Compound

1
2
3
4

Cement
Sand
Water
Water/Cement Ratio
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Unit of
measurement
kg
kg
liters

Control
650
1500
210
0.32
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To obtain the beam specimens with the dimensions of 40×40×160 mm, the mortar mixture prepared
according to the method, which was described above, was placed in a three-section mold. To consolidate the
concrete by vibration the mold was fixed on a standard vibrating. Finally, this molds with the concrete
specimens were stored for the first 24 hours in the high humidity space, then the beams freed from the molds
were stored in water at a temperature of (20 ± 2) °C.
To obtain the comparable results, the described method of preparing a mortar mixture was also used in
the process of manufacture of the test specimens with fibers. The fibers were added to the dry mixture of sand
and cement in the amount of 1 % (21.8 kg), 2 % (43.7 kg) and 3 % (65.5 kg) of the mass of the concrete grout
(2240 g). Then, after achieving a uniform distribution of the fibers in the mixture, water was added. The
polypropylene fiber was added in the amount of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 % because of the low density.
Thereby the volume of this fiber is very significant, which violates the rheological properties of the
concrete grout due to an increase of the overall specific surface. It is significant to note that during the process
of adding water and the further process of preparing the mixture, the so-called “hedgehogs” (fiber clumping)
were not observed, which proves the correctness of the fiber percentage in the concrete grout.
The flexural and compressive strength tests were carried out in accordance with the standard method
corresponding to the Russian State Standard 310.4-81 at the age of 3, 7, 28 days.

3. Results and Discussion
The flexural and compressive strengths test results of the prismatic specimens from fiber-reinforced
concrete are presented in the diagram form in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively.

Figure 8. Flexural strength test results of fiber-reinforced concrete specimens.

Figure 9. Compressive strength test results of fiber-reinforced concrete specimens.
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The bar chart on Fig. 8 illustrates that the best flexural strength characteristics were shown by
specimens with a content of 3 % amorphous fiber. This fact proves that the amorphous fiber works well
together with the concrete matrix in bending. The specimens with basalt fiber demonstrate comparable results
with the specimens reinforced with amorphous fiber. While the amorphous fiber shows an increase in flexural
strength with increasing percentage concentration, the basalt fiber values remains nearly constant. All the
others specimens show worse results, but an increase in flexural strength is still observed. The exception is
only the specimens with polypropylene fiber demonstrating lower values compared to the control specimens.
The Fig. 9 represents that the sample with the steel fiber in 2 % concentration has the best compressive
strength characteristic. It can be seen that the addition all the others fibers to the specimens led to a fall in
compressive strength values. The main cause for such result is that the geometrical parameters of the steel
fiber are smaller compared to the others (the length is about 10–12 mm). Such dimensions make the beam
wall works in bending, which increases the compressive strength. It is important to note that the rise of
percentage concentration of the fiberglass, basalt and amorphous fibers decreases the compressive strength.
The flexural and compressive tests of concrete specimens reinforced with different fibers were also
carried out by the other authors. M.G. Gabidullin et al. found that the single-level dispersed concrete
reinforcement with the steel fiber allows to increase the compressive strength of concrete by 15 % and the
flexural strength by 50 % compared to concrete without reinforcement [8]. The authors of the paper [9]
conducted experiments with concrete specimens reinforced by steel fiber to determine the compressive
strength. The results show a growth in the range of 18.6–21 % compared with the specimens without
reinforcement. The percentage value of the compressive strength increase in the present work is
approximately 15 % (Fig. 9) which is very similar to the results obtained by the authors mentioned above.
The flexural strength of the steel fiber-reinforced fine-grained concrete is equal to 9.55 MPa and the
compressive strength is equal to 66.22 MPa accordingly to the Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively.
However, there are studies which demonstrates very high values (approximately 2 times higher) for the
flexural and compressive strengths for the same type of fiber-concrete. The compressive strength of the
specimens ranges from 84.8 MPa to 160.2 MPa, when the flexural strength is equal to 19.8–31.2 MPa
[10–12]. Such high values of these strength characteristics were obtained because of special types of cement
and aggregates used in the concrete mixture. These studies investigate the fine-grained concrete based on
the fine ground cement and the low water demand binder. Moreover, the special type of technogenic sand
was used. The sand was mined in Kursk Magnetic Anomaly. Technogenic sands comparing with natural ones
have fundamental differences concerning the shape of grains, main properties and composition. The most
obvious distinction is the rough, irregular and nonspherical shape of technogenic sand grains in contrast to
the round and smooth shape of the natural sand structure. It is significant for comparative analysis to take into
account the characteristics and of all the components in concrete mixture. In addition to this, the shape of fiber
itself is quite important. For instance, the highest test results in [11] were demonstrated by the specimens with
the wave-shaped fibers compared with other shapes. Authors of this research claim that the wave-shaped
fibers as a reinforcing compound in steel fiber-reinforced fine-grained concrete have the best strength
characteristics. The same wave-shaped fibers were used in [10, 12].
Polypropylene fiber is another commercially available type of fiber that demonstrates the decrease of
strength values in experiments (Fig. 8, Fig. 9). Nevertheless, the papers [13–15] provide the positive
conclusions about using the polymer fibers. D.N. Petrov observed the growth of the flexural strength in the
range of 18–32 % with the addition of the polymer fiber to the concrete. This controversial fact may be
explained by the use of fibers with different technical parameters and characteristics of material.

4. Conclusion
At this stage of the studies of the amorphous fiber of the Fe-B-C system and the comparison of its effect
on the mechanical-and-physical properties of the fine-grained concrete with other types of fibers, the following
conclusions may be highlighted:
1. The addition of the amorphous fibers in various concentrations to the cement composite leads to an
increase of 56 % in the flexural strength, but decreases the compressive strength by 30 % compared to the
control specimens.
2. The steel fiber showed an increase of 20 % in flexural strength and an increase of 14 % in
compressive strength, which confirms the positive effect of adding a commercially available fiber to the finegrained concrete.
3. The selected percentages (1, 2, 3 % of the weight of the control concrete grout) for all the abovementioned fibers, except the polypropylene fiber, are optimal because of absence of the "hedgehogs" (fiber
clumping).
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4. The compressive strength decreases for all the observed fiber-reinforced concrete specimens
(except the specimens with the steel fiber) compared to the control specimens. This fact proves that fibers,
like dispersed inclusions in a concrete, adversely affect the compressive strength.
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Abstract. Fiberglass composite reinforcement has been used in Russia for a long time, but there is still not
enough research and necessary related data. Therefore this paper focuses on how exposure to loads affects
concrete beams with fiberglass composite and metal reinforcement. The concrete beams samples
(80×160×1400) were tested for bending as single-span hinged-supported elements. The load was applied
within 20 seconds intervals in order to prevent relaxation of the concrete. All samples collapsed along the
cross-section having maximum crack opening in the area of pure bending. The experiments show that the
nature of beam collapsing and cracking does not depend on the type of reinforcement. However, the maximum
crack opening width for beams with fiberglass composite reinforcement is 28.8 % greater than for beams with
metal reinforcement. The value of the maximum deflection for fiberglass is 43.3 % greater. In addition, despite
the initial experimental condition of equal loading onset time, the value of the crack formation for beams with
fiberglass composite reinforcement is 15.5 % less. The average value of the breaking moment for beams with
fiberglass composite reinforcement is 18.06 % less. Taken together, the data obtained in the course of the
experiments suggest that the bearing capacity of the elements with fiberglass composite reinforcement, bent
along the cross-section, decreases due to the low stiffness of the element itself. Therefore, this type of
reinforcement is likely to be applicable for concrete structures on the elastic foundation.

1. Introduction
The construction of reinforced concrete buildings and structures plays a significant part of the overall
construction works [1–3]. There is a need to increase - bearing capacity of reinforced concrete structures while
reducing their size. In addition, the past decade has seen the rapid development of environmentally friendly
construction processes. New safety requirements for construction have appeared and the cost of metal
products has risen. All of the above has led to the introduction of new building materials. For example,
V.A. Rybakov and K.G. Kozinetc suggested the lightweight steel concrete structures with foam and fibercement sheets [4], O.N. Stolayrov and A.S. Gorshkov proposed the use of high-strength textile materials as a
component of concrete [5], and R.V. Lesovik and S.V. Klyuyev suggested using composite binders [6, 7].
The use of composite materials is one of the methods of strengthening concrete structures. Composite
materials are made of polypropylene, carbon, basalt and glass fiber. The researches in this area have been
carried out by D.V. Kyrlapov, A.S. Kyvaeva [8], F.N. Rabinovich [9]. A.I. Kirsanov and O.N. Stolyarov [10],
T.S. Morozova and T.S. Kyznetsov [11].
Many researchers have also dealt with the problem of using new polymeric materials for reinforcing
various types of concrete. For example, Z. Pehlivanli and his associates investigated the possibilities of using
such materials in autoclaved aerated concrete [12], Wenjie Ge and Jiwen Zhang studied flexural behaviors of
hybrid concrete beams reinforced with Basalt Fiber Reinforced Plastic (BFRP) bars [13], H. Ahmed
experimented with geopolymer concrete (GPC) reinforced with glass fibre-reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars
and carbon fibre-reinforced polymer (CFRP) bars [14] etc.
Fiberglass is one of the most promising composite materials [15, 16]. Fiberglass is a composite which
contains continuous reinforcing compound made of glass fiber [17, 18]. A lot of Russian researchers, such as
Molodtsov, M.V., Vshivkov, E.P., Molodtsova, V.E., Behavior of concrete beams reinforced with fiberglass composite
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A.R. Gizdatullin, V.G. Khozin, A.N. Kuklin, A.M. Khusnutdinov, E.A. Nekliudova, A.S. Semenov, B.E. Melnikov,
S.G. Semenov, N.V. Begunova have proved the positive properties of glass composite reinforcement. It
possesses a considerable number of advantages in lightness, high tensile strength, low thermal conductivity,
adaptability and resistance to aggressive environments over traditional metal [19–23]. But all of the above
researchers mainly aimed at studying the properties of the reinforcement itself, and despite the fact that
fiberglass composite reinforcement has been used in Russia for a long time, it has not received wide
application due to the considerable lack of the proper research and the regulatory reference data for
engineering design.
The overseas studies of fiberglass reinforcement application have been carried out since long ago. The
article "Flexural behavior of concrete beams reinforced with GFRP bars" was published in 1998. This study
presents the results of the comparison made between the predicted and the actual load-deflection
relationships for 12 concrete beams reinforced either with steel or GFRP bars [24]. In the case of GFRP
reinforced beams, the service load deflection predicted by the ACI model is in error by 70 %, while that
predicted by the modified model is in error by less than 15 %. The structural behavior of tested GFRP beams
is validated by developing FE models using the ANSYS software in further research. This simulation showed
a very small error [25].
Moreover, several researchers studied the flexural behavior and serviceability performance of GFRPreinforced concrete beams under static and impact loading [26], fabricated with geopolymer concrete [27], or
with regular and high-strength concretes [28, 29].
A lot of research has also been done on the behavior of GFRP-reinforced concrete elements such as
columns [30], slabs [31], panels [32] and beams [26, 28, 29, 33–36].
One of the latest publications on this subject, written by Xiangjie Ruan and Chunhua Lu is quite
significant. The researchers showed that the ultimate flexural capacity of GFRP concrete beams was nearly
91–97 % of that of steel-reinforced concrete beams [35]. The other results showed that the ultimate load of
the beams reinforced with pultruded GFRP grating mesh ranged between 19 % and 38 % higher than the
ultimate load of the beams reinforced with steel bars [36].
However, the above mentioned researches paid little to no attention to crack formation processes. This
study aims to focus on the crack formation in concrete beams with fiberglass reinforcement in comparison with
concrete beams with the traditional steel reinforcement. The experiments have been carried out keeping the
same conditions.

2. Methods
In the experiments we used the following materials: Portland cement 500 made at Korkinsky cement
plant (density – 3.15 g/cm3, bulk density – 1.20 g/cm3), 5-20 mm crushed stone from Novo-Smolinsky quarry
(density – 2.55 g/cm3, bulk density – 1.44 g/cm3, compressive strength – 89 MPa, sand from Fedorovsky
quarry (density – 2.60 g/cm3, bulk density – 1.70 g/cm3, sand contamination with dust and clay particles – 3 %,
sand size modulus – 2.0) and tap water from Chelyabinsk water supply system.
The studies were conducted with concrete (class B25) of the following composition: cement – 298 kg;
water – 190 kg; sand – 578 kg; crushed stone – 1257 kg. The composition of concrete based on the large
number of previous studies [37–39]. The beams selected for the experiment had a cross section of 80×160 mm
and a length of 1400 mm.
For the first series of samples we used metal reinforcement with a diameter of 12 mm, class AIII (A400),
tensile strength – 350 MPa according to Russian State Standard GOST 5781-82 [40]. Technical conditions
made into a single framework by spot welding. This reinforcement framework had a form of the grid with a
spacing of 80 mm (Fig. 1) and increased reinforcement in the left and right thirds of the beam, which
contributed to its destruction along its cross-section.

Figure 1. Reinforcement framework:
1 – bearing rod, 2 – wiring bar, 3 – structural bar.
For the second series of samples we used fiber glass composite reinforcement with a diameter of
10 mm, tensile strength of 1000 MPa according to Russian State Standard GOST 31938-2012 [41–43],
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assembled with plastic clamps in a framework similar to the above. The diameter of the reinforcement was
determined in compliance with the physical-mechanical properties of the reinforcement itself and based on of
the previous studies [44–46].
A series of cube samples with sides of 100×100×100 mm was made to verify the conformity of concrete
to B25 class. All series of samples were stored under the same temperature and humidity conditions for
28 days during hardening. The difference in the masses between the lightest and the heaviest samples did
not exceed 50 kg/m3, which meets the requirements of [47]. According to the results of cubic samples tests,
the average cubic strength corresponds to 31.30 MPa, the concrete class for the experimental composition
was estimated as 24.37, with the coefficient of variation equal to 13.5 %.
The geometric features of the beam sections are shown in Fig. 2, and the theoretical design features of
the beams in Table 1. As it can be seen from Table 1, the reinforcement of the beams is chosen in a way that
the supposed (design) time of the of crack formation is the same in both sample series.

Figure 2. The geometric characteristics of the beam sections.
Table 1. The design features of the beams.
Feature

Rb is calculated concrete compressive strength, MPa
Rbt is calculated concrete tensile strength, MPa
Eb is modulus of concrete elasticity, MPa
Rs is reinforcement tensile strength, MPa
Es is modulus of reinforcement elasticity, MPa
γb is bulk weight of the beam, kg/m3
Ared is area of the reduced section, mm2
Sred is static moment of modified sectional area relative to the
lower edge, mm2
Ired is moment of inertia of the reduced section relative to the
center of gravity of the section, mm4
Wred is moment of resistance of the reduced section relative to
the bottom edge, mm3
Wpl is elasto-plastic moment of resistance relative to the lower
edge, mm3
Fcrc.cal is Load corresponding to the theoretical moment of crack
formation, kN
Mcrc.cal is supposed moment of crack formation, kN∙m

Value for a beam
with metal
reinforcement
14.5
1.05
30 000
350
200 000
2423.4
13553.33
1047353.33

Value for a beam with
fiber glass composite
reinforcement
14.5
1.05
30 000
1000
50 000
2412.6
12931.67
1027950.00

29014884.28

27632481.85

375468.70

347618.12

657070.23

608331.71

3.09

2.89

0.68

0.68

The samples were tested for bending as single-span hinged-supported beams. The load was applied
with a delay of 20 seconds in order to prevent the relaxation of concrete. In the course of the test, the following
indices were taken: the behavior of the supports, deflections of the beam and reinforcement in the area of pure
bending, and the width of crack opening.
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Figure 3. Installation setup for the experiment:
1 – stand base, 2 – mobile support, 3 – rigid support, 4 – traverse, 5 – adjusting nut,
6 – test sample, 7 – instrument rail, 8 – Huguenberger strain gauge, 9 – dial gauge,
10 – strain gauge LPA-4.7t-TOKBEC, 11 – jack.

A schematic diagram of a test bench with two concentrated loads is presented in Fig. 3. The jack 11
mounted on the base 1 creates pressure on the traverse 4, which slides along the guides in the vertical plane
and creates pressure on the test beam at two points. Supports 2 and 3 due to the adjusting nuts do not let the
beam move in the plane of the load application. Sensor 8 (Huguenberger strain gauge) relieves the deflection
of the reinforcement in the area of pure bending. In order to install the Huguenberger strain gauge, the concrete
in the samples was excavated until the reinforcement was exposed. Sensor 9 (dial gauge) reads the deflection
of the beam. Sensor 10 (strain gauge LPA-4.7t-TOKBEC) reads the behavior of the support during the loading
of the beam. The general view of the installation setup is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4. Installation setup for the experiment.

3. Results and Discussion
The diagrams of the forces arising in the beam in the course of the test were made based on the
received data. It was determined that the onset of cracking occurred under the load Fcrc,exp = 3.06 kN, which
corresponds to the moment Mcrc,exp = 0.67 kN∙m, while the calculated value was Mcrc,exp = 0.68 kN∙m. The
discrepancy between the calculated and experimental values is 1.5 %.
The results of the laboratory tests for a series of beams with metal reinforcement were used to create
the diagrams of bending deflections starting from the loading moment for all series of samples (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. Deflection diagram of beams with metal reinforcement subject to the loading moment:
1, 2, 3, 4 – number of the sample series.
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The destruction of the beams with metal reinforcement took place along the cross-section. The
averaged out value of the breaking load is Fult,exp = 13.096 kN, which corresponds to the moment
Mult,exp = 3.536 kN∙m. The calculated value is Mult,exp = 3.67 kN∙m. The discrepancy between the calculated
and experimental values is 13.4 %. The first crack appeared in the area of pure bending. The deflection value
in the area of pure bending increased with the increase in load. New cracks were formed in the area of pure
bending; as well as inclined cracks appeared in the left and right thirds of the beam span (Fig. 6). Among all
samples of the series, the maximum crack opening width in the area of pure bending is 3.2 mm. The maximum
deflection value of the beam in the center is 12.5 mm among all samples of the series. The crack formation
pattern is shown in Fig. 6, and the cracks themselves are shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 6. The crack formation pattern for the beam with metal reinforcement.

Figure 7. Cracking in the beam with metal reinforcement.
The results of the laboratory tests for a series of beams with fiber glass composite reinforcement were
also used to create the diagrams of bending deflections starting from the loading moment for all series of
samples (Fig. 8).

Figure 8. Deflection diagram of beams with fiber glass composite reinforcement subject
to the loading moment: 1, 2, 3, 4 – number of the sample series.
The diagrams of the arising in the beam forces in the course of the test were made based on the
received data. It was determined that the onset of cracking in the beams with fiber glass composite
reinforcement occurred under the load Fcrc,exp = 2.57 kN, which corresponds to the moment
Mcrc,exp = 0.58 kN∙m, while the calculated value was Mcrc,exp = 0.68 kN∙m. The discrepancy between the
calculated and experimental values is 17.2 %.
In general, the destruction of beams with fiber glass composite reinforcement was of the same nature
as the destruction of the beams with metal reinforcement. The averaged out value of breaking load is
Fult,exp = 11.092 kN, which corresponds to the moment Mult,exp = 2.995 kN∙m.
Molodtsov, M.V., Vshivkov, E.P., Molodtsova, V.E.
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The ultimate flexural capacity of GFRP concrete beams is 85 % of steel-reinforced concrete beams.
Other researchers show the capacity nearly 91 % [35].
Among all samples of the series, the maximum crack opening width in the area of pure bending is
4.5 mm. The maximum deflection value of the beam in the center is 20 mm among all samples of the series.
The crack formation pattern is shown in Fig. 9, and the cracks themselves are shown in Fig. 10.

Figure 9. The crack formation pattern for the beam with fiber glass composite reinforcement.

Figure 10. Cracking in the beam with fiber glass composite reinforcement.
The summarized data of the test results for all series of samples are presented in Fig. 11. The graph
clearly indicates that the moment value for the onset of crack formation is smaller by 15.5 % for a beam with
fiber glass reinforcement compared to a beam with metal reinforcement. For the beams with metal
reinforcement, the onset of the crack formation the moment Mcrc,exp corresponds to 0.67 kN∙m, while for the
beams reinforced with glass-composite reinforcement the moment Mcrc,exp equals to 0.58 kN∙m.
Overall, the destruction of all the beams was of the same nature and did not depend on the type of
reinforcement. However, for the beams with fiber glass composite reinforcement the averaged value of the
breaking load Fult,exp was 11.092 kN, which corresponded to the moment Mult,exp = 2.995 kN∙m. The averaged
value of breaking load for beams with metal reinforcement Fult,exp was 13.096 kN, which corresponded to the
moment Mult,exp = 3.536 kN∙m. So, the value of the breaking load for the beams with fiber glass composite
reinforcement was by 18.06 % less compared to the beams with metal reinforcement.
Another anticipated finding was that the value of the maximum deflection for the beams with fiber glass
composite reinforcement amounted to 18.55 mm. While the maximum deflection of the beams with metal
reinforcement was as much as 10.5 mm. Thus, the maximum deflection for the beams with fiber glass
composite reinforcement was 43.3 % more than the maximum deflections of the beams with metal
reinforcement. Other researchers show the same deflection for the GFRP beams [23, 35].

Figure 11. A generalized diagram of the beam deflection with reference to the loading onset:
1 – beams with fiber glass composite reinforcement, 2 – moment of crack formation in beams
with fiber glass composite reinforcement, 3 – beams with metal reinforcement,
4 – moment of crack formation in beams with metal reinforcement.
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The further analysis of the data showed that the cracks in the beams with fiber glass composite
reinforcement began to open at the lower values of the loading moments and the larger deflections of the
beams by an average of 40 ... 60 %, especially in the initial loading period, if compared to the same
characteristics of the beams with metal reinforcement. The maximum crack opening for beams with fiber glass
composite reinforcement was also 28.8 % larger. The results clearly demonstrate lower rigidity of concrete
structures with fiber glass composite reinforcement and, as a consequence, a reduction in the entire bearing
capacity of such elements. It is possible to increase the bearing capacity of fiber glass composite elements by
either increasing the percentage of reinforcement or the elasticity modulus of fiber glass composite
reinforcement. Both methods will lead to large additional costs, and therefore, the use of fiber glass composite
in the reinforcement of simple flexible elements is not economically feasible. This type of reinforcement is likely
to be applicable for concrete structures on the elastic foundation. However, it is clearly understood that further
research should be done on this matter further before.

4. Conclusion
1. The destruction of the beams has taken place along their cross-section; the nature of the destruction
and cracking in general has been of the same nature with no dependence on the reinforcement type.
2. The averaged value of the breaking moment Mult,exp is 2.995 kN∙m for beams with fiber glass
composite reinforcement, and 3.536 kN∙m for beams with metal reinforcement, which makes a considerable
discrepancy of 18.06 %.
3. Despite the initial experimental condition of equal loading onset moment, the moment Mcrc,exp. is
0.67 kN∙m for beams with metal reinforcement, and 0.58 kN∙m for beams with metal reinforcement. Thus, the
value of the crack formation for beams with fiber glass composite reinforcement is 15.5 % less compared to
the same value for beams with metal reinforcement.
4. The cracks in the beams with fiber glass composite reinforcement began to open at the lower values
of the loading moments and the larger deflections of the beams by an average of 40 ... 60 %, especially in the
initial loading period, if compared to the same characteristics of the beams with metal reinforcement.
5. The value of the maximum deflection for beams with fiber glass composite reinforcement (18.55 mm)
is 43.3 % more than the maximum deflection for beams with metal reinforcement (10.5 mm). The maximum
crack opening for beams with fiber glass composite reinforcement is also 28.8 % greater than the maximum
crack width for beams with metal reinforcement.
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Abstract. The article proposes models of nonlinear estimation of the bearing capacity of piles on weathered
claystone and sandstone. These soils are often used as the foundation for deep foundations for critical
structures such as bridges, transport structures, dams. Often, laboratory tests of such soils give
underestimated values of the characteristics. As a result, the bearing capacity of the designed pile foundations
is much more than necessary. The main goal of this study is to develop equations that allow us to evaluate
the bearing capacity of the pile foundation in these soils by a non-destructive method. The authors propose
semi-empirical equations based on analytical solutions and empirical data, obtained from plate-bearing tests.
These equations can be used for an estimation of the bearing capacity of piles of various diameters without
conducting expensive field tests. Assessment of the obtained equations reliability showed that the
determination coefficient is 0.90 for claystone, and 0.96 for sandstone. This allows us to characterize the
obtained approximating functions as theoretical models of good quality. Proposed equations was compared
with other methods and static load test results.

1. Introduction
Pile bearing capacity is one of the most important factor in deep foundations design. Over the years,
the bearing capacity of the deep foundation in a weathered and fissured rock base has been the subject of
many studies in the field of geotechnics [1−22]. As a result, the researchers proposed a number of theoretical
and experimental solutions for predicting the bearing capacity of piles. However, an accurate estimation of the
pile bearing capacity and a reliable interpretation of the mechanism of load transfer from the pile to the ground
are still far from perfect due to the complexity of the problem. In addition, many factors must be taken into
account: the shape and size of the foundation, the laying depth, the load, and the characteristics of the
weathered rocky soil.
The calculation methods given in the Russian Federation standards are developed primary for
quaternary sandy-clay soils of sedimentary origin and rocky unripe soils and do not always allow obtaining the
correct values of the bearing capacity of End-bearing pile in argillite-like clays and sandstones. Weathered
argillite-like clays and sandstones of Permian age cannot be classified as low-compressible rocky soils [23,
25], since they have a deformation modulus much less than 50 MPa. Due to the lack of reliable methods for
calculating the bearing capacity of piles on weathered claystone and sandstone, it is often necessary to use
expensive and time-consuming static tests and plate-bearing tests. Calculation methods implemented in world
design practice [2, 13−17, 25−29] require the use of additional soil parameters that are not always determined
in practice of engineering and geological surveys. In addition, the proposed theoretical models require
correlation by comparing the results of calculations with the field tests data.
As follows from the foregoing, the goal of this work is the development of a methodology for calculating
the bearing capacity of piles in weathered claystone and sandstone of Permian age. To achieve this goal, the
following issues were solved:
1. An analysis of the existing calculation methods for determining the bearing capacity of piles.
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2. Soil resistance under the pile toe was determined from the plate-bearing tests results. The technique of
experimental studies is described. The results of field tests are analyzed.
3. Equations for calculating the bearing capacity of cast-in-place piles in weathered claystone and
sandstones of Permian age have been developed.
It has been proven that rock masses have fracture, anisotropy, nonlinearity of properties, etc. Therefore,
a simple theoretical approach to determining the bearing capacity for the case of a homogeneous isotropic
continuous medium with a linear fracture law does not reflect the real properties of the rock mass at the base
of the foundation [4, 6, 7, 11, 13, 26, 30]. In the case when the rock mass is highly weathered and fractured,
loads from the foundation can lead to the appearance of both elastic and plastic deformations. The most widely
used methods for determining the bearing capacity of foundations can be divided into four groups: analytical
methods, numerical methods, semi-empirical methods and field tests of piles. Numerical methods, such as
the finite element method (FEM) and the limit equilibrium method (LEM), predict the pile bearing capacity using
geometry and the soil properties of the foundation as input. [17, 31, 33]. Semi-empirical methods are based
on a correlation between the bearing capacity and soil properties based on empirical observations and the
results of experimental tests [4, 11, 28, 33−41].
The existing semi-empirical equations (1, 2) for calculating the bearing capacity of piles use data from
laboratory soil tests.

=
Fd γ с

Rc,m,n 
l
1 + 0.4 d
γ g 
df


A



(1)

where γc is coefficient of pile working conditions in the soil, taken equal to 1; Rc,m,n is the value of the uniaxial
compression strength of rocky soil in a water-saturated state in the field; γg is the soil reliability coefficient
equal to 1.4; A is the cross section area of the pile toe, m2; ld is the calculated depth of embedment of the pile
into claystone, m; df is the outer diameter of the pile, m.

Q p = A p ⋅ q p = A p ⋅ (c ' N c + q ' N q )
(2)
where Ap is the cross section area of the pile toe, m2; qp is the soil resistance characteristic under the tip of
the pile; c’ is the cohesion of the soil surrounding the pile; qp is the soil resistance under the tip of the pile; q'
is the effective vertical stress at the depth of the tip of the pile; Nc, Nq is the coefficients taken according to
Eurocode tables.
Determination of the tensile strength of weathered claystone and sandstones under laboratory
conditions often shows underestimated results in relation to field tests [13]. As a result, the application of the
uniaxial compression strength results obtained in laboratory conditions gives underestimated values of the
bearing capacity of the end-bearing pile. In addition, for calculations it is often necessary to use special
coefficients that take into account the fracture of weathered rocky soils. However, in the standard engineering
and geological surveys, this coefficient is not determined.
The calculation of the bearing capacity of piles on hard clay, presented in [19], showed that the bearing
capacity of piles is significantly underestimated in comparison with the results of piles field tests. Often, instead
of plate-bearing tests, cone penetration test and pile with static and dynamic load tests are used. However,
cone penetration test has limited application in dense claystone and sandstone with cementation bonds and
static load testing can be quite expensive especially for heavily loaded cast-in-place piles. High strain dynamic
pile testing may be a good solution, but most standards require a large safety factor for the results of these
tests. A description of existing methods for calculating the bearing capacity of piles and some issues
encountered in their application can be found in [10, 14−18, 28, 31, 34, 35, 37, 39, 40]. When drilling piles are
used in soft soils, the bearing capacity is mainly limited by the stability of the piles [40, 41]. But for pile less
than 40 m in length capacity is still majorly limited by soil resistance.
Based on the results of the analysis, it can be concluded that it is necessary to adjust existing solutions
in the field of calculating the bearing capacity of piles on weathered claystone and sandstone. The
development of analytical and semi-empirical solutions that can be used to calculate the foundations at the
pre-design stages is of particular interest.

2. Methods
In this study, the results of plate-bearing tests of the early Permian age claystone and sandstone are
analyzed. The geological and lithological structure of the plate-bearing test sites is represented by fill-up soils,
loam from a hard-plastic to a fluid-plastic consistency, gravel-pebble soils with clay aggregate, which overlap
claystone below (Fig. 1a) and Permian sandstone (Fig. 1b).
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a) Claystone

b) Sandstone

Figure 1. Claystone (a) and Sandstone (b) samples.

The claystone is dark brown. It consists of clay material (60−70 %), silt material (10−20 %), admixture
of carbonates (10−15 %) and iron oxides. The sandstone is greenish-gray and grayish-brown, fine and finegrained (rarely medium-grained), layered (from thin-layered to unclear-layered), polymictic, with carbonateclay, clay-carbonate and carbonate cement. The content of clastic material in sandstones is 50−90 %, cement
is 12−30 %. The values of the physical and mechanical properties of claystone and sandstone are given in
Table 1. The properties were determined according to Russian State Standard GOST 12248-2010.
Сohesion and friction angle were defined from the direct shear test. In most cases modules are defined
from oedometer soil test. The RQD parameter was not determined. Usually, during geological surveys it is
impossible to take cores of the considered soil with a height of more than 10 cm.
Table 1. Average values of physical characteristics of claystone and sandstone.
Typical borehole

Physical and
mechanical properties

Claystone (4)

Sandstone (5)

Bulk density, g / cm3

2.02

2.07

Humidity

0.19

0.16

Liquid limit

0.33

-

Plasticity Limit

0.23

-

Plasticity Index

0.16

-

Liquidity Index

<0

-

Saturation

0.84

0.83

Coefﬁcient of
weathering

0.76

0.76

Elastic modulus, MPa

11.6

12.8

Coefficient of
cohesion, kPa

30

11

Friction angle

26

33

The plate-bearing was conducted in the well. A type III plate with a sole area of 600 cm2 was used.
Drilling the test well was carried out with casing. The embossing of plate in claystone ranged from 1.0 to
11.0 m, in sandstone – from 0.5 to 6.0 m. A hydraulic jack DU100P150 with a manual hydraulic station NRG
7036 was used as a loading device (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Plate-bearing test.

The pressure in the system was controlled using a trusted pressure gauge with a division price of
1 kgf/cm2. Reactive efforts were perceived by a custom manufacturing anchor system. The design of the stand
was previously designed for a load of 1.5 times the required load during the test. The set was recorded using
6PAO deflection meters, the temperature deformations of the steel wire were taken into account using the
compensation deflection meter. The plate was loaded in steps of 0.2 MPa. Each pressure stage was
maintained until the plate was conditionally stabilized. It was believed that the plate was stabilized if the stamp
settling speed did not exceed 0.1 mm per 0.5 hours. The final value of pressure pn was determined as follows:
if, at pressure pi, the pressure increment is twice as large as for the previous pressure step pi-1, and at the
next pressure step pi+1, the pressure increment will be equal to or greater than the pressure increment at pi,
for the final value pn should take pi-1. In the absence of a criterion for achieving pressure pn, the test was
terminated when the ultimate load bearing capacity of the stand was reached. In total, in this study, 11 stamp
tests of claystone and 5 stamp tests of sandstone were considered.

3. Results and Discussion
In order to identify the probabilistic relationships between the uniaxial compression strength in the field
(Rc,m,n) and the plate embedment depth (ld), an analytical function was searched that best describes the
dependence of Rc,m,n on ld. The results of plate-bearing test presented in diagrams of the characteristics Rc,m,n
and ld for claystone and sandstone in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively.

Figure 3. The relationship between the tensile strength of uniaxial compression plate
in the field (Rc, m, n) from the depth of the punch (ld) for argillite-like clay.

Figure 4. The relationship between the tensile strength of uniaxial compression stamp
in the field (Rc, m, n) from the depth of the punch (ld) for sandstone.
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Figs. 3 and 4 show that with an increase in the immersion depth of the test plate in claystone and
sandstone, the ultimate bearing capacity of soil also increases.
To approximate the experimental data, logarithmic functions were chosen. Assessment of the reliability
of the approximation of the obtained equations showed that the determination coefficient is 0.90 for claystone
and 0.96 for sandstone. Therefore, it can be said that the obtained approximating equation describes well the
relationship between the depth of embedment of the slab and the resulting soil rotation.
Based on the performed theoretical and experimental studies, a technique for calculating the bearing
capacity of piles on argillite-like clays and sandstones of Permian age is proposed. The equations presented
below make it possible to calculate the bearing capacity of shell pile, filling and bored piles of any diameter
with embedment from 1.0 to 11.0 m in claystone and from 0.5 to 6.0 m in sandstones. The pile bearing capacity
in claystone can be calculated by the equation (3):

Fd= γ с A ⋅ (1.0291ln(ld ) + 1.493) ⋅ (1 + 0.4

ld
)
df

(3)

where γc is the coefficient of pile working conditions in the soil, taken equal to 1; A is the cross section area of
the pile toe, m2; ld is the calculated depth of embedment of the pile into claystone, m; df is the the outer
diameter of the pile, m.
The pile bearing capacity in sandstone can be calculated by the equation (4):

Fd= γ с A ⋅ (1.0304 ln(ld ) + 1.5878) ⋅ (1 + 0.4

ld
)
df

(4)

Studies [2, 4−6, 9, 11, 14, 18, 20, 39] have repeatedly emphasized the need to take into account a large
number of factors affecting the joint work of piles on weathered rocky soils. The equations presented in this
study allow one to take into account a number of factors that have a significant impact on the bearing capacity
of piles on weathered rocky soils: pile geometry, embedment depth, and soil strength near the pile end. The
obtained solutions require additional verification in the case of application for other types of weathered rocky
soils – shale, limestone, siltstone, granite, etc. It should be borne in mind that soils formed at different
geological times and in different conditions can have different engineering properties.
For piles based on weathered rocky soils with compressive strength exceeding 2 MPa, soil resistance
exceeds the strength of the pile material [18, 19, 41]. In such cases, pile set is more critical than bearing
capacity. On weathered rocky soils that have rheological properties, great attention must be paid to the speed
and degree of development of uneven foundation sets [41]. Uneven sets can lead to additional forces and
brittle fracture in structural elements. Thus, the design of piles should be based on the assessment of set
under design loads with the use of a safety factor. However, claystone and sandstone often have an uneven
degree of weathering and uniaxial compression strength of less than 2.0 MPa. This leads to the need to take
into account the bearing capacity of piles along with long-term settlement of piles.
For the soils under consideration, the RQD parameter is usually not determined, since it is usually not
possible to drill a core with a height of 10 cm or more. In addition, these soils are highly weathered. According
to the requirements of national standards, the load-bearing capacity of piles in highly weathered bases should
be determined from static tests. The uniaxial compression strength is typically 1.15–2.15 MPa.
To compare proposed equations with other methods static load test of one cast-in-place pile was
conducted. Pile has 22.52 meters in length and 600 mm in diameter. Bearing capacity was calculated
according to SP 24.13330 method and finite element method. OCR parameter was obtained Initial stresses
were generated using the K0 procedure using OCR = 1.8 coefficients for argillite-like clay to take into account
the state of overconsolidation. Comparison of obtained results with static load test presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Comparison between proposed equations and standard equations.
Bearing capacity according
to SP 24.13330 analytical
method, kN

Proposed
equations, kN

Finite element method
(Plaxis)

Static load test,
kN

3688

4975

4530

5400

As can be seen from the comparison results, the standard method significantly underestimates the
bearing capacity of piles. The finite element method shows somewhat better convergence with SLT, however,
the results are also lower. This may be due to incorrectly defined characteristics. All characteristics used in
the calculations are determined in laboratory conditions. However, there is no guarantee that the sample does
not lose strength at the time of sampling. Existing standards should be revised to ensure the design of piles
on weathered claystone and sandstone using the correct equations and reliability factors to predict not only
bearing capacity, but also long-term settlement.
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4. Conclusion
1. This article addresses the issue of predicting the bearing capacity of piles on weathered rocky soils.
The authors analyzed the results of determining the uniaxial compression strength of claystone and sandstone
by plate-bearing test. Various relationships were revealed between the uniaxial compression tensile strength
and the plate embedment depth for.
2. A semi-empirical technique is proposed for a preliminary assessment of the bearing capacity of a
pile foundation, based on weathered claystone and sandstones of the early Permian age. The presented
equations make it possible to calculate the bearing capacity of various types of piles of any diameter with
embedment from 1.0 to 11.0 m in claystone and from 0.5 to 6.0 m in sandstones.
3. Assessment of the reliability of the obtained equations showed that the determination coefficient is
0.90 for claystone and 0.96 for sandstone. It should be noted that only claystone and sandstone of the early
Permian age were considered in this paper. Soils, which are formed at a different geological time, and having
a different loading history may have different engineering properties. Therefore, the resulting equations should
be used with caution for other types of weathered rocky soils.
4. When designing pile foundations on weathered rocky soils, it is necessary to take into account both
the bearing capacity of the pile and long-term set increase. This is because for piles based on soils with a
compressive strength of more than 2 MPa, the bearing capacity of the soil exceeds the strength of the piles.
Existing standards should be revised to ensure the design of piles on weathered claystone and sandstone
using the correct equations and reliability factors to predict not only bearing capacity, but also long-term
settlement.
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Abstract. This paper presents a methodology for optimisation of flat steel trusses with a system of highstrength tie bars, for each of which the possibility of multiple pre-stresses is provided. Pre-stress is one of the
most effective ways to increase the carrying capacity of steel trusses with minimum material costs. Besides,
a significant effect, according to the literature data, can be achieved by alternating stages of pre-stresses and
payloads. At the same time, algorithms for designing such objects while choosing a sequence of force actions
still need to be worked out. The problem of minimising the truss cost is considered taking into account strength,
stiffness, and stability constraints. A search has been specified for the sequence of alternating the stages of
pre-stress and the application of portions of useful loads, pre-stress forces, bar profiles, and cable crosssection area values. Multiple allowable scenarios of force impacts on a redundant template are used. It is
acceptable to indicate the load absence condition in such template in some positions. A possibility has been
implemented for the cable system to set a redundant topology which is controlled by including the ability to
select negligible cross-section areas. As a result, the mathematical statement of the problem is reduced to
discrete parametrical optimisation. A scheme of genetic algorithm is implemented with a mixed approach to
the mutation operator in order to find efficient solutions. A methodology has been developed to calculate the
stress-strain state of steel frameworks pre-stressed using high-strength cables in a single computational
process to efficiently check for compliance with the problem constraints. The performance of the suggested
procedure of the optimum search has been illustrated by the example of a steel arch truss. A possibility to use
bars made of round pipes together with high-strength tie bars was provided. The efficient parameters of the
framework and force impact modes have been determined. The expediency of alternating impacts caused by
pre-stresses of cables and application of useful load parts is confirmed. The approach proposed will
significantly increase the possibility of obtaining cost-effective design solutions for steel trusses.

1. Introduction
Today attention is being increasingly focused on the development of unique structures, including various
types of long span constructions. It is often required to use a pre-stress for strained systems of this kind so as
to increase their load-carrying capacity while minimising the material costs. Such structure types can be
designed efficiently on the basis of an optimum search. Herewith, it is expedient to vary their parameters and
topologies on discrete sets of admissible variants determined via existing standards and construction
conditions.
Classical approaches to the optimisation of pre-stressed steel structures are well-known [1−4]. These
algorithms specify, first of all, the application of mathematical programming methods, and the optimum design
process is divided into several stages. Work [1], on the basis of such methodology types, considers the issues
of selecting rational structural layouts for pre-stressed systems, determination of rational pre-stress forces,
and optimum distribution of material in the structure, unification of framework cross-section area values, and
selection of the sequence of pre-stress operations. Article [2] presents stage-by-stage optimisation of prestressed flat steel trusses made of tubular profiles. Topological optimisation of the design and selection of bar
cross-section areas from the regulatory requirements are performed during the first and second stages,
respectively, without regard to pre-stress. At the third stage, the influence of pre-stress of a truss by means of
cables built into its lower flange on the structure's load-carrying capacity is assessed, and the structure's
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parameters are adjusted. Work [3] covers the optimum design of steel cable trusses in which the cable prestress is provided. The truss weight is minimised at restrictions on stresses. The structure topology, pre-stress
forces, and cable cross-section area values vary. Initially a uniform-strength system is used. Then the truss
topology is corrected by providing an opportunity of selecting “zero” element cross-section area values. In [4]
a procedure for minimising the weight of a flat framed structure subjected to pre-stress with restrictions on
stresses and displacements is given. At the first stage, the pre-stress force and geometric characteristics of
bars are determined. At the second stage, topological optimisation is implemented on the basis of exclusion
of the least-loaded structural elements from the structure.
Stage-by-stage optimisation allows to simplify the problem, but, in some cases, it results in a loss of
efficient design solutions. This problem can be solved on the basis of up-to-date achievements in the
development of the optimum design of different complex engineering systems using metaheuristic iteration
methods [5, 6]. Such approaches are efficient in finding global extrema, they do not require that derivatives of
functions are considered, while ensuring the possibility of searching for variable parameters on discrete sets.
Evolutionary metaheuristic procedures have gained fairly wide popularity for optimisation of deformable
objects. They are usually implemented as genetic algorithms [7−11]. Some other metaheuristic methods were
also used for this purpose: Particle Swarm Optimization [12], Simulated Annealing [13], Tabu Search [14],
Harmony Search [15], Ant Colony Optimization [16], Big Bang – Big Crunch Algorithm [17], Imperialist
Competitive Algorithm [18], Ray Optimization [19], Mine Blast Algorithm [20], Cuckoo Search Algorithm [21],
Firefly Algorithm [22], Dolphin Echolocation [23], Teaching-Learning-Based Optimization [24], Chaotic Swarming
of Particles [25], Bat-Inspired Algorithm [26], Colliding Bodies Optimization [27], Search Group Algorithm [28],
etc. Quite detailed information on the use of metaheuristic procedures for optimisation of load-bearing systems
is given in the reviews [29−31].
The research [32−35] uses metaheuristic schemes that allow to solve optimal search problems for prestressed frames according to all design parameters in a single computation process. Work [32] presents the
procedure for optimisation using a genetic algorithm of pre-stressed reinforced concrete multi-span bridges.
The selected parameters are the number of object spans, the bridge cross-section area, and the principal
reinforcement parameters. Article [33] considers the optimum design of pre-stressed, pre-cast reinforced
concrete bridges for pedestrians. A bridge structure with a framework, that includes a pre-stressed reinforced
concrete beam with a U-shaped cross-section and a reinforced concrete slab, is examined. The bridge's cost
is minimised in variation of beam and slab dimensions, material grades, as well as parameters of principal and
design reinforcement. Herewith, a metaheuristic procedure based on a Simulated Annealing algorithm is used.
Works [34, 35] describe the development of an evolutionary algorithm for the optimum design of pre-stressed
steel flat trusses with system of tie bars consisting of high-strength cables. The truss minimisation problem is
solved taking into account the strength, stiffness, and stability limitations. Simultaneously the search is
performed both for bar profiles and for the cross-section area of tie bars and their pre-tension. Herewith, in
article [34] the possibility of excluding tie-bars from the redundant cable system topology is considered.
Work [36] presents an optimisation algorithm using an ANSYS v12 software system for an innovative
suspended structure with the main load-carrying elements as pre-stressed cable trusses. The flooring panels
in such a framework are made of perpendicularly glued board layers and are located over the lower truss
flange. The optimisation goal is to obtain the values of the design parameters while ensuring minimum material
consumption. The stress and displacement limitations were taken into account. The cable cross-section areas
and pre-stress forces were considered as variable parameters.
It should be noted that one of the important methods of using the possibilities of pre-stress is the
implementation of alternating pre-stresses and useful load applications [1, 37]. At the same time, the
methodology of the efficient design of objects in a single iteration procedure for such tasks is still to be adjusted
as applied to various framework classes.
The aim of the present work is to develop of an algorithm to ensure the possibility of discrete optimisation
on the basis of an evolutionary approach to pre-stressed steel flat trusses with a comprehensive selection of
rational alternation of the stages of pre-stress and useful load application, cable structure, pre-stress forces,
bar profiles, and cable cross-section areas.

2. Methods
2.1. Problem statement
Let us assume that the truss is fastened from its plane in nodes. We should take into account the
tension-compression and flexure strains when dealing with bars, and tensile strain when dealing with cables.
We provide for setting a redundant structure for the cable system in general case, and a redundant number of
force impacts of different types. The control of these redundant possibilities is provided by taking into account
parameters of conditional tie bar variants with negligible cross section areas and zero pre-stress forces and
useful load portions in sets of permissible values. Then the topology and parametric optimisation is reduced
to parametric one.
Serpik, I.N., Tarasova, N.V.
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Let us minimise the design cost
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( nm(k ) , βm(k ) )
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}

T

K p1( k ) K p 2( k ) .. K ps

o (k )

( k = 1, 2, .. , ko ) is the vector determining the action group k ; ko is the total number of possible impact
groups; K g ( k ) is the portion of design gravity forces related to group k ; ( n j ( k ) , β j ( k ) ) ( j = 1, 2, .. , m ) is
a pair of numbers determining for group
of load-carrying elements and share

k

the number n j ( k ) of tie bar T j in the general numbering system

β j ( k ) of the tension force increment at this stage of its total pre-stress;

m is the maximum number of tie bars which may be used in the truss according to the problem statement;
K ps ( k ) is the share of the useful load s for group k ( s = 1, 2, .. , so ) ; so is the number of useful loads;

{ А} = { А1 А2 .. Аr }T

is a vector of independently variable areas

Аl

of cross sections for bar groups

( l = 1, 2, .. , r ) ; {Н } = {( DT 1, αT 1 ) ( DT 2 , αT 2 ) .. ( DTm , αTm )} is a vector of number pairs, each of which
determines for tie bar T j ( j = 1, 2, .. , m ) diameter DTj and share αTj of force S j of its total pre-stress of
T

the breaking load RTj

( S j = αTj RTj ) .

Let us take into account the following limitations the compliance with which is checked with
consideration the requirements of standard “SP 16.13330.2017. Steel structures. The updated edition of SNiP
II-23-81*” on each of the considered force impact stages:
1. Limitation on stresses in the truss bars:

σ M ≤ Rу ,
where

σM

(2)

is von Mises stress; R y is the design steel resistance assigned on the basis of the yield strength.

2. Limitation on forces in the tie bars:

NT ≤ RT k T ,
where

NT

is the longitudinal force in any tie bar;

RT

is the breaking load for the tie bar;

(3)

kT

is the safety

margin.
3. Limitation on stiffness:

δ ≤f

,

(4)

where δ is a projection of the truss node displacement vector to any Cartesian coordinate system axes; f
is the permissible value of the modulus of such displacement.
4. The bar stability condition.
5. Design and technological requirements.

2.2. Algorithm for calculating stress-strain state
of a truss during multiple pre-stresses
Let us assume that each tie bar can be pre-stressed to the structure in several stages. We take into
account the design non-linearity expressed by change of the framework structure as each new tie bar is
included into it. n impacts are considered as tie bar pre-stresses and components of design loads. Let us
discretise the object using the finite element method according to displacement method [38]. For each impact
the calculation will be performed in a linear setting by solving the following linear algebraic equation system:
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[К ] +



where


Ji
{Ri } ,
∑ [ КT ] j  {∆i } =
j =1


[ K ] is the global stiffness matrix for a truss without tie bars;

(5)

Ji

is a number of tie bars which shall be

included into the design diagram of the i th impact; [ KT ] is an addition to the global stiffness matrix taking
j

T j ; {∆i } is a vector of nodal displacement increments caused by impact i ; { Ri } is a
vector of statically equivalent nodal forces for the i th impact.
into account tie bar

After that the nodal displacement values are adjusted:
i
i −1
δ }( ) {δ }( ) + {∆i } ,
{=

(6)

{δ }(i ) , {δ }(i −1) are the nodal displacement vectors obtained on the basis of the results of impacts i
(0)
and i − 1 ({δ }
= 0) .

where

Calculation of the structure pre-stress using tie bar T j is taken into consideration in two stages using
conditional temperature strains. Let us assume that with due allowance for losses, the tie bar shall get the
positive increment ∆S jA of the tension force. At the 1st stage we set the test change of temperature ∆t in
the tie bar resulting in the appearance of auxiliary nodal forces

(1)
(Fig. 1), the modulus of which is
FOj

(1)
FOj
= αT ∆t ЕT АT ,

where

αT , ЕT , АT

(7)

are the linear temperature expansion coefficient, elasticity modulus, and cross section

area of the cable.
The object is calculated taking into consideration only such forces with computation of longitudinal force
(1)
in the tie bar which will work in compression conditionally. Then the actual increment of the longitudinal
N Fj

force in the tie bar is determined:
1
(1)
(1)
,
∆N (j ) = FOj
+ N Fj

(8)

where longitudinal forces are considered as algebraic values.

Figure 1. Auxiliary forces caused by conditional temperature effect on tie bar T

j

at stage l (l = 1, 2) .
At stage 2 the value of auxiliary forces is adjusted:

()
FOj
∆S jA
1

( 2)
FOj

=

(1)

∆N j

,

the truss calculation is repeated, and the increment of longitudinal force

(9)

∆N (2)
j for this stage is determined.

Since the calculations within one impact are performed in a linear setting, we will have ∆N (2)
∆S jA ,
j =
fulfilling the condition of modelling the stress-strain state of the structure caused by pre-stress. If the tensioning
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is carried out to stops, then by setting force

(1)
FOj
= ∆S jA we ensure modelling of the object state caused by

the considered impact after only one calculation stage.
During each subsequent impact i force in tie bar T j is re-calculated as follows:

=
N j ( i ) N j ( i −1) + ∆N j (i ) ,

(10)

where N j (i ) , N j (i −1) are tension forces in tie bar T j before and after impact i ; ∆N j (i ) is change of tension
force in tie bar

T j , obtained due to impact i .
2.3. Optimum search procedure

Limitation 5 is taken into account when the permissible values of variable parameters are set. All other
limitations are considered during optimisation as active ones. To achieve an optimum design, we use an
approach to evolutionary modelling of frameworks in the form of a genetic algorithm the basic provisions of
which are detailed in [39, 40]. Let us consider the main population
auxiliary population

ΠB

ΠA

with length

L of chromosome and

of elite individuals, the size of which depends on the results of operation of genetic

algorithm, but does not exceed

L . Population Π B is used for keeping the efficient genetic material taken into

account during replenishment of population

Π A . The limitations are considered by simple rejection of non-

operable structure variants. A single-point crossover is implemented. We apply a mixed procedures ensuring
random change of parameter values with alternation of selection from variants with the nearest number in the
chromosome and from the elements which are randomly located in the chromosome. Table 1 explains the
parameter value variation scheme, where

pa , pb

are numbers randomly generated on numeric line segment

[0, 1] at uniform distribution law, r j is the current position number in a set of its permissible values, w j is the
number of elements in such set,

ma , mb1 , mb 2 , mb3

structures it is expedient to assume

are the specified values. During optimisation of truss

ma = 0.9 , mb1 = 0.5 , mb 2 = 0.75 , mb3 = 0.9

[40].

Table 1. Scheme of parameter value change during mutation.
Condition on

pa

pa ≤ ma

pa > ma

Condition on

pb

pb < mb1

Condition on

rj

rj ≥ 3

r=
j rj − 2

rj = 2

r=
rj − 1
j

mb1 ≤ pb < mb 2

rj ≥ 2

mb 2 ≤ pb < mb3

rj ≤ w j − 1

pb ≥ mb3

r=
w j −1
j

is not taken into
consideration

Parameter value selection method

r=
rj + 1
j

rj ≤ w j − 2

r=
rj + 2
j

is not taken into
consideration

The value is randomly selected from a
set of permissible values

It is assumed in this task that the chromosome can contain the following information in the general case:

[G ] = ζ

where

A1 A2 .. Ar

( DT 1, αT 1 ) ( DT 2 , αT 2 )

ζ is the number of scenario of impact on the truss.

..

( DTm , αTm )

,

(11)

It should be noted that for exhaustive type problems, the only reliable criteria for achieving the global
optimum is usually the complete exhaustion of all possible variants associated with a significant number of
calculations. Numerical experiments show that at the optimum synthesis of pre-stressed steel trusses on the
basis of the approach presented herein, the absence of changes in the group of elite projects for 500–
600 iterations indicates the expediency of completion of the evolutionary search. Usually the continuation of
such process does not result in any significant change to the objective function.
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3. Results and Discussion
Let us provide the results of designing the steel flat truss shown in Fig. 2. It was assumed that the bars
are made of round pipes in accordance with Russian State Standard GOST 32931-2015 “Steel shaped tubes
for steel structures. Specifications.” The truss bar material is steel S245 (SP 16.13330.2017). A provision was
made to introduce up to two high-strength cable-type tie bars in accordance with GOST 3081-80 “Two lay rope
of LK-O type, design 6 19 (1+9+9)+7×7 (1+6).” In accordance with SP 16.13330.2017, the elasticity modulus

Е
for the bar material was assumed as=
as

2.06 ⋅105

MPa, the elasticity modulus of rope material was assumed

ЕT 1.47 ⋅10 MPa. In accordance with SP 20.13330.2016 “Loads and impacts. Updated edition of
=
5

SNiP 2.01.07-85*,” the maximum permissible deflection for 1/300 of the truss span was set. The cost of rolled
metal products was calculated using the cost of metal pipes of Metallokonstruktsii LLC
(http://www.metalconstr.ru/09.html), the cost of tie bars manufactured by Optimist LLC (http://optimist32.ru/produktsiya/kanaty-i-veryovki/kanat-stalnoj/). The prices taken into account were current as of May
2019.

Figure 2. Long-span truss: 1–77 are bars, 78

(T1 ) , 79 (T2 ) are tie bars.

Permitted possibilities included using two tie bars T1 , T2 during tensioning on the structure, and the
absence of one or both ropes. Weights of bars and ropes depend on the parameter values and useful load as
a system of concentrated forces applied to the upper truss flange, where
consideration. The impact sequence was considered at

{V }1 = {1

n1(2) , β1(2)

) (

kN were taken into

ko = 2 , so = 1 based on the following template:

( n1(1) , β1(1) ) ( n2(1) , β2(1) )

{ (

{V }2 = 0

P = 30

n2(2) , β 2(2)

K p1(1)

)

}

T

K p1(2)

,

}

(12)

T

.

This template shows that initially the object gravity forces are taken into account, then the consecutive
rope tensioning and useful load application can be performed. Then a provision is made to finally tension the
ropes and take into consideration the remaining portion of the useful load.
The set of permissible impact scenarios was specified (Table 2). The bar grouping is detailed in Table 3.
For each group a possibility was specified to use the following values of the pipe outer diameter and thickness

( D × t ) : 70×4, 89×5.5, 127×5.5, 159×6, 177.8×8, 219×8, 219×9, 219×10, 219×12, 219×13, 219×14, 273×12,

273×14, 325×13, 325×14, 355.6×14, and 377×14 (mm). Couples of numbers

( DTj × αTj ) for ropes were

chosen from these options: (33, 0.6), (33, 0.5), (33, 0.4), (33, 0.3), (33, 0.2), (33, 0.1), (33, 0), (31, 0.6), (31,
0.5), (31, 0.4), (31, 0.3), (31, 0.2), (31, 0.1), (31, 0), (29.5, 0.6), (29.5, 0.5), (29,5, 0.4), (29,5, 0.3), (29.5, 0.2),
(29.5, 0.1), (29.5, 0), (27, 0.6), (27, 0.5), (27, 0.4), (27, 0.3), (27, 0.2), (27, 0.1), (27, 0), (25, 0.6), (25, 0.5),
(25, 0.4), (25, 0.3), (25, 0.2), (25, 0.1), (25, 0), and (0, 0) (mm, -). Condition DTj = 0 corresponds to absence
of rope. Case

αTj = 0 and/or β j ( i ) = 0 indicates that the rope was only subjected to small technological

tensioning. If DTj = 0 is considered for a tie bar, then its pre-stress order set in scenarios is not taken into
consideration. Thus, the specified possibilities include both one-time and two-time rope tensioning, setting
ropes without any significant tensioning, exclusion of ropes from the redundant topology of the framework.
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Table 2. Scenarios of impact on truss.
Scenario

n1(1)

β1(1)

n2(1)

β 2(1)

K p1(1)

n1(2)

β1(2)

n2(2)

β 2(2)

K p1(2)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79

0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0
0
0
0
0
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0
0
0
0
0

79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78

0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0
0
0
0
0
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0
0
0
0
0

0.7
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.1
0
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.1
0

78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
1
1
1
1
1
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
1
1
1
1
1

79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
1
1
1
1
1
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
1
1
1
1
1

0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
1
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
1

Table 3. Bar grouping.
Group

Numbers of bars in the group

Group

Numbers of bars in the group

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1, 26
2, 3, 4, 5, 22, 23, 24, 25
6, 7, 8, 9, 18, 19, 20, 21
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17
27, 28, 37, 38
29, 30, 35, 36
31, 32, 33, 34
39, 53
40, 52

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
–

41, 42, 50, 51
43, 44, 48, 49
45, 47
46
54, 56, 58, 73, 75, 77
60, 62, 64, 67, 69, 71
55, 57, 59, 72, 74, 76
61, 63, 65, 66, 68, 70
–
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30 independent optimisation process runs were carried out with implementation of 15,000 iterations of
evolutionary algorithm in one run. Based on the results of the search, 3 different structure variants were found,
in each of which the algorithm left one rope. The information about obtained results is provided in Tables 4
and 5. As Table 4 shows, the lowest cost is achieved in the 1st structure variant obtained in 2 runs. Herewith,
the lower tie bar T1 is left at DT 1 = 33 mm, and two possible impact scenarios are selected, each of which
stipulates two-stage application of useful load (see Table 2). At the same time, scenario 22 stipulates the twotime pre-stress of the rope, and scenario 39 stipulates initial introduction of the rope without any significant
pre-stress and actual one-time pre-stress between stages of impact by useful load. The second structure
variant achieved in 26 runs is associated with ten impact scenarios and stipulates the use of only tie-bar T1 ,

DT 1 = 31 mm. In the third variant which was implemented in two runs with identical impacts, only the
upper tie bar T2 is left at DT 2 = 25 mm.

but at

Table 4. Results of optimisation on objective function, ropes and impact conditions.
Structure
variant
number

C , thous.

1
2

3

Remaining tie
bar

DTj , mm

αTj

S j , kN

Scenario
number

Number of
runs

689.7

T1

33

0.4

248.6

22

1

39

1

721.1

T1

31

0.4

168.45

34

7

39

3

38

4

36

4

26

1

27

2

23

1

35

1

22

2

30

1

17

2

RUB.

T2

870.6

25

0.5

174.0

Table 5. Results for bar profiles.

D × t , mm for structure variants

Bar group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Variant 1

Variant 2

Variant 3

127×5.5
177.8×8
219×8
219×8
127×5.5
159×6
177.8×8
127×5.5
89×5.5
89×5.5
89×5.5
89×5.5
159×6
219×8
159×6
89×5.5
89×5.5

127×5.5
177.8×8
219×9
219×9
127×5.5
177.8×8
177.8×8
127×5.5
89×5.5
89×5.5
89×5.5
89×5.5
127×5.5
219×8
159×6
127×5.5
70×4

127×5.5
219×8
219×12
219×12
177.8×8
219×9
219×8
159×6
89×5.5
89×5.5
70×4
89×5.5
89×5.5
219×8
177.8×8
127×5.5
70×4

The behaviour of decrease of the objective function in the developed computational scheme is illustrated
in Fig. 3 by examples of runs with the best and the worst convergence for each of the obtained structure
variants. As a whole, for all 30 runs in the best case, in terms of convergence, the considered result was
achieved by iteration 154, in the worst case – by iteration 10,012.
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a

b
Figure 3. Change of the objective function during optimisation:
a – best convergences, b – worst convergences.
In none of 30 runs impact scenario 42 was accepted, stipulating one-time pre-stress of tie bars and
subsequent application of all useful load. At the same time, this scenario, according to its position in the set of
permissible impact combinations, was accepted by us for all individuals of the initial population. This result
corresponds to the provision of principal efficiency of alternating impacts caused by the application of useful
load portions and shares of tie bar pre-stresses [1, 37].
It should be noted that the optimum search organisation variant with the setting of permissible scenarios
suggested herein allows the designer to significantly take into consideration the peculiarities of real civil
construction conditions. The developed methodology may become the basis for expanding the use of multistage pre-stresses in building structures, because it permits automation of the framework development
process with such control of force impacts.

4. Conclusions
1. We have suggested a computational scheme for the evolutionary optimisation of pre-stressed steel
truss structures with the possibility to vary the system of high-strength tie bars, pre-stress sequence and
application of useful loads, pre-stress forces, bar profiles and tie bar cross section areas on discrete topology
sets. The active limitations in terms of strength, stiffness, and stability are taken into consideration. Design
and process requirements are taken into account during the creation of sets of permissible parameter values.
2. A methodology has been developed for calculation of the stress-strain state of steel trusses
subjected to pre-stress using a rope system in a single computational process. The design's non-linearity
associated with the change of the framework structure during inclusion of each new tie bar is taken into
consideration.
3. The operability of the suggested computational scheme of optimum design has been confirmed by
the example of a pre-stressed steel truss with 78 m span tie bars. As a result of the performed optimisation
processes, three structure variants have been obtained which stipulate alternating tie bar pre-stresses and the
application of useful load shares.
4. The research results may be used for the design and reconstruction of pre-stressed structure
systems in civil construction and primarily for unique structures. It is expedient to implement the basic
provisions of the developed algorithms in finite element analysis software application packages.
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Abstract. The features of the stress-strain state of a precast monolithic bent element (beam) arising as a
result of its phased installation and loading are considered and experimentally investigated. At the first stage,
the load is perceived only by the precast part of the beam made of heavy concrete, and at the second stage,
monolithic lightweight concrete (expanded clay concrete) is included in the process of deformation and
perception of the external load. There were two factors that served as motivation for these experimental
studies: − Real precast monolithic structure, mounted on the construction site, in the absence of special
structural measures (temporary mounting racks, brackets, etc.) is included in the deformation process in
stages, first being the prefabricated part, followed by the monolithic one. This point is in no way reflected in
the regulatory documents for design; − Insufficient study of the influence of the phased installation on the
stress-strain state of the precast monolithic bent element leads to a biased assessment of its performance.
Experimental studies of the stress-strain state of the precast monolithic bent element are performed, taking
into account the installation process and the stepwise inclusion of the precast and then monolithic parts in the
deformation process. At that, the precast part is made of heavy concrete, and monolithic-of light concrete
(expanded clay concrete). The influence of the following factors on the stress-strain state of precast monolithic
structures is investigated and studied: the value of pre-loading of the precast part at the first stage; the stages
of installation and loading; the height of the monolithic part of the concrete. As a result of conducted research,
the new data concerning features of formation of the stress-strain state of the precast monolithic element are
received. The positive influence of phase loading and higher height of the monolithic part on the stress-strain
state of the precast monolithic structure is revealed. In this case, the insignificant influence of the value of preloading of the precast part is determined.

1. Introduction
Ever increasing interest of builders [1–4] has caused the need for a more detailed study of the issues
related to the features of the formation of the stress-strain state of precast-monolithic bent elements. Engineers
and scientists conduct various studies aimed at identifying the degree of influence of various aspects on the
deformation process of composite structures, including structures made of precast-monolithic concrete. For
example, in [5, 6] various studies of individual junctions of hollow core slabs with precast-monolithic beams
are carried out, as well as the peculiarities of the deformation of junctions of precast beams with columns are
studied. As a result, a number of design drawbacks have been revealed that require technical improvements
in the structural systems of prefabricated monolithic buildings used in modern construction practice. In [8, 9,
18, 19] the research devoted to studying of joints of plates with beams and beams with columns has also been
carried out.
The results of experimental study of the research of precast-monolithic and monolithic slabs are studied
in [7]. The data on the bearing capacity, deformability and crack resistance of the slabs are obtained, and the
analysis of their stress-strain state is performed.
In addition, one should mention the contributions devoted to the study of individual structural elements,
allowing a qualitative assessment of their design features. In [3, 10, 11, 25] experimental studies of precastKoyankin, A.A., Mitasov, V.M. Stress-strain state of the precast monolithic bent element. Magazine of Civil
Engineering. 2020. 97(5). Article No. 9706. DOI: 10.18720/MCE.97.6
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monolithic slabs are carried out, and in some publications the issue of deformation of multilayer structures [12]
is considered, including the issues of deformation of structures with external sheet reinforcement [13, 14] or
separate types of impact [15–17].
In [20, 21, 24] the issues of structural reliability of building frames on the whole are shown, with the
identification of deformation features of precast-monolithic structures taking into account the stages of their
construction.
Along with consideration of questions of constructive reliability both of buildings from precast-monolithic
reinforced concrete, and separate constructive elements, questions of feature of technology of their
construction are actively considered [22, 23].
Despite the increasing experience of precast-monolithic housing construction and the increasing volume
of research materials on this type of construction system, the authors of the article have identified two factors
that, in our opinion, are insufficiently studied and require additional research. In particular, a more extensive
study of the structural features of the stress-strain state of bent precast-monolithic structures is required, taking
into account that:
− The real precast-monolithic structure, mounted on the construction site, in the absence of special
structural measures (temporary mounting racks, brackets, etc.) will be included in the deformation process in
stages, first the prefabricated part, and then the monolithic one;
− Insufficient study of the influence of the phased installation on the stress-strain state of the precastmonolithic bent element leads to a biased assessment of its performance.
It is these two factors that have prompted the authors of this article to perform experimental studies of
the stress-strain state (the subject of research) of precast-monolithic gradually erected and loaded bent
elements (the object of research).
The aim of conducted experimental studies is to study the features of forming the stress-strain state of
the precast-monolithic bent element, taking into account its phased installation and loading.

2. Methods
In order to conduct experimental studies, 6 different series (B1...B6) of samples of hinged beams were
manufactured and tested (Fig. 1).
The experimental models were carried out in 2 stages:
− 1st stage. At the plant of reinforced concrete products, precast parts of prototypes made of heavy
concrete class B25 with 1700×80×80 (h) mm dimensions were manufactured and reinforced: longitudinal
reinforcement-1Ø10A240; transverse reinforcement in the support zone-Ø4B500 with a step of 50 mm in the
support zone; transverse reinforcement in the central zone was missing (Fig. 1,a,b);
− 2nd stage. In laboratory conditions, the precast parts were concreted with light concrete (structural
expanded clay concrete of class B12. 5). The height of the grouted part was 60 mm in the samples of series
B1...B3, B5 and 100 mm in the samples of series B4 and B6, i.e. the total dimensions of the precast-monolithic
experimental samples were 1,700×80×140 (h) mm and 1,700×80×180 (h), respectively ((Fig. 1,a,c).

a

b
c
Figure 1. Experimental samples: a – drawing; b – precast parts (photo);
c – precast-monolithic samples (photo).
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In total, 15 samples were produced and tested: 3 samples in series B1...B3 and 2 samples in series
B4...B6.
Series B1...B3 structurally did not differ from each other, the difference between them being in the value
of the preload applied to the precast part, which was: B1 – P = 0.83 kN; B2 – P = 1.18 kN;
B3 – P = 1.56 kN. The purpose of testing samples of series B1...B3 is to identify the influence of the preload
value on the stress-strain state of the precast-monolithic bending element.
The B4 series differed from the B2 series samples in the height of the monolithic part, which was
100 mm. The value of the load previously applied to the precast part was P = 1.18 kN (similar to B2 series
samples). The purpose of testing B4 series samples and subsequent comparison with the results of testing
B2 series samples is to identify the influence of the height of the monolithic part on the stress-strain state of
the precast − monolithic bent element.
Series B5 and B6 are structurally similar to the samples of series B2 and B4, respectively, but with the
difference that the monolithic part was arranged without pre-loading of the precast part. Thus, the samples of
the B5 and B6 series were loaded in a ready-assembled monolithic execution. The purpose of testing samples
of series B5 and B6 and subsequent comparison with the test results of samples of series B2 and B4,
respectively-to identify the impact of the fact of phased installation and loading on the stress-strain state of the
precast-monolithic bent element.
The experimental setup (Fig. 2) is provided by 2 concrete blocks on which the single-span beam with
its subsequent loading by the concrete and metal blocks suspended on flexible cables hinges leans.
Loading of samples B1...B4 was carried out in 2 stages:
− 1st stage (Fig. 2,a). Loading of the precast part with a preliminary load simulating the loading of precast
elements with a mounting load in real construction (the own weight of the precast element itself and other
elements supported on it, the weight of monolithic concrete);
− 2nd stage (Fig. 2,b). After the required strength of monolithic concrete, loading of precast monolithic
structure took place by the load, simulating additional mounting load (floor structures weight, partitions, curtain
walls) and operational load.
Samples of B5 and B6 series were loaded, being in a ready-precast monolithic version.

a

b
Figure 2. Test scheme:
a – 1st loading stage; b – 2nd loading stage.
Strains in concrete and reinforcement were recorded using strain gauges of 10 mm (T10) and 50 mm
(T50), respectively. Readings from strain gauges were duplicated (for confirmation) with the help of hour-type
indicators (not shown in the Fig.). Deflections were fixed by deflection meters placed in the center of the beam
(not shown in the Fig.).

3. Results and Discussion
During the tests, the following points were noted, common to all experimental samples:
− mutual displacement of monolithic and precast parts relative to each other did not happen;
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− exhaustion of the bearing capacity of the beams occurred as a result of reaching the flow limit in the
longitudinal reinforcement.
The analysis of the obtained deflection values showed the following (Fig. 3):

− at the end of the 2nd stage of loading in the samples of series B1...B3, the greatest deflection is
recorded in the sample B3 and, first of all, this difference is caused by the larger value of the deflection
accumulated within the 1st stage of loading (in Fig. 3 a red square means the end of the 1st stage of loading).
In particular, at load P = 5.1 kN average deflections in samples of series B1 were 8.88 mm, B2-10.17 mm and
B3-11.35 mm. At that the difference of deflections after the 1st stage of loading was 4.15 mm between samples
of series B1 and B3, and 2.86 mm between samples of series B2 and B3;
− Gradual involvement in the deformation process of precast and monolithic concrete in the result is
more profitable than their simultaneous deformation from the first step of loading. This is indicated by the fact
that the values of the average deflections at the 2nd stage at a load of P = 4.0 kN in the samples of the B2
series were 8.23 mm, against 9.60 mm in the samples of B5 series. And this is despite the fact that after the
1st stage of loading, i.e. before the inclusion of monolithic concrete in the deformation process, the deflections
in B2 series samples are on the contrary greater than the deflections in B5 series samples. Thus, at a certain
point in time, the deflections of the simultaneously deformed B5 series samples "overtake" the deflections of
B2 series samples gradually involved in the deformation process. Similar results were shown by samples (B4
and B6) with a larger height of the monolithic concrete zone;
− The larger height of the monolithic zone naturally increases the bending stiffness, and at a load of
P = 5.1 kN, the average deflection of samples of B2 series was 10.17 mm, and in samples of B4 series –
6.18 mm. A similar pattern is observed in samples with one-stage loading, where the average deflection at a
load of P = 3.71 kN in B5 was 8.30 mm, and in B6 – 4.39 mm.

Figure 3. Graphs of averaged deflection values of experimental samples.
In phased loaded samples of series B1...B4 in the middle of the beam span at the 1st stage of loading
normal cracks were formed at a load of P = 0.55...0.83 kN. By the end of the first loading stage in all samples
recorded cracks had a height of 30...50 mm and a width of disclosure of not more than 0.1 mm.
Within the 2nd stage of loading in samples of series B1...B3 (height of monolithic concrete 60 mm) cracks
were formed and developed only in the precast part without transition to monolithic one. In the samples of
series B4 (height of in-situ concrete 100 mm) with increasing load the crack from precast concrete penetrated
into monolithic concrete at a depth of 50 mm.
The formation of cracks in the samples of series B5 and B6 begins at later loads (1.06...1.59 kN in the
samples of series B5 and 2.65 kN-B6) due to the greater bending stiffness of the element. As the load
increased, the critical crack completely crossed the precast part; however, it did not pass into monolithic
concrete, stopping at the border.
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a

b

c

d
Figure 4. Cracking: a – photo of the beam series B1 after the 1st stage of loading;
b – photo of the beam series B1 at the loading step prior to destruction;
c – scheme of cracks in samples of series B1...B4 at the 1st stage of loading;
d – scheme of cracks in samples of series B1...B4 at the 2nd stage of loading.
The analysis of the data obtained by measuring the deformation of the longitudinal reinforcement
showed the following (Fig. 5):
− At the end of the 1st stage of loading, the strain of the longitudinal reinforcement was the greater, the
higher the value of the applied load. In particular, in the samples of the B1 series, the average strains were
0.000616, B2 – 0.000796, B3 – 0.001079. However, at the end of the 2nd stage of loading with the force
preceding the destruction (M = 2.7 kN*m), the values of the strains in the same samples were in the range
from 0.001728 to 0.001766, i.e. the values were almost equal;
− Phased inclusion of monolithic concrete in the deformation process eventually led to lower values of
reinforcement strains than simultaneous deformation of precast and monolithic concrete from the first loading
step. In particular, with the force M = 2.1 kN*m, the average value of strains of sample B5 was 0.002212,
which is more than the values in the samples of series B2 that are equal to 0.001433. Similar results were
Koyankin, A.A., Mitasov, V.M.
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obtained in samples of series B4 and B6, where at M = 2.7 kN*m the average values of strains of longitudinal
reinforcement of samples were 0.001287 and 0.001247, respectively;
− The greater height of the monolithic zone leads to a decrease in the values of strains in the longitudinal
reinforcement. In particular, the value of strains in the samples of series B2 and B4, approximately equal after
the 1st stage (0.000796 and 0.000834, respectively), within the deformation at the 2nd stage (after inclusion in
the deformation process of monolithic concrete) becomes significantly different (when the force M = 2.7 kN*m
0.001758 and 0.001287, respectively). A similar pattern is observed in the one-stage loading of the structure,
where with the force of M = 1.97 kN*m, the average value of strains in the longitudinal reinforcement of
samples of B5 series was 0.002141, and in samples of the B6 series – 0.000860;
− The exhaustion of the bearing capacity of the experimental samples occurred as a result of reaching
the yield strength in the longitudinal reinforcement as evidenced by the non-stabilizing growth of deformation
of the reinforcement and deflections of the beams at the last step of loading. At the same time, there were no
visible signs of destruction and limit values of relative compression strains of concrete.

Figure 5. The reinforcement strain average values.
The data obtained from strain gauges located on the concrete are shown in Fig. 6:
− In samples of series B1...B3, an increase in the average strains occurred approximately identically
and at the value of the bending moment M = 2.7 kN*m, the compression strains in the samples of series B1
were 0.000499, B2-0.000525 and B3-0.000598. At the same time, within the bending moment equal to
2.5 kN*m, there is a minimal difference in the values of strains;
− A rise in the height of the monolithic zone increases, in turn, the bending stiffness of the transverse
section. As a result, the value of compression strains of monolithic concrete is significantly reduced. In
particular, at the value of the bending moment force M = 2.7 kN*m, the average strains in the samples of B2
series were 0.000525, and in the samples of the B4 series – 0.000389. Similarly, the samples of series B5
and B6 behave in the same way, where the deformation under the force preceding the destruction amounted
to 0.000605 and 0.000265, respectively;
− limiting compressive strains in monolithic and precast concrete have not been achieved.

Figure 6. The average values of the monolithic concrete upper part strain.
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Tensile strains of precast concrete in the phased loaded samples of series B1...B4 reach the limit values
during the 1st stage of loading at the load range of P = 0.55...0.83 kN. Approximately at the same values the
formation of cracks occurs in the precast parts.
At the 1st stage of loading in the upper zone of the precast part in the samples of series B1...B4 there
arise compression strains not exceeding 0.0007. After a set of the required strength by monolithic concrete
and subsequent loading of the structure within the 2nd stage, an increase in compression strains stops and in
almost all samples, the value of the strain that occurred earlier even decreases. In the samples of series B5
and B6 strains in the upper zone of precast concrete had, as a rule, insignificant tensile values.
The average value of the bending moment at which the load-bearing capacity was exhausted in the
samples of different series is shown in Fig. 7. The analysis of the bearing capacity has shown the following:
− The amount of pre-loading of the precast part did not significantly affect the bearing capacity of the
precast-monolithic element. The range of the maximum bending moment perceived by the samples of series
B1...B3 was 3.00...3.06 kN * m;
− Separation of the deformation process of the precast-monolithic bent element into 2 stages allows to
increase the load-bearing capacity. In particular, the average carrying capacity of the B2 series samples was
3.00 kN*m, and in the B5 series samples – 2.53 kN*m. The same situation is with the samples of the B4 and
B6 series, where the values were 3.99 kN*m and 3.37 kN*m, respectively;
− The height of the monolithic concrete significantly affects the load-bearing capacity of the precastmonolithic structure. The average carrying capacity of samples with a monolithic part height of 100 mm was
higher than that of the samples with a monolithic part height of 60 mm (B4 – 3.99 kN*m vs. B2 – 3.00 kN*m,
and B5 – 2.53 kN*m vs. B6 – 3.37 kN*m).

Figure 7. Diagram of the experimental sample carrying capacity averaged values.
The results obtained in the course of experimental studies are quite well correlated with the data defined
in other scientific contributions. In particular, the character of stress and strain distribution during the gradual
phased involvement of precast and monolithic concrete in the deformation process shown in numerical studies
[21] has been confirmed in this experimental research. In addition, similar results are shown in [25], which also
confirmed the high shear stiffness of the joint of different-aged concretes performed with transverse
reinforcement.

4. Conclusions
On the basis of the conducted research the following conclusions are made:
1. The phased involvement of precast and monolithic concrete in the deformation process significantly
changes the picture of stress-strain of precast-monolithic bent element, which makes it mandatory to take this
fact into account in design.
2. The value of the pre-loading of the precast part does not significantly affect the subsequent stressstrain state and bearing capacity of the precast-monolithic structure.
3. The gradual inclusion of monolithic concrete in the deformation process has a positive effect on the
bearing capacity and the nature of the stress-strain state of the precast monolithic element as a whole, in
comparison with the single-staged manufactured and loaded elements. There was a decrease in deflections
up to 14 %, a decrease in the strain of longitudinal reinforcement up to 20 % and an increase in the bearing
capacity up to 18 %.
4. An increase in the height of monolithic concrete leads to a decrease in deflections up to 40 %, a
decrease in the value of strains in concrete and reinforcement and an increase in load-bearing capacity up to
33 %.
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Seismic behavior of end walls
in RC tall buildings with torsional irregularity
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Abstract. Many factors affect tall buildings under the influence of earthquake forces. According to the
conducted studies, more tensions have been observed in the end wings of shear walls. The end shear wall is
used to reduce tensions and to improve the performance of shear walls in tall buildings. In this study, 10-story,
30-story and 50-story concrete buildings with square plans were modeled and two cases of the momentresisting frame with shear wall and moment-resisting frame with end shear wall, which were under the
influence of earthquake and linear static analysis have been investigated. In this analysis, the buildings were
torsioned and the results of the analysis showed that the values of the drifts, roof displacement and first period
in the structure with the end wall are about 50 % percent less than of that of the building without the end wall,
also, On the other hand, with the presence of the end wall in structure the ratio (∆max/∆avg) is more than
1.2, so, the use of the end wall led to a more appropriate behavior of warping in comparison to concrete square
frames with no end walls.

1. Introduction
One of the examples that can be mentioned by some researcher about the use of the end wall is the
Kingdom tower built in the city of Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, in 2013 which has been used end shear walls to
withstand lateral forces; on the other hand, due to severe stresses, the shear walls at the end of the shear
walls flanges have been used in the vicinity of the fire escape stairs which have improved the hardness and
stability of the system. Also, the layout of the core walls caused torsion strength and hardness for the overall
structure system, and the extension of the end wall at the corners has limited the deformation of the floor
system [1].
In the case of shear walls, a number of studies have been carried out on different results regarding the
effects and behavior of shear walls and related parameters.
Other researcher argued the warping analysis of RC cores and concluded that warping should consider
in design, because, longitudinal tensions are very significant [2]. Also, some investigators searched for tall
building braced by shear walls and thin-walled under seismic load.at this paper applied Galerkin technique
and a generalized method proposed at this aim, and the accuracy of this method controlled by numerical
example [3]. A research about seismic behavior of composite shear wall systems and smart structures
technology indicated that the design of mentioned shear wall systems could be applied by smart structures
technology [4]. Some researcher investigated about RC shear wall in Tall building. One result showed the
critical demands occurred in the middle height of the tall building [5]. A study indicated that composite shear
wall behavior subjected to cyclic loadings caused slope reduction load-displacement curve [6]. On the other
hand, investigators examined size effects in RC flanged shear walls, and they could not find a single
relationship about the dimension and behavior of the shear wall [7]. An investigation considered asymmetric
shear walls and their vibration analysis by transfer matrix method, and realized the proposed method had
acceptable result [8]. Also, other researchers noted to the flange thickness and its behavior in shear walls.
The results indicated that while flange is in pressure, the global behavior is more than in tension [9]. Some
investigators searched for static analysis in non-planar coupled shear walls and using continues connection
method indicated the mentioned method is suitable for pre-design purposes of non-planar coupled shear walls
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[10]. simplified model for the analysis of free plan buildings investigated by researchers and shear wall core
modeled by wide column element and finally a model devised by shear wall, energy dissipation system and
inelastic behavior of walls [11]. Also, a conceptual design investigated in coupled shear walls and indicated by
comparison performance-based seismic design and conventional design based on linear response spectrum,
they realized that PBSD significantly improved [12]. Another study about seismic behavior of steel frames with
RC shear walls searched by researchers. Analytical results showed that the ductility and the response
modification factor depend on the structure height [13]. Some investigators focused on the warping
deformation on thin-walled open section shear walls, and after evaluation an experimental test, proposed
formulation [14].
On the other hand, some researchers and their colleagues carried out the seismic behavior of narrow
RC walls. Some of the conclusion presented that by reduction of wall thickness, 25 % declines the
displacement ductility, capacity and energy dissipation [15]. Other investigators discussed about multi-plastic
hinges in tall buildings. The elevation indicated a non-elastic energy loss in walls [16]. Also, in a study
published by researchers about the seismic damage in prestressed concrete of the wall connection. And it
was concluded that the maximum stresses expand on the shear wall and then extend to the wall connection
in the first floor [17]. others determined the shear wall position in RC building by Vertical Irregularities and It is
observed by using Response Spectrum method and comparison torsional values in structures with and without
shear walls realized the mentioned values in structure with shear wall is greater (for EQX) than other one [18].
Also, by consideration shear force in RC walls and showed due to architectural limitations, the optimized
support conditions are impossible, some solutions proposed by using late-cast slabs, transfer girders with
increased depth, thicker upper shear walls, and using higher grade concrete in critical regions [19]. Other
researchers investigated for effect of lintel beams and floor slabs on natural frequencies in tall buildings core
and presented by using Vlasov theory and transfer matrix method achieved suitable agreement in the obtained
results with FEM and experimental results [20]. An investigation argued energy dissipation and tall RC core‐
wall buildings by consideration with numerous plastic hinges and using time history analysis. also the
performance subjected to near-fault and far-fault compared. One of the result showed inelastic energy
dissipation occurring at the part of high, specially, at the base and above the mid‐height of the walls [21].
On the other hand, the shear-walls of the high-rise structural system investigated in two type of Open
and closed, in this way, the structure modeled as a single equivalent cantilever. So, the method proposed are
indicated by a numerical example [22].
Other researches and their colleagues presented shear lag effect shear wall in of T-shaped and shortleg, Research shows that numerical calculation values of results are acceptable, and parameters effect on
shear lag coefficient, differently [23].
On the other hand, some investigators extended this work to include the effect of shear wall on seismic
behavior of unsymmetrical RC structure, the results showed when shear walls are located at exterior corners,
base shear and torsion declined to 28 % to 35 %, 29 % to 35 %, respectively, for earthquake in of X and Y
dimensions [24]. Also, others analyzed about seismic performance of slender C-shaped walls under uni-and
bi-directional loading by loads, and the results showed in comparison C-shaped to planar walls, there was a
more ductile flexural-tension in the C-shaped specimens, specifically, where wall flanges contribute in pressure
loads [25]. An investigation demonstrated about boundary element and their detailing in shear walls. also,
results indicated that by testing the boundary elements in axial compression just achieving the minimum ACI
318 requirements and strength and strain capacities are, on meaning, 20 % and 10 % more than unconfined
concrete, respectively [26]. on the other hand, an evaluation about drift capacity of RC structural walls and in
this study considered boundary elements, the study indicates that deformation capacity in wall has a function
of some ratios such as 1) wall neutral axis depth-to-compression zone width (c/b), 2) wall length-tocompression zone width (lw/b), 3) wall shear stress ratio (vmax/√fc′), and 4) the configuration of boundary
transverse reinforcement [27]. Some researchers investigated about the headquarters tower in Turin and
Structural analysis subjected horizontal loads. One of the consequence showed the proposed algorithm used
at this article led to reliable results [28].
A survey of literature review indicates an investigation is needed about the effect of end wall on behavior
of RC tall building. end wall connect end of shear walls in all stories in tall buildings, and some parameters
such as maximum displacement, maximum drift and torsional effects play a significant role in the behavior of
RC tall buildings under seismic forces. So, this paper present study about the effect of end wall by focus on
mentioned parameters in RC tall building with torsional irregularities subjected seismic load.
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2. Methods
2.1. Mathematical Formulation
Notations:

lw is warping moment of inertia;
J1 is torsion constant;
B(z) is second moment;
σ(c, z) is vertical tension of the wall at a distance c from the neutral axis;
Tw(z) is the torsion associated with the warping;
Tv(z) is the torsion associated with the shear currents;
σ(s, z) is the distribution of tension in height (z);
ω(s) is field coordinates;
H is the height of the structure;
A is the area of the plan;
u is poison coefficient;
fc is concrete comprehensive strength;
ρ is concrete reinforced ratio;
fy is yield strength of steel.
In the buildings being studied, the shear wall systems were rigid at base of the core and had torsions at
the top. Assuming a simple cross section, I, in which the warping effect is observed, these walls are
symmetrical in relation to the axes X and Y, and are under the torsion of the eccentrically ratio 0.05 When the
torsion T is applied around the axis Z and above the member, this member is rotated around the shear center
and the wings will rotate in their plate around the X axis and rotate around the vertical axis. In the moment
effect, the slab sections revolve around the X axis in different directions, and the sections of the plate are
exited from the plate or warped. The torsion has been noted by researchers [29]; that is tolerated by the spin
of the wings equals to:

Tv ( z ) = GJ1

dθ
( z)
dz

(1)

Iw is the geometric property of the section and it called the warping moment of inertia or the warping
constant. Also, J1 is the torsion constant and the torsion equation resulting from the warping is as follows:

− EI w

d 3θ
dz

3

( z ) + GJ1

dθ
T
( z) =
dz

(2)

On the other hand, B(z) is an action which is called the second moment.

B( z ) = M ( z ) L

(3)

σ(c, z) is the vertical tension of the wall at a distance c from the neutral axis.

σ (c, z ) =

M ( z )c
I

(4)

For the rigid warping effect of the uniform cores under the influence of the torsion, we can refer to the
theory of Vlasov. In order to study the differential equation, we can assume a core that is rigid at the bottom
and free at the top and is under the influence of the extensive torsion m(z). For the analysis of the equation,
we can assume that the core has a cross section with uniform dimensions and properties at all altitudes.
The general warping is defined as:

T=
( z ) Tv ( z ) + Tw ( z )
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The torsion associated with the warping is defined in Eq. (6):
d3 θ

Tw (z)=-EIω

dz3

(z)

(6)

And the torsion associated with the shear currents is as follows:
dθ

Tv (z)=GJ dz (z)

(7)

The differential equation representing the torsion of the warping of the core is as follows:
d4 θ

d2 θ

dz

dz2

2
4 (z)-α

In which:

α2 =

GJ

(z)=

m(z)

(8)

EIω

(9)

EIω
In a uniform extensive torsion by applying boundary conditions, we will have:
mH

1

θ(z)= EI �(αH)4 �

(αH sinh αH+1)
cosh αH

ω

z

1

z 2

(coshαz-1)-αH sinh αz +(αH)2 � - � � ���
H 2 H
GI

αH=H �EI

ω

z

αz= αH( H )

(10)
(11)
(12)

The above equation consists of two independent parts. The parts inside the brackets represents the
distribution of rotation in the height, and it is a function of dimensionless structures parameters of αH and Z/H.
On the other hand, investigators [29] mentioned the warping stresses are calculated as follows with
respect to the second moment B(z).

B(z)=-EIω
σ(s,z)=

d2 θ
dz2

(z)

(13)

B(z)ω(s)

(14)

Iω

As it can be seen in Eq. (14), adding an end wall reduces the stresses and consequently reduces the
effect of warping and torsion.

2.2. Specifications of structures and materials
Since the behavior of end walls has less been studied, the purpose of this paper is to investigate the
effects of end walls in tall buildings with square plan and moment frames subjected to earthquake forces in
relation to the torsion effect using Etabs 2016 software for linear static analysis of frames of 30 and 50 stories
in two cases of having an end wall and no end wall.
In order to investigate the effects of end walls on tall buildings with square plan under two-dimensional
seismic forces, two concrete frames of 10، 30 and 50 stories with moment frames with and without end walls
are used. Eccentrically ratio considered 0.05 for torsional effective in all buildings.
Table 1. Concrete frames models.
Label
CMF1
CMF2
CMF3
CMF4
CMF5
CMF6

Description
Concrete Moment
Frame
Concrete Moment
Frame With End Wall
Concrete Moment
Frame
Concrete Moment
Frame With End Wall
Concrete Moment
Frame
Concrete Moment
Frame With End Wall
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Rang
Name

Stories

High-Rise

50

High-Rise

50

Mid-Rise

30

Mid-Rise

30

Low-Rise

10

Low-Rise

10
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In these models, the location of the site is the same and the frames are considered as three-dimensional
concrete of moment type with 7 meters' spans and the height of 4 meters. Table 2 to 4 show the specification
of sections and materials.
Table 2. Buildings specifications.
Name

H (m)

A (m2)

Plan Dimensions
(m×m)

Story

Building 1
Building 2
Building 3
Building 4
Building 5
Building 6

200
200
120
120
40
40

61250
61250
36750
36750
12250
12250

35×35
35×35
35×35
35×35
35×35
35×35

50
50
30
30
10
10

Also, the sections of beams and columns and specifications of the materials used are as follows:
Table 3. Sections specifications.
Label
50 Story:
Beams
Columns
Wall
End Walls
Slab
30 Story:
Beams
Columns
Walls
End Walls
Slabs
10 Story:
Beams
Columns
Walls
End Walls
Slabs

Dimension
(0.6)m wide × (0.8)m deep
(0.8)m × (0.8)m
(35)m long × (0.8)m thick
(11)m long × (0.8)m thick
(0.15) m thick
(0.4) m wide × (0.5) m deep
(0.6) m × (0.6) m
(35) m long × (0.5) m thick
(11) m long × (0.5) m thick
(0.15) m thick
(0.3) m wide × (0.3) m deep
(0.4) m × (0.4) m
(35) m long × (0.2) m thick
(11) m long × (0.2) m thick
(0.15)m thick

Table 4. Materials specifications.
Concrete

υ
fc
ρ

Steel
0.15

Type

A3

50 MPa

fy

400 N/mm2

2.5

In the below plans, the layout of the shear walls has been considered with and without end walls, and
on the other hand, the dimensions of opening 1.80×2.40 has been considered in all stories at C and D axesa.

a

b
Figure 1. Building plan: (a) Building 1,3,5, (b) Building 2,4,6.
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In Fig. 1 (b), the end walls are placed in axes A, F, 1 and 6, and Fig. 1 (a) is a plan without the end wall.
CMF1, CMF2 CMF3, CMF4, CMF5 and CMF6 farms are under seismic forces in two directions of x, y.

3. Results and Discussion
In order to investigate the warping effect on CMF1, CMF2, CMF3, CMF4, CMF5 and CMF6 structures,
EQX and EQY was applied in them.
Also, for more evaluation used displacement results of the 10 stories,30-stories and 50-stories,
Fig. 2 (a), (b) and (c) show the displacements graphs based on the stories in the CMF1, CMF2, CMF3, CMF4,
CMF5 and CMF6 structures under EXN. The maximum displacement of frames mentioned at Table 5. In
primarily levels the different of displacements are not very much, but they increase at high levels gradually.
Reducing the maximum displacement in structure with end wall is observed.

a

b

c
Figure 2. Displacement-Story under EXN
(a) CMF1 and CMF2, (b) CMF3 and CMF4,
(c) CMF5 and CMF6.
Table 5. Maximum displacement.
Lable

Maximum displacemnet (mm)

CMF1
CMF2
CMF3
CMF4
CMF5
CMF6

850
422
154
79
11
4

Due to the presence of the end wall, a significant reduction from 850 mm, 154 mm, 11 mm to 422 mm,
79 mm, 4 mm in the roof, which indicates the suitable performance of the end wall in all type of structures.
On the other hand, for more comparision,the periods based on modes of CMF1, CMF2, CMF3, CMF4,
CMF5 and CMF6 indicated in Fig. 3(a), (b) and (c). For example, first modes are 6.69 and 4.24 (sec) in CMF1
and CMF2, respectivley.
Akhavan Salmassi, M., Kheyroddin, A., Hemmati, A.
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a

b

c
Figure 3. The Period-Mode under EXN
(a) CMF1 and CMF2, (b) CMF3 and CMF4, (c) CMF5 and CMF6.
Also, in Table 6 listed the first priods of CMF1, CMF2, CMF3, CMF5 and CMF6, so , as it seen.The end
wall reduced periods, effectively.
Table 6. Periods.
Label

T1(sec)

CMF1
CMF2
CMF3
CMF4
CMF5
CMF6

6.69
4.24
3.99
1.87
1.58
0.52

According to Table 6, the end wall effects is observed in the structures in the first mode. On the other
hand, as it can be seen, the periods have been decreased in the first mode in CMF2, CMF4, CMF6 apparently.
These reductions are 50 %, approximately.
In order to investigate the analytical results, the effects of the torsion on the structures according to the
application of the eccentrically ratio in the torsion structure were produced. The effects of this torsion according
to ASCE7-2016 code are the conditions and classification for the curvature as follows:
-

∆ max / ∆ avg ≤ 1.2 regularities torsion in plan

-

Control of torsion regularity many irregularities torsion in plan

-

Severe irregularities torsion in plan

1.2 < ∆ max / ∆ avg ≤ 1.4

∆ max / ∆ avg > 1.4

According to the rules set out in ASCE7-2016 and the output values of the Diaphragm (∆max/∆avg) Drift
in CMF1, CMF2, CMF3, CMF4, CMF5 and CMF6 structures, the ratios (∆max/∆avg) are included in Table 7.
These values are in accordance with the provisions of the code it is mentioned.
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Table 7. Torsional Analytical Results.
Type

Story

Ratio (∆max/∆avg)

CMF1 :

Type

Story

Ratio (∆max/∆avg)

Story 1-50

∆ max / ∆ avg ≤ 1.2

Story 1-30

∆ max / ∆ avg ≤ 1.2

Story 1-10

∆ max / ∆ avg ≤ 1.2

CMF2 :
Story 1-8

∆ max / ∆ avg > 1.4

Story 9-23

1.2 < ∆ max / ∆ avg ≤ 1.4

Story 22-50

∆ max / ∆ avg ≤ 1.2

Story 1-20

∆ max / ∆ avg > 1.4

CMF3 :

CMF4 :
Story 1-20

∆ max / ∆ avg > 1.4

Story 20-30

1.2 < ∆ max / ∆ avg ≤ 1.4

CMF5 :

CMF6 :
Story 1-10

∆ max / ∆ avg > 1.4

As can be seen, in Table 8, eccentrically ratio, in the CMF3 structure, floors 1 through 20 have a severe
irregularity torsion and a very irregular torsion 20-30 provided. On the other hand, in CMF4, with the presence
of the end wall of the floor 1 to 30 turns into regularity torsion. Also in the CMF1 structure has from 1st to 8th
story, the severe irregularity torsion, many irregularity 9 to 23, and regularity torsion 22 to 50, but with the end
wall in the CMF2 structure, is tensed from 1st to 50th regular structures. In addition, in the CMF5 indicated
severe irregularity at Story 1-10 levels, also, in the CMF6 decreased ratio to 1.2 and it showed regularity
torsion.
For comparison and in the form of Fig. 4 (a) Ratio (∆max/∆avg) (based on the relative high in CMF1
torsion, CMF2 structures is plotted, and as it seen, the variations in the Ratio (∆max/∆avg) to the relative height
in CMF1 are greater than CMF2. The effect of the presence of the end wall at the CMF2 has been to control
the effects of warping and torsion, as well as the end wall.
However, it reduces the variation in the Ratio (∆max/∆avg) at height. In CMF3, CMF4, CMF5, CMF6 is
also shown in Fig. 4 (b) and (c) which illustrates the proper function of the end wall in torsion and warping.

a

b

c
Figure 4. Ratio (ΔMax /ΔAvg) based on Relative Height
(a) CMF1 and CMF2, (b) CMF3 and CMF4,
(c) CMF5 and CMF6.
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In Fig. 4 (a), (b) and (c), CMF1.CMF3 and CMF5 structures have different the ratios (∆max/∆avg) from
low to high levels, but the results of CMF2, CMF4and CMF6 structures indicate more control on ratios
(∆max/∆avg) at levels and it means that the decreasing of torsion and their variations improve remarkable by
end walls.
On the other hand, in order to investigate the structure and the state of tensions in the first mode and in
the case of torsion in CMF1, CMF3, CMF5 is considered in Fig. 5 (a), (b) and (c), as is shown by the
unbalanced and irregular distribution of stresses in Fig. 5, but with the presence of the end wall in Fig. 6,
tensions in the first mode have a regular and classified distribution at height.

a

b
c
Figure 5. Distribution of structure stress CMF1 (b) CMF3 (c) CMF5.

a
b
c
Figure 6. Distribution of structure stress (a) CMF2, (b) CMF4, (c) CMF6.
Also, the Fig. (7) and (8) of the shear wall stresses in CMF1, CMF2, CMF3, CMF4, CMF5 and CMF6
structures, as seen in Fig. 7, are unbalanced and irregular distribution in shear walls in the first mode and in
the torsion, and in Fig. 8. Shear walls include the end wall, which distributes regular stress. However, this
behavior indicates noticeable by end wall utilization.

a

b

c

Figure 7. Distribution of Shear Wall Stress CMF1 (b) CMF3 (c) CMF5.
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a
b
c
Figure 8. Distribution of Shear Wall Stresses (a) CMF2 (b) CMF4 (c) CMF6.
Also, the classified tensions cause economical design in structures. so, end walls have effective role for
structural engineers.
The torsion contour indicated in Fig. (9) and (10), the torsion Contour of structures in CMF1, CMF3 and
CMF5 show that high torsion in shear walls and frames, but in CMF2, CMF4 and CMF6 the contour indicates
declining torsion by end wall, so, End walls caused better performance at CMF2, CMF4 and CMF6 in
comparison with CMF1, CMF3 and CMF5 structures, respectively.

a

b

c

Figure 9. The torsion Contour of structure (a) CMF1 (b) CMF3 (c) CMF5.

a

b

c

Figure 10. The torsion Contour of structure (a) CMF2 (b) CMF4 (c) CMF6.
As can be seen, the end walls had significant role in all structures type (low-rise, mid-rise and high-rise)
such as declining at period, displacement, ratio (∆max/∆avg). For more comparison, floor rotation indicated in
Fig. 11 for CMF1, CMF2, CMF3, CMF4, CMF5 and CMF6.
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a

b

c
Figure 11. The floor torsion angle-story
(a) CMF1 and CMF2, (b) CMF3 and CMF4, (c) CMF5 and CMF6.
Graph illustrates changes in the amounts of torsions in stories at different type of structures.
In other view, the structures without end wall have with softer curved slope rather than structures end
wall. This reason means that, the floor torsion declined at CMF2, CMF4 and CMF6 structures. In
Fig. 11 (a), the maximum ϴ are 0.505*e-3 (rad) and 7.089*e-3 (rad) in CMF1 and CMF2, respectively. So, this
obvious difference derived from presence of end walls in CMF2 Also the maximum ϴ are 0.211*e-3 (rad) and
2.672*e-3 (rad) in CMF3, CMF4, and 0.036*e-3 (rad), 0.374*e-3 (rad) in CMF5 and CMF6, respectively. So, the
effective role of end walls observes in Fig. 11.
On the other hand, tensions and forces concentrate in opening zone and link beam, so, for more
investigation, their values indicated at first level in Fig. 12 and 13.

a

b

c
Figure 12. The tension Contour of structure in the opening zone
(a) CMF1 (b) CMF2 (c) CMF3.
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a

b

c
Figure 13. The tension Contour of structure in opening zone
(a) CMF2 (b) CMF4 (c) CMF6.
The contour in Fig. 12 (a) express tensions in CMF1, reduction in Fig. 13 (a) is obviously, for example
at left the opening zone, tension decreased 50 %, approximately. Also, tension contour in Fig. 13 (b) and 13
(c) is lower than Fig. 13 (b) and 13 (c) dramatically.
However, declining of tensions are remarkable in CMF2, CMF4 and CMF6, it means that the end walls
had effective role in the reduction tensions of opening zone.

4. Conclusions
After applying the earthquake force to 10-story, 30-story and 50-story structures with and without end
walls and linear static analysis, and investigations carried out on the studied structures, the following results
were obtained:
1. Tall buildings with square plan and concrete moment frames under earthquake forces perform better
than the same frame without an end wall.
2. Regarding the study of the warping effect on CMF1, CMF2, CMF3, CMF4, CMF5 and CMF6
structures, it was observed that one of the effects of the end wall is the conversion of the torsion mode to the
transition mode.
3. In the comparison of CMF1 with CMF2, CMF3 with CMF4 and CMF5 with CMF6 it was concluded
that maximum displacement decreases 50 %, approximately.
4. Also, in the comparison of CMF1 with CMF2, CMF3 with CMF4 and CMF5 with CMF6, it was
concluded that first period decreases 50 %, roughly.
5. In the comparison of CMF1 with CMF2, CMF3 with CMF4 and CMF5 with CMF6, the periods
decreased in different modes by end wall.
6. By attention to the period results in CMF1 with CMF2, CMF3 with CMF4 and CMF5 with CMF6, it
was seen, the displacements declined in stories by end wall.
7. The distribution of stress the torsional state in the floors become regular in CMF1, CMF2, CMF3,
CMF4 structures with the presence of an end wall.
8. Also, CMF1 is compared with CMF2, CMF3 with CMF4 and CMF5 with CMF6, height where the
Ratio (∆max/∆avg) decreases with the presence of the end wall.
9. Due to the fact that CMF1, CMF3, CMF5 in the floors were observed due to the severe irregular
torsion of the eccentrically ratio, but with the presence of the end wall in CMF2, CMF4 and CMF6, were change
to regularity torsion, and the Ratio (∆max/∆avg) variations reduced in height.
10. The end wall had significant role in opening zone. Approximately, 50 % decreasing of tensions were
remarkable in CMF2, CMF4, CMF6.
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Abstract. In the last two decades, using of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymers (CFRP) in strengthening of
deficient reinforced concrete structural elements has been increased due to their ease of installation, low
invasiveness, high corrosion resistance, and high strength to weight ratio. Strengthening damage structures
is a relatively new technique. This paper presents a nonlinear finite element analysis (NLFEA) results of
reinforced concrete columns confined externally with carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP) subjected to
thermal shock impact. After reasonable validation of NLFEA with the experimental test results of companion
columns, NLFEA was expanded to provide a parametric study of eighteen columns that correlates the ultimate
axial stress of CFRP-confined RC columns to number of CFRP layers and damaged thermal shock. Thermal
shock has a significant impact on the behavior of CFRP-confined circular RC columns. The increase in ductility
is directly related to a decrease of compressive strength due to thermal shock. Also, the confinement
effectiveness in terms of ultimate load was decreased with the increase in concrete compressive strength (undamaged). The influence of the number of CFRP layers on the ductility, energy absorption, and ultimate load
improvement percentage is significant. There will be no further significant increase in the ductility and ultimate
load of the column after a certain volumetric ratio, while significant increase in its stiffness continues to occur.

1. Introduction
It is inevitable to strengthen and/or retrofit concrete structural elements in order to prevent their potential
vulnerability. One common procedure is confining such elements with CFRP wraps, which completely limit the
lateral expansion of concrete and delay concrete cover peeling and longitudinal bars buckling. The general
influence is clearly an increase in the peak loads of the specimens. Most studies in this area have been focused
on column behavior under concentric and eccentric loads [1, 2]. It is necessary to strengthen the deteriorated
and damaged reinforced concrete columns due to the overloads from earthquake and environmental
conditions. Steel plate jackets and reinforced concrete jackets have been widely used to strengthen the RC
columns. However, they have several problems because of their material characteristics, longer construction
period due to curing requirement and the enlargement of column size. To solve the above problems, CFRP
composites have been used for confinement of concrete since the early 1980's. External confining of concrete
with CFRP composites is an efficient repair technique to enhance their strength and ductility due to the extreme
high strength to weight ratio, the ease and speed of installation and application, and good corrosion behavior.
Issa and Tobaa studied the strength and ductility enhancement in high-strength confined concrete columns.
They concluded that the increase in the effective lateral pressure and post-peak ductility of the transverse
steel decreases the slope of the descending branch of the stress-strain curve of the confined concrete [3].
Elevated temperatures cause severe damage for reinforced concrete (RC) structures, such as RC
beams. RC beams have been reported to loss strength and stiffness with relatively large permanent
deformations because of exposure to high temperatures [4]. These harmful effects could be attributed to the
deterioration of mechanical characteristics of concrete and steel rebars and the redistribution of stresses within
the beam due to the elevated temperatures [4, 5]. Currently, the most commonly used technique to repair the
heat-damaged RC beams is using carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites. These sheets are
advanced materials that can be easily applied on the structures and characterized by outstanding mechanical
and corrosion resistance characteristics. Various studies were performed to investigate the flexural behavior
Al-Rousan, R. Behavior of CFRP strengthened columns damaged by thermal shock. Magazine of Civil Engineering.
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of RC beams wrapped with CFRP. The results showed that externally bonded carbon FRP (CFRP) sheets
and laminates has the ability to enhance the flexural behavior of the beams and recover, to certain limit, the
flexural strength of heat-damaged beams. Strengthening level or recovery depends on several factors such
as fire resistance [6], elevated temperature [7, 8], fiber type [9−12], analysis analysis type [13−17], energy
integrity resistance [18], anchored system [20], heating condition [21, 22], degree of beam’s damage and
geometry and type of fiber sheet [23], and safety factors for CFRP strengthening of bridges [24].
Reinforcing concrete structures are often subjected to cycles of heating–cooling such as in chimneys,
concrete foundations for launching rockets carrying spaceships, concrete near to furnace, clinker silos and
nuclear power plants, or those subjected to fire then extinguished using water. Temperature cycles are critical
to the stability of concrete structures and require considerations upon design [25, 26]. As well stipulated, the
mechanical properties of concrete are preserved for exposure temperatures below 300°C, yet are decreased
considerably as temperature exceeds 500 °C. Additional damage results from rabid cooling such as in the
case of distinguishing of fire with cool water due to creation of temperature gradient between concrete core
and its surface. This results in tensile stresses on the concrete surface that are high enough to crack concrete
and this considered as another source of damage results from incompatible expansion and contraction of
aggregate and surrounding cement paste. The magnitude of damage is influenced by many factors such as
the size of concrete members, the type of cement and aggregate, the concrete moisture content and the
predominant environmental factors, Those are represented in heating exposure time and rate, type of cooling,
and maximum temperature attained [27]. Different types of materials and techniques were used in
strengthening and retrofitting of existing concrete structures such as steel plates bolting, reinforced concrete
jackets, pre-stressed external tendons, and most recently FRP composite which has been used on a large
scale in different countries. FRP composites have many advantages over conventional methods represented
in ease of application, high strength-to-weight ratio, excellent mechanical strength, and good resistance to
corrosion, especially that most structures are damaged due to dynamic loads, corrosion of steel, and freezethaw cycles [28, 29].
Many reinforced concrete bridges are deteriorating due to problems related to environment and increase
in load of trucks. In the last twenty years, considerable attention has been focused on the use of CFRP for
structural rehabilitation and strengthening. Therefore, essential issues to produce effective, economical, and
successful CFRP strengthening were needed. Also, the impact of CFRP external strengthening on the
behavior of deficient reinforced concrete columns damaged by thermal shock must receive miniature
consideration. The scientific problem considered in the study is indeed one of the problems in the modern
theory of deficient reinforced concrete columns. A lack of literature regarding behavior of deficient columns
damaged by thermal shock necessitated conducting the present investigation. In this study, experimental and
NLFEA program were carried out to find the improvements in the strength and ductility behavior of reinforced
concrete (RC) columns confined externally with CFRP composites. The main parameters studied were number
of CFRP layers (Volumetric ratio) and thermal shock impact.

2. Methods
ANSYS V16 software is an effective numerical method and important tool in the analysis of complex
structures. The main benefits that NLFEA include: 1) substantial savings in the cost, time, and effort compared
with the fabrication and experimental testing of structure elements; 2) allows to change any parameter of
interest to evaluate its influence on the structure, such as the concrete compressive strength; 3) allows to see
the stress, strain, and displacement values at any location and at any load level. Eighteen full-scale models
strengthened using CFRP are developed to carry out different investigated parameters.

2.1. Experimental work review
The validation process of the finite element model is based on the experimental work performed by Issa
et al. [30]. CFRP-confined circular RC columns of 750 mm in length and 150 mm in diameter were fabricated
and tested to failure. All columns were longitudinally reinforced with 4#3 steel bars (ρ = 1.56 %) and laterally
reinforced with spiral steel reinforcement, 4.75 mm in diameter, spaced at 75 mm center to center along the
entire height of the columns. The spacing of the spirals of 75 mm on center was based on the volumetric spiral
reinforcement ratio. The ends of the columns were strengthened with additional two layers of CFRP-sheets
for a distance of 125 mm from each end to prevent premature failure at the ends due to stress concentration.
The reinforcement details, cross section, and the CFRP confinement configurations of the un-damaged
columns are shown in Fig. 1. The CFRP-strengthened columns included columns strengthened with 1
(CS1-UD), 2 (CS2-UD), 3 (CS3-UD), 4 (CS4-UD), and 5 (CS5-UD) layers of CFRP in the transverse direction
(Fig. 1). The 28-day cylindrical concrete compressive strength is 55 MPa. The yield stress of the longitudinal
and spiral steel reinforcements was 410 MPa. The carbon fiber used was unidirectional in the form of tow
sheet, manufactured in wide strips with a tensile strength of 3800 MPa and an elastic modulus of 230 GPa.
The specimens were tested in the vertical position under axial compression loading in a special fabricated
rigid steel frame. The test setup was designed to simulate pinned-pinned conditions (spherical shape) at both
Al-Rousan, R.
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ends of the columns. The specimens were centered and aligned with the help of lead shims that were laid
between the column end and the steel plates to take up possible discrepancies and to ensure an even load
distribution.

Figure 1. Setup and reinforcement details of the Columns [30].

2.2. Description of non-linear finite element analysis (NLFEA)
Concrete is non-homogenous and brittle material and has different behavior in tension and
compression. SOLID 65 element is capable to predict the nonlinear behavior of concrete materials by using a
smeared crack approach by ultimate uniaxial tensile and compressive strengths. The average compressive
strength of the cylinders before and after being damaged by thermal shock were 55 and 10 MPa, respectively,
and the average splitting tensile strength of the cylinders before and after being damaged by thermal shock
were 2.9 and 0.7 MPa, respectively [31]. Poisson's ratio of 0.2 and shear transfer coefficient (βt) of 0.2 for βt
was used in this study. Fig. 2(a) shows the stress-strain relationship for unconfined concrete which describes
the post-peak stress-strain behavior.
LINK180 element was used to model the steel reinforcement. The 3-D spar element is a uniaxial
tension-compression element with three degrees of freedom at each node with translations in the nodal x, y,
and z directions. The element is also capable of plastic deformation. The steel in simulated models was
assumed to be an elastic-perfectly plastic material and the same in compression and tension. Poisson's ratio
of 0.3 and the yield stress of undamaged and damaged columns were 410 MPa and 0.78 fy [32], respectively,
as well as the elastic modulus were 200 GPa and 0.6 Es [32], respectively, were used for the steel
reinforcement. Fig. 2 (b) shows the idealized stress-strain relationship. The steel plates were assumed to be
linear elastic materials with a Poisson ratio and elastic modulus of 0.3 and 200 GPa, respectively. The CFRP
sheet is assumed to be an orthotropic material 0.17 mm thick, tensile strength of 3800 MPa, elastic modulus
of 230 GPa, and ultimate tensile strain of 0.0169 as shown in Fig. 2 (c).
The contact area between the concrete and CFRP composite was modeled by a CONTA174 element.
In this study, the bond stress-slip model between CFRP plates and damaged concrete by thermal shock
proposed by Haddad and Al-Rousan [33] was used as shown in Fig. 3. Full column was simulated to study
the behavior of the control reinforced concrete column. By taking advantage of symmetry of the column and
loadings, a quarter of the full column was used in the analysis with proper boundary conditions, which reduced
the computing time and computer disk space requirements. To simulate the pinned-pinned condition at both
ends, one end was modeled as pin support, while only translation in the loading direction and rotation were
allowed at the other end (point of load application). A convergence study was carried out to determine the
appropriate mesh density. Perfect bonding was assumed between the composite column elements. Fig. 4
shows a typical finite element meshing of all columns. The total load applied was divided into a series of load
increments or load steps. Newton-Raphson equilibrium iterations provide convergence at the end of each load
increment within tolerance limits equal to 0.001 with load increment of 0.35 kN.
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Figure 2. Stress-strain curves for: (a) unconfined concrete [30],
(b) steel reinforcement [32], and CFRP composite.
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Figure 4. Typical finite element meshing of the Column.
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2.3. Investigated Parameters
Table 1 shows configuration of different strengthening techniques, where unlike one un-damaged
control column (CC-UD) and one control damaged column (CC-D), and the other sixteen columns were
strengthened in shear using CFRP sheets as follows: CS1-UD and CS1-D (undamaged and damaged,
respectively) were strengthened with one layer of CFRP (750 mm wide×0.17 mm thick). CS2-UD and CS2-D
(undamaged and damaged, respectively) were strengthened with two layer of CFRP (750 mm wide×0.34 mm
thick). CS3-UD and CS3-D (undamaged and damaged, respectively) were strengthened with three layer of
CFRP (750 mm wide×0.51 mm thick). CS4-UD and CS4-D (undamaged and damaged, respectively) were
strengthened with four layer of CFRP (750 mm wide×0.68 mm thick). CS5-UD and CS5-D (undamaged and
damaged, respectively) were strengthened with five layer of CFRP (750 mm wide×0.85 mm thick). CS6-UD
and CS6-D (undamaged and damaged, respectively) were strengthened with six layer of CFRP (750 mm
wide×1.02 mm thick). CS7-UD and CS7-D (undamaged and damaged, respectively) were strengthened with
seven layer of CFRP (750 mm wide×1.19 mm thick). Finally, CS8-UD and CS8-D (undamaged and damaged,
respectively) were strengthened with eight layer of CFRP (750 mm wide×1.36 mm thick). A full description of
the finite element modeling groups is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. NLFEA results of confined columns with CFRP composites.
Group
Number

1

2

Number
of
CFRP
layers

Volumetric
ratio

Column
number

0

0

1

CFRP strengthening
configuration

Ultimate load,
kN

CC-UD

Control column without
strengthening

1161

0.00433

CS1-UD

Column strengthened
with one layer of CFRP

1628

2

0.00867

CS2-UD

Column strengthened
with two layer of CFRP

2077

3

0.01300

CS3-UD

Column strengthened
with three layer of CFRP

2420

4

0.01733

CS4-UD

Column strengthened
with four layer of CFRP

2700

5

0.02167

CS5-UD

Column strengthened
with five layer of CFRP

2891

6

0.02600

CS6-UD

Column strengthened
with six layer of CFRP

3060

7

0.03033

CS7-UD

Column strengthened
with seven layer of CFRP

3211

8

0.03467

CS8-UD

Column strengthened
with eight layer of CFRP

3336

0

0

CC-D

Control column without
strengthening

422

1

0.00433

CS1-D

Column strengthened
with one layer of CFRP

711

2

0.00867

CS2-D

Column strengthened
with two layer of CFRP

946

3

0.01300

CS3-D

Column strengthened
with three layer of CFRP

1116

4

0.01733

CS4-D

Column strengthened
with four layer of CFRP

1248

5

0.02167

CS5-D

Column strengthened
with five layer of CFRP

1331

6

0.02600

CS6-D

Column strengthened
with six layer of CFRP

1393

7

0.03033

CS7-D

Column strengthened
with seven layer of CFRP

1435

8

0.03467

CS8-D

Column strengthened
with eight layer of CFRP

1461

Note: C: Column, UD: un-damaged, D: Damaged
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2.4. Validation Process
The experimental work included the fabrication of fifty-five circular reinforced concrete columns confined
externally with various number and configurations of CFRP sheets. The columns were instrumented and tested
to failure under pure axial loading. In addition, NLFEA was used to model the structural behavior of these
columns. Fig. 5 shows the axial loads versus axial displacement behaviors for the simulated and tested
columns. The axial load displacement curves shown in Fig. 5 (a), reveals that there is a significant increase in
the ultimate axial load as well as in the ultimate axial displacement when confining the circular columns with
CFRP sheets. Fig. 5 (a) also shows that the increase in the ultimate loads and displacements is directly related
to an increase in the number of CFRP sheet layers. Also, Fig. 5 (b) shows the axial load versus axial and
circumferential strains for the simulated columns.
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Figure 5. Axial load vs. (a) axial displacement and (b) circumferential strain curves.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Typical NLFEA contours for (a) control column and
(b) column confined with 1 layer of CFRP composites.
The axial load axial strain behavior followed a similar trend as the axial load axial displacement for each
specimen. At failure, the circumferential strain readings of the confined columns were greater than
0.017 mm/mm, which is the maximum strain capacity of the carbon fiber. The circumferential strain results
coincide with the observed failure mode of the confined columns, the failures did not occur before fracturing
of the CFRP sheets. This shows that the effectiveness of the CFRP confinement was good. As a result, there
is good agreement between the NLFEA and the experimental test results. The general behaviors of the
simulated columns show good agreement with observations and data from the experimental full-scale column
tests with an average percentage of less than 5 %. Fig. 6 shows a typical NLFEA deformed shape and
circumferential strain contours for column confined with 1 layer of CFRP composites. It was suggested to use
NLFEA for further research on numerical tests and parametric analysis to provide theoretical understanding
for establishing the stress strain curve model.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Failure Mode
The typical failure of the NLFEA specimens was initiated by fracture of the CFRP sheets at or near the
center of the specimen (Fig. 6). The failure at the extreme edges was not of consequence as the ends were
strengthened at these locations. When the load approached the ultimate load, circumferential fracture of the
carbon fiber sheets was occurred that leads to a sudden release of energy. The specimen experienced a
significant loss in resistance as the CFRP sheets began to fail followed by the fracturing of lateral reinforcement
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and buckling of the longitudinal reinforcement. Similarly, failure of the control columns occurred due to the
fracturing of the lateral reinforcement followed by buckling of the longitudinal reinforcement.

3.2. Loading behavior stages
The loading behavior of the specimens wrapped with CFRP can be divided into three stages. The first
stage A is from zero applied load to 0.65 Np (Np is the peak load of each wrapped column) as shown in Fig. 7.
In this stage, all curves are almost the same. Lateral expansions were very small and the fiber stresses were
low (10 % of their ultimate strength). The second Stage B is from 0.65 Np to 0.8 Np. At this stage, the steel
bars and spirals have yielded. The spirals reached their ultimate strain, the concrete started to have a large
expansion, and the fiber begins to be stressed and crushing of the concrete at the end of this stage. After
0.8 Np, the third Stage C started with large deformation in the axial and lateral directions and a slow rise in
load. The load was carried by the CFRP composite after crushing of the concrete until the fiber fractured.

Figure 7. Typical loading behavior stages of the NLFEA columns.
To understand the contribution of each stage, energy absorption (EA) was calculated as the area under
the load-displacement curve up to ultimate capacity. The area under the axial load-axial displacement curve
was divided into three parts to measure the energy absorption during each stage as shown in Fig. 7. A1, which
represent the area from zero applied load to 0.65 Np (Stage A), A2 is the area from 0.65Np applied load to
0.80 Np (Stage B), and A3 is the area from 0.80 Np applied load to Np (Stage C). Fig. 8 shows the normalized
energy absorption for all stages with respect to the total energy for damaged and un-damaged columns.
Inspection of Fig. 8 reveals that the energy absorption by CFRP composite after crushing of the concrete until
the fiber fractures during stage C is about 65−70 % of total energy. Also, the EA only begins decreasing with
the number of CFRP layers after seven layers. Until that point, EA increases with increasing number of layers.
Stages A and B, which almost have equal absorption energy is about 30−35 % of total energy and increases
with an increase in number of layers. Also, the total absorption energy of the composite system has the same
trend as Stage C, which reflects the essential occupation of CFRP composite on the behavior of the wrapped
column. Inspection of Fig. 8 reveals that the average EA reduction percentage due to thermal shock is 45 %.
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Figure 8. Energy absorption versus number of CFRP layers for (a) Un-damaged and
(b) Damaged confined columns.
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3.3. Effect of the number of transverse CFRP layers
To determine an enhancement in ductility between the control and CFRP confined columns, the areas
under the axial load-axial displacement curves shown in Fig. 5(a) were computed. The energy absorption (EA)
is plotted versus CFRP volumetric ratio as shown in Fig. 9. A polynomial relationship was observed with high
correlation coefficient of 0.996 and is presented in Fig. 9. Depending on the CFRP volumetric ratio of the
circular column and compressive strength of concrete, this relationship can be utilized to calculate the required
energy absorption. In addition, the ductility of the RC columns can be calculated as the normalized energy
absorption with respect to the energy absorption of control RC column. From this relationship, the energy
absorption increases with increasing number of CFRP layers. The percentage of increase in ultimate load
(Table 1) with respect to the control column was calculated as shown in Fig. 10. Inspection of Fig. 10 reveals
that the rate of strength gain is reduced with increase in CFRP layers. This mean, after a certain volumetric
ratio, there would be no further significant increase in the ductility behavior (Fig. 9) and ultimate load (Fig. 10)
of the column, while significant increasing in its stiffness continues to occur (Fig. 5(a)). In addition, the increase
in stiffness has led to decrease in lateral expansions of fiber stresses (Fig. 5(b)), delays in the spiral and steel
yielding, and increases in concrete crushing load.
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3.4. Dilation properties
Fig. 11 shows the average volumetric curves versus the axial stress for NLFEA confined columns with
CFRP composites. Inspection of Fig. 11(a) reveals that for un-damaged columns, one to six CFRP layers do
not provide adequate confinement pressure to resist the dilation tendency of concrete. Alternatively, for the
same column, seven to eight reverse the dilation trend of concrete (Compaction). While, one to three CFRP
layers for damaged columns do not provide adequate confinement pressure to resist the dilation tendency of
concrete. On the other hand, for the same column strength, four to eight reverse the dilation trend of concrete
(Compaction). Therefore, the minimum amount of CFRP for sufficient confinement was four and seven layers
of CFRP for damaged and un-damaged columns, respectively. It can be concluded that the number of CFRP
layers that provide sufficient confinement to resist the dilation of concrete increased with the decrease of
concrete compressive strength due to thermal shock.
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Figure 11. Volumetric strains for (a) Un-damaged and (b) Damaged confined columns.

3.5. Column ductility
The concept of ductility is related to the ability of a structural member to sustain inelastic deformation
without substantial decrease in the load carrying capacity. Particularly, when it comes to reinforced concrete
columns, ductility is an important issue due to their brittle failure mode. The ductility and energy absorption by
CFRP composites are shown in Fig. 12. Inspection of Fig. 12 reveals that the increase in ductility is directly
related to the increase in the number of layers of CFRP sheets. Also, Fig. 12 shows that the increase in ductility
is directly related to decrease of compressive strength due to thermal shock. This indicated that damaged
columns exhibited greater ductility than un-damaged columns. Whereas the ductility behavior (Stabilization of
the ductility) of damaged and un-damaged columns decrease after seven and four layers of CFRP sheets,
respectively, which can be classified as maximum amount for adequate ductility.
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Figure 12. Increase in ductility versus number of CFRP layers.

3.6. Amount of CFRP for sufficient confinement and ductility
Fig. 13 shows the number of CFRP layers required for sufficient ductility and confinement versus
concrete compressive strength. Based on the dilation properties and column ductility shown in Fig. 13, the
maximum and minimum amount of CFRP were three and seven, respectively, of CFRP for damaged column
and seven layers of CFRP for un-damaged columns, respectively. Also, Fig. 13 shows that number of CFRP
layers controlled the behavior of the columns with concrete compressive strength less than 29 MPa, which
indicated that there are maximum and minimum amount of CFRP to satisfy the ductility and confinement
properties. On the other hand, for column with concrete compressive strength more than 29 MPa, the behavior
was controlled by concrete compressive strength, which reflected that there is a fixed point for required number
of CFRP layers for adequate ductility and confinement properties.
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3.7. Confinement effectiveness
Fig. 14 shows a plot of confinement effectiveness (ultimate load capacity of strengthened column
divided by the ultimate load capacity of control column (un-strengthened)) versus the concrete compressive
strength for confined column with one layer of CFRP composite. Also, Fig. 14 shows the predicted trends of
the confinement effectiveness using ACI 440.2R [34], Toutanji [35], Samman et al. [36] and Spoelstra and
Monti [37]. It is evident that as concrete compressive strength increases, confinement effectiveness
decreases. The CFRP wrapped damaged columns show the maximum increases in ultimate load capacity. In
addition, Fig. 14 shows that the confinement effectiveness of NLFEA columns is in good agreement with ACI
440.2R [34] and Samman et al. [36] damaged and un-damaged, respectively, but Toutanji [35] overestimated
the predicted values by NLFEA columns. Fig. 15 shows the effect of concrete compressive strength on the
confinement effectiveness or strength enhancement ratio. Inspection of Fig. 15 reveals that confinement
effectiveness increased with the decrease of concrete compressive strength of damaged column. Also, Fig.
15 shows that, for relatively damaged, the increase of number of CFRP layers had a significant impact on the
confinement effectiveness, which indicated that the ultimate behavior depends only on confinement
effectiveness. This effect is insignificant in un-damaged columns, where only marginal increases in
confinement effectiveness regardless of the number of layers, which indicated the confinement efficiency does
not depend on the confinement level similar to conclusions observed by Issa and Tobaa [3].
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4. Conclusions
1. The failure mode of the confined RC columns was sudden in the form of CFRP sheet fracture at the
mid-height of the specimen followed by the fracturing of the lateral reinforcement and buckling of the
longitudinal reinforcement. In the unconfined columns, the failure mode was also sudden due to the fracture
of the lateral reinforcement and the outer concrete shell followed by buckling of the longitudinal reinforcement.
2. The axial load versus axial displacement curves of RC circular columns confined with CFRP
composites are characterized by three stages. These three stages are the concrete has less expansion and
fiber takes little constraining effect (Stage A), the concrete began to have a large expansion and the fiber
begins to be stressed and crushing of the concrete at the end of this stage (Stage B), and the load was carried
by the CFRP composite after crushing of the concrete until the fiber fractures (Stage C).
3. The influence of the number of CFRP layers on the ductility, energy absorption, and ultimate load
improvement percentage is significant. There will be no further significant increase in the ductility and ultimate
load of the column after a certain volumetric ratio, while significant increase in its stiffness continues to occur.
4. Thermal shock has a significant impact on the behavior of CFRP-confined circular RC columns. The
increase in ductility is directly related to a decrease of compressive strength due to thermal shock. Also, the
confinement effectiveness in terms of ultimate load was decreased with the increase in concrete compressive
strength (un-damaged).
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Abstract. This article presents the experimental methodology and results of laboratory tests and numerical
modeling in order to determine the values of bearing capacity and stiffness of fiber cement board (FCB) within
a frame of curtain wall system. The performance of a panel as a part of a system is taken into account for
evaluation of the stress-strain state of a cladding. An analysis included 2 stages: an experimental study of a
full-size fragment of a curtain wall system with fiber cement cladding and its numerical simulation by means
of finite element method (FEM). The dependences of the deflection of the panel on a value of uniformly
distributed load were obtained, and the experimental results converged with numerical calculation. The
maximum values of the uniformly distributed (simulating wind impact) loads acting on the panel under which
the panel satisfies the requirements stated by Ultimate and Serviceability Limit States were calculated also. It
can be concluded that onset of Ultimate Limit State is characterized by appearance of cracks due to the
stresses in the panel exceeding the value of flexural strength in the area of fastening to curtain wall frame.
The results demonstrated that the stress-strain state of the cladding depends on the structural scheme of the
supporting frame of the curtain wall system and its rigidity, therefore it is recommended to perform tests on
the cladding in conjunction with the supporting frame.

1. Introduction
Nowadays curtain wall systems are actively used in construction. Such systems became popular due
to the fact that a large number of buildings no longer met the requirements stated by appeared regulatory
documents. Renovation of facades by means of traditional methods was significantly less efficient and more
expensive. A possibility to install such systems in any weather conditions, which is quite relevant for
construction in areas of changeable climate, was an excellent advantage in addition. The curtain wall systems
now possess structural importance equivalent to that gained by other structural elements of the building. A
certain number of issues related to its application remain to be studied despite the fact that this material was
in use since the 1990’s. One of them is the development of testing and calculation methods of cladding as part
of the curtain wall system, as well as the development of requirements for fastening this cladding to the
supporting frame of the system.
Fiber cement board (FCB) is a flat rectangular product made of cellulose fibers, mineral aggregates and
cement, with a flat or embossed front surface covered with protective and decorative polymer coating. These
panels are used as cladding elements of the external and internal walls (except basement walls) of buildings
and structures within curtain wall systems and as opaque elements in glass facades. The advantages and
disadvantages of these panels are studied in article as a part of curtain wall systems [1]. Most common sizes
of FCB vary in length from 1200 to 3600 mm, in width from 1120 to 1570 mm and a thickness of them is equal
to 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 or 16 mm. The panels are fastened to the supporting structure by means of exhaust rivets
and self-tapping screws or several types of hidden fixators (e.g., Keil anchors) in most of cases.
Boards with visible fastening by exhaust rivets to the metal supporting frame of curtain wall system were
analyzed within this study. One of fastening points is fixed and the rest of them are movable (Fig. 1) in order
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to prevent occurrence of stresses due to temperature deformations of the plate and the metal frame. At the
moment, in many technical certificates and installation guidelines for curtain wall system with fiber cement
cladding, the critical rivet installation step is presumed to be equal to 600 mm, the edge distances in transverse
and longitudinal directions are 30 mm and 50−150 mm respectively.

Figure 1. Fastening points of fiber cement board to the supporting frame.
According to their mechanical and deformation characteristics and due to their structure, FCBs are
anisotropic material with different characteristics across and along the fibers. The works [2–7] are devoted to
the analysis and improvement of the mechanical properties of fiber cement cladding. In [8], the effect of freezethaw cycles is considered, and in [9], influence of thermal impact on the properties of the boards is studied.
Article [10] presents the results of the tests performed on cement boards with cellulose fibers as a reinforcing
material in wet and dry conditions and determines the influence of the moisture rate on blast strength, ductility,
bending strengths and other properties of FCBs.
Article [11] presents results of studies on fracture processes in FCBs and the use of non-destructive
acoustic emission method and time-frequency analysis for testing FCBs.
In order to design curtain wall system, which fully satisfies the performance requirements during
operation, it is necessary to properly calculate its cladding. The calculation should include verification
according to both Ultimate Limit State (ULS) and Serviceability Limit State (SLS). Therefore, there is a need
in development of a laboratory test and design method for the cladding as part of the curtain wall system, as
well as the requirements for its fastening. Similar full-size tests were already performed on glass and thin
ceramic panels [12–14]. In [15], elements of filling are taken into account for numerical modeling of translucent
facade structures.
Loads and effects acting on the structure remain an important factor, which needs to be taken into
account for reliable calculations of curtain wall systems. Loads acting on facade structures in accordance with
Limit State Design are described in [16, 17]. Article [18] analyses the procedure of numerical modeling of the
cladding panel by FEM. Article [19] verifies the possibility of usage of FCBs as a cladding in lightweight
structures. Calculation methods, considering joint performance of structural members, are studied in [20].
The aim of this study was to determine the stress-strain state of fiber cement panels as part of curtain
wall system subjected to a uniformly distributed load.
The study was divided into several stages:
1. An experimental study of a full-sized fragment of a curtain wall system with fiber cement cladding.
2. Numerical modeling of the facade fragment by means of FEM realized in SCAD Office software package.
3. Comparison of the results obtained through numerical modeling and experimental study.
The subjects of the study were:
• The value of uniformly distributed load, which leads to the loss of the bearing capacity of FCB under
the given conditions of fastening;
• The values of the deflection at the characteristic points of the panels as a result of the action of a
uniformly distributed load;
• The character of a panel failure due to limit state occurrence;
• The possibility of usage of FCBs in terms of bearing capacity with a distance between adjacent
fastening points more than 600 mm;
• The possibility of usage of FCBs in terms of bearing capacity with a distance from the edge of the
panel to the axis of the fastening installation hole equal to 30 mm.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental study of FCBs within curtain wall system
The experimental method included a set of the tests on full-size fragments of a curtain wall system with
cladding made of FCBs in laboratory conditions. Test bench implied the installation of a fragment in a horizontal
position (Fig. 2), and application of the load simulating the most unfavorable type of impact for a given design
solution − wind load from leeward side of the building, under which the panel bends with simultaneous
separation from the frame of system.
The object of current study was fiber cement panels with thickness of 8 and 10 mm painted on the front
surface. The considered panels had geometric dimensions of 3600×1500 mm and were installed as cladding
in curtain wall system.

Figure 2. Initial position of the sample on the test bench.
The bearing frame was a system designed for façade cladding by means of sheet panels. The system
consisted of a subframe and brackets. Three crossbeams of increased rigidity acted as the supporting base,
to which the brackets of the curtain wall system were clamped by an angle profile and threaded rods. The
brackets were installed with a step a of 1770 mm and b of 720 mm (Fig. 3), and the subframes were creating
two-span continuous scheme, in order to obtain the most general case of curtain wall system. The fixation of
the subframe profiles to the brackets was carried out by rivets, the number of which depends on the type of
bracket: 8 rivets were used for the bearing bracket, and 4 rivets for the supporting.

Figure 3. Arrangement of brackets for subframe attachment.

Figure 4. Attachment of brackets to traverses and fixation of the subframe to the brackets.
The FCB was connected to the subframe by rivets installed in pre-drilled holes together with polyamide
sleeves. The installation step for fasteners (rivets) in the longitudinal direction (along the larger side) was taken
as 708 mm and in the transverse direction as 720 mm, within this study. The distance from the edge of the
panel to the axis of the hole for mounting the fastener was equal to 30 mm both in the longitudinal and
transverse directions (Fig. 5).
Three dial indicators with an accuracy of 0.01 mm installed at the characteristic points of the structure
(Fig. 5) allowed to obtain the values of vertical displacements of the panel. The indicator DI1 was installed at
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the point where the maximum vertical displacements of the fiber cement panel were observed, the indicator
DI2 showed the joint´s displacements of the FCB and the middle subframe profile, and the indicator DI3 tracked
the displacements of the edge of the panel together with the subframe profile.

Figure 5. The position of the holes and dial indicators on the test fragment.
Uniformly distributed load was realized through placement of equal loads with weight of 7.5 kg each,
located on the surface of the panel in a certain sequence (Fig. 6, 7). Initial load of 22 kg/m3 was applied in
order to remove backlash in the mounted structure of the curtain wall system. After that, the load was
eliminated and the initial parameters of the dial indicator were recorded for the following calculation of the
vertical displacements of the cladding panel. Sequential loading was carried out with simultaneous recording
of the deflection values until the panel was fractured or cracks appeared on its outer surface.

Figure 6. Load distribution on the panel (number indicates the quantity
of loads placed one over the other).

Figure 7. Application of distributed load during the test: left – 100 kg/m2;
right − 344.44 kg/m2.

2.2. Numerical modeling of FCBs within curtain wall system
Procedure of numerical modeling included the following tasks:
1. Determination of the displacements of the curtain wall system jointly with the cladding panels under
the action of uniformly distributed and concentrated load, which was representing uniformly distributed load
during the experimental study.
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2. Determination of stresses in the cladding panel under the action of uniformly distributed load and
verification of the panel in accordance with ULS.
3. Determination the vertical displacements of the cladding panel without taking into account the
displacements of the subsystem and verification of the panel in accordance with SLS.
Numerical modeling and static calculation of the cladding jointly with subframe profiles were performed
using the finite element method (FEM) implemented in the SCAD Office 21.1 software package.
Metal elements were simulated by one-dimensional finite elements (beams), and the panel was
simulated by two-dimensional finite elements (shells). The scheme of the fragment of the curtain wall system
is shown in Fig. 8, in which the guide profiles are continuous two-span beam on hinged supports. The hinge
support is made along the X and Y axis (in the plane of the facade), and in the Z direction the connection with
the finite stiffness is modeled.

Figure 8. Left - calculation scheme of the curtain wall system,
right - calculation model in the SCAD Office.
System stiffness was determined on the base of test results in accordance with the formula:

R
K= z
f
Where

(1)

R is the support reaction that occurs in the bracket as a result of the load applied during the
z

test (obtained through static calculation in SCAD):

R = 66.15 kg
z

f is a displacement of the central support (obtained through the test with subframe profiles application):
f = 0.37 mm
=
K

66.15
= 178.78 kg / mm
0.37

The panel is fastened to the subframe by hinges, which allow rotation from the plane of the panels and
displacement in the plane of the facade (Fig. 9). A fixed fastening point allowed rotation in the plane of the
panel and prevented linear displacements in the plane of the facade. Due to the strengthening of the frictional
connection between the panel and subframe, jamming in the corresponding direction, which prevented linear
and angular displacements, was created at the edge and corner fastening points.

Figure 9. Hinges in the locations of fastening to the subframe profile (local coordinate system).
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The reduction of the cross-section of subframe profile and the subsequent calculation of its modified
geometric characteristics was performed with consideration of possible local buckling of individual elements
subjected to normal compressive stresses.
The geometric characteristics of the cross-section before and after reduction were determined in the
SCAD Office 21.1 software package (KONSUL satellite). The initial and final cross-sections are shown in
Fig, 10.

Figure 10. Cross-section of the subframe profile:
left – before reduction, right – after reduction of the lower part of cross-section
under its compression.
Stiffness characteristics of aluminum subframe profiles: modulus of elasticity is equal to 7.1∙109 kg/m3;
Poisson's ratio is equal to 0.3.
Flexural modulus of FCB:

E = 14000 MPa
Poisson's ratio of FCB:

ν = 0.2
Panel’s thicknesses:

t = 8 mm; t = 10 mm
A set of concentrated loads, which were applied during the test, was simulated as uniformly distributed
loads on certain areas corresponding to actual location of single loads (Fig. 11), and their value was
determined by the formula:

q=

Pload
S

(2)

where Pload is a load unit weight:

Pload = 7.5 kg
S is the area of load unit in contact with panel surface, calculated for assumed FE mesh;

S =0.16 ⋅ 0.159 =0.02544 m 2
7.5
=
q = 294.81 kg / m 2
0.02544
Thus, load distribution for each stage of application in numerical model corresponded to actual load
application of experimental study.

Figure 11. Load application (88.89 kg/m2) in numerical model.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Results of experimental study of FCBs within curtain wall system

Load, kg/m2

Vertical displacements of the panel characteristic points were calculated on the base of dial indicator
measurements and displayed in a form of graphs showing dependence of deflections on the applied load
(Fig. 12−14).
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Figure 12. Deflection of the center of the panel under the action of applied load
for the panels with the different thicknesses.
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Figure 13. Deflection of the center of the subframe profile under the action
of applied load for the panels with the different thicknesses.
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Figure 14. Deflection of the edge of the panel under the action of applied load
for the panels with the different thicknesses.
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Fracture of the panel was characterized by the formation of a longitudinal crack near the most loaded
fastening point (Fig. 15), and the panel was destroyed by bending (Fig. 16) during subsequent loading.

Figure 15. Crack formation: left – sample 1 under the load of 155.56 kg/m2;
right – sample 2 under the load of 200 kg/m2.

Figure 16. Fracture of the panel: left – sample 3 under the load of 222.22 kg/m2;
right – sample 4 under the load of 200 kg/m2.
Fig. 17 demonstrates formation and opening of the crack in the corner of the panel under the load of
266.67 kg/m2. However, the panel withstood loading up to the value of 344.44 kg/m2. (Fig. 18), and fractured
along the fibers near the central subframe profile, in the same way as in other tests.

Figure 17. Left – the formation and opening of a crack in sample 5 under
the load of 266.67 kg/m2; right – corner fastening point after the panel fracture.

Figure 18. Panel fracture of the sample 5 under the load 344.44 kg/m2.
Plastic deformations of the central subframe profile in the area of the fastening point to the central
support bracket are shown in Fig. 19. The numerical values of this deformation were measured during
subsequent tests and allowed to calculate rigidity of this joint for further implementation in the numerical model.
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Figure 19. Deformation of the subframe profile in the area of the central bracket
under the load of 344.44 kg/m2 (sample 5).

3.2. Results of numerical modeling of FCBs within curtain wall system

Load, kg/m2

Vertical displacements of the panel characteristic points were calculated according to results of
numerical modeling and displayed in a form of graphs showing dependence of deflections on the applied load
(Fig. 20–22).
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Figure 20. Deflection of the center of the panel fragment
for the panels with the different thicknesses.
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Figure 21. Deflection of the center of the subframe profile
for the panels with the different thicknesses.
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Figure 22. Deflection of the edge of the panel for the panels with the different thicknesses.

3.3. Verification of the cladding in terms of ULS
Major stresses arising in the plate under the action of a uniformly distributed load were calculated for
evaluating the panel stress-strain state in accordance with ULS. The character of the stress distribution on the
upper surface of the panel is shown in Fig. 23.

Figure 23. Distribution character of major stresses σ1
in the panel under uniformly distributed load, MPa.
The ULS criteria for FCB is bending strength manufacturer’s guideline:

R = 26.1 MPa

Load, kg/m2

Ultimate load acting on the panel and corresponding to the reaching of ULS (Table 1) was calculated
according to Fig. 24, by linear interpolation of load and displacement values.
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Figure 24. Maximum major stresses in the panel.
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Table 1. Maximum allowable load in accordance with ULS requirements.
Panel thickness, mm

Load qI, kg/m2

8
10

158.8
255.9

3.4. Verification of the cladding in terms of SLS
The SLS criteria for FCB is its maximum allowable deflection determined in Russian Set of Rules
20.13330.2016 “Loads and actions” and equal to:

f SLS =

s
150

(3)

where s is minimum distance between fastening elements of the panel (rivets).

f SLS
=

708
= 4.72 mm
150

In the course of numerical modeling and experimental research, the displacements at characteristic
points of the panel within the system were obtained. The final values consisted of joint deflections of the
supporting frame and cladding.
For the correct stress-strain state assessment of FCB in accordance with SLS it is necessary to evaluate
the deflections of cladding deforming independently. For this purpose, the numerical model of the FCB
included cladding apart represented in the form of plate composed of shell finite elements and fixed by hinges
at each position of fastening element (rivet) (Fig. 25). At the installation point, linear fixing was made to and
from the plane of the facade panel.
Vertical movements of a panel under the action of uniformly distributed load are shown in Fig. 26.

Figure 25. Structural scheme of the panel including fixing points and load application.

Figure 26. Displacement of the panel (t = 8 mm) in z-direction under the action
of uniformly distributed load of 88.89 kg/m2.
The maximum value of the load acting on the panel, which corresponded to the onset of SLS (Table 2),
was calculated on the base of information provided in Fig. 27 by linear interpolation of the load and
displacement values.
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Figure 27. Deflections of the panel obtained through numerical modeling.
For the purpose of correct comparison of the maximum loads at the onset of the SLS and ULS and
determination of defining state, a reduced (design) value is introduced for the case of SLS:

qSLS =
qSLS ⋅ γ f
, SF
where

γf

(4)

is safety factor, which is equal to 1.4 for the case of wind load.

Table 2. Maximum allowable load for SLS verification.
Panel thickness, mm

qSLS, kg/m2

qSLS, SF, kg/m2

8
10

92.2
181

129.1
253.4

3.5. Analysis and Discussion
Maximum vertical displacements of the center of the panel obtained during experimental study and
numerical simulation are summarized in Fig. 28 and 29.
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Figure 28. Deflection of the center of the panel (t = 8 mm).
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Figure 29. Deflection of the center of the panel (t = 10 mm).
Given that plastic deformations of subframe profile appear and increase near the area of its attachment
to the supporting bracket, at certain load values displacements of the panel start to increase sharply (areas of
convergence of numerical simulation and experimental research).
The dependence of the movements of the joint between central bracket and subframe profile on the
acting load is shown in Fig. 30. When load increases the behavior of this connection changed from elastic to
plastic as a result of local plastic deformations of the subframe profile, while in the numerical model it was
realized through linear dependence of the displacements on the load by introducing elasto-plastic bonds.
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Figure 30. Dependence of the displacement of the joint between central bracket
and subframe on the value of load acting on the panel.
According to the results of numerical modeling, loss of bearing capacity of the panel occurred due to
the bending of the panel. Similarly, the loss of bearing capacity during the tests occurred due to formation of
cracks in the area with the maximum value of bending stresses.
As the numerical modeling provides lower values of the system deflection in comparison with test
results, it can be concluded that the design on the base of numerical simulation considered a margin of rigidity
and verification of bearing capacity.
The maximum loads corresponding to the onset of ULS and SLS obtained during numerical simulation
are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Values of loads corresponding to the onset of ULS and SLS.
Panel thickness, mm

Maximum value qULS, kg/m2

Maximum value qSLS, SF, kg/m2

8
10

158.8
255.9

129.1
253.4
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Existing researches, which were found and analyzed by authors within this study, did not have
comprehensive information regarding stress-strain state of considered element under consimilar parameters
and therefore final results could not be compared, however the design methods and main principles of
calculation in accordance with Limit State design remain analogous.

4. Conclusions
FCBs fastened to the metal supporting frame of curtain wall system by exhaust rivets were analyzed
within this study. The results obtained through experiments and numerical simulation allow to draw following
conclusions:
1. Onset of Serviceability Limit State is critical verification for the design of the investigated type of
FCBs.
2. A distance between fastening elements of FCBs equal to 750 mm and an edge distance of 30 mm
are acceptable parameters in accordance with requirements arising from Ultimate Limit State design.
3. Onset of Ultimate Limit State is characterized by appearance of cracks due to the stresses in the
panel exceeding the value of flexural strength in the area of fastening to curtain wall frame.
4. The profiles of the curtain wall system significantly affect performance of cladding panels and act as
stiffening ribs of the FCB.
5. Linear formulation of Finite Element Method with careful consideration of boundary conditions can
be used for determination of stress-strain state of FCBs.
6. The numerical calculation method provides a margin in verification of bearing capacity.
7. Accurate assessment of stress-strain state of both the cladding panel and the system as a whole
requires calculation and accounting the stiffness of the joint between subframe and supporting bracket.
8. The stress-strain state of the cladding panel depends on the chosen frame of curtain wall system
and its rigidity; therefore, cladding panels must be tested as a part of the system.
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The effect of the air duct tightness
on the stability of the indoor air parameters
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Abstract. The present study aimed to determine the impact of a gradual and lineal increase of the air duct
leakage factor on various indoor air stability parameters in ventilation systems across the following scenarios:
1) air leakage effect on the air pressure and volume; 2) air leakage effect on the indoor air parameters when
the ductwork passes through an uninsulated and unheated premise. A galvanized steel air duct was used for
the air leakage measurement sessions, and orifices were cut in the duct before each subsequent
measurement session, thus, consecutively decreasing the air tightness factor of the duct over the
measurement sessions. The results indicated that the ductwork air tightness affects the stability of the air
parameters such as air temperature, relative humidity and CO2 concentration, however, up until certain point,
the impact was either non-detectable or negligible. The transition in the behavior of the air stability parameters
occurred in line with the introduction of orifices 4→5, resulting in perceptible effects on air pressure, volume
etc. Although, this factor may be attributed to the errors caused by low instrument sensitivity or by relatively
small number and size of the orifices, authors suggest that minor air duct leakage such as presented in this
study may result in the disruption of air stability parameters, which in certain instances is critical.

1. Introduction
The goal of the ventilation air ductwork is to transport the fresh air mass to ensure the required indoor
air quality parameters in buildings’ premises. The efficiency of the air transportation in the duct depends on
the three main factors:
1. the cross-sectional shape of the duct (usually round or square ducts);
2. the material the duct is made of (galvanized steel, aluminum zinc, corrugated plastic, fabric etc.);
3. the pressure losses (velocity and friction losses).
However, to ensure that a ventilation system operates properly and maintains the required air
parameters, it is of great importance to pay particular attention to the quality of the air ductwork installation
and connection. Even minor permanent air leakage from the ductwork may affect the operation of the whole
ventilation system and its long term efficiency, if it’s not detected or not taken care of. There are number of
factors, why leaking air ducts negatively affect the operation of the ventilation system and occupants’ wellbeing.
Reduction of the air tightness in the ducts has a negative effect on the overall operation of the ventilation
system, as the ventilation system becomes difficult to operate and control, due to numerous discrepancies
between the designed and the actual air volume the system is supposed to transport and deliver.
Also, due to air leakage in the ducts, the fans in the air handling units have to operate at higher loads
which leads the system to be inefficient, as the fans have to operate at higher capacity and consume more
energy to deliver the same amount of air to the premises. This translates into a significant increase in energy
costs [1], [2]. For instance, the energy consumption to run fans in the system with ductwork airtightness class
C is up to 30 % higher than that of the class A [3]. As per the case study conducted for a pharmaceutical plant,
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where ductwork airtightness is imperative, the associated costs of the excessive air leakage in the ductwork
would come out to over 1 million USD over the life cycle of the plant [4].
On the other hand, if the air leakage in the ductwork occurs, and the fans are not equipped with
frequency converters (employed mainly in demand controlled ventilation systems such as CAV, DCV and
VAV) to operate at higher capacity in order to compensate for the leaked air volume [5], the premises will
experience the shortage of fresh air supply, therefore incurring deterioration of the indoor air quality (IAQ) and
subsequent health concerns associated with the poor IAQ [6].
In addition, leaking air ducts may cause serious health hazard where maintaining strictly controlled
environment is of utmost importance [7], [8]. In improperly installed and/or leaking air duct systems, exhaust
air can leak into the supply air, causing unpleasant smells or even exposure to polluted air and poisonous
gaseous particles [9], [10]. This applies to healthcare facilities, industrial kitchens, pharmaceutical factories
etc.
If an uninsulated and leaking air duct passes through an unheated space, condensation may occur
where the air leakage takes place, causing moisture build-up [11], [12] that in the long-term can deteriorate
construction materials [13], [14] and induce mold growth that is known to have adverse effects on human’s
respiratory system [15], [16].
Another issue that stems from poor tightness of the air ductwork is the excessive heat loss [2], [3], [17],
which greatly impacts energy consumption for the heat transfer in the ventilation systems’ heat exchanger
coils [18].
As such, it is critically important to comply with the air duct tightness criteria when it comes to design
and, more so, installation of ventilation system ductwork. Furthermore, regular system monitoring serves to
detect the occurrence and potential sources of air leakage, and subsequently prevents the excessive energy
consumption [19] and poor indoor air quality the building occupants may be exposed to [20].
This study aims to determine the impact of a gradual and lineal increase of the air duct leakage factor
on the various parameters in ventilation systems across the following scenarios:
• scenario 1 – effect on the ventilation system operational characteristics (with regards to air pressure
and air volume);
• scenario 2 – effect on the indoor climate parameters (when leaking air duct passes through an
uninsulated and unheated premise);
The current study contributes to an existing knowledge on the adverse impact of ventilation system air
duct leakage on the energy efficiency and indoor air quality (IAQ) however, it also presents a full-scale test
approach by looking into two different scenarios and assessing the air leakage impact factor by increasing the
leakage degree linearly and in gradual increments.

2. Methods
A galvanized steel air duct of 3.25 m in length and 125 mm in diameter was used for the air leakage
measurement sessions, referred to as the “leaking duct”. An orifice of 6 mm in diameter was cut in the duct
before each subsequent measurement session, thus, consecutively decreasing the air tightness factor of the
duct. In total 11 measurements were carried out for each scenario, resulting in 11 orifices at the last
measurement session.
Scenario-1
The “leaking air duct” test system was set up in a specially designed test chamber. The air temperature
in the test chamber was kept at +22.8 oC and the relative air humidity was kept at 19.7%. Air was blown into
the duct by a duct fan. Air pressure differential was measured on the air damper and an air flow rate was
measured at the outlet end of the duct during each measurement session.
Scenario-2
The “leaking air duct” was placed into the test chamber which represented a dry, unheated, uninsulated
and non-residential premise without active heat loads (such as storage space or auxiliary room). An air stream
of RH 50−55 % was blown into the air duct – the relative air humidity, temperature and carbon dioxide
concentration (ppm) were measured in the test chamber throughout the session. Based on the results, the
effect of the airduct tightness on the indoor climate of the premise it passes through was determined.
Scenario-1
The aim of scenario-1 was to determine the effect of air duct tightness on the ventilation system’s
pressure and air volume. For this purpose, a ductwork system shown in Fig. 1 was setup.
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Table 1. Parameters of the tested “leaking” air duct.
Length,
mm

Diameter,
mm

Thickness,
mm

Surface area,
m2

Orifice diameter,
mm

Number of
orifices

3250
125
0.7
1.28
6
1-11 *
The orifices in the air duct were cut by an increment of 1 orifice for every subsequent measurement, i.e.,
1 extra orifice added for each additional measurement, resulting in total of 11 orifices after 11 measurements.
*

Figure 1. A ductwork system setup for scenario-1 (see the corresponding legend in Figure 2).

Figure 2. The schematic design of the test setup.
Scenario-2
In the following scenario, a condition of the leaking air duct passing through an unheated premise was
tested, to see how a leaking air duct affects indoor parameters such as air temperature and relative humidity
of the premise, if these parameters differ in the both environments (i.e., air duct and the test chamber). To
carry out the measurements within the current scenario, the air duct was placed in a test chamber, that
represented an unheated, uninsulated and non-residential premise (Fig. 3).
A question to be answered after the completion of the measurements and analysis of the test results:
Is there a risk of mold development due to an excessive moisture build up in an unheated premise by an air
leakage from a ductwork?
Table 2. Geometric parameters of the test chamber.
Length, m

Width, m

Height, m

Volume, m3

3.34

2.5

3.0

25.05

Figure 3. The system setup for scenario-2 (test chamber).
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The procedure of adding orifices in the leaking air duct was similar to the procedure outlined in scenario1. As such, 11 measurements were conducted. The test chamber air quality parameters before the test run
are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Air quality parameters of the test chamber.
Temperature, oC

Relative humidity, %

CO2 concentration

22.8

19.7

877

3. Results and Discussion
Scenario-1
The results for scenario-1 are compiled in Table 4.
Table 4. Results for scenario-1.
Sample
#

Number of
orifices

Total relative orifice
diameter, mm

System
pressure, Pa

Air volume, l/s

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1 x 6 mm
2 x 6 mm
3 x 6 mm
4 x 6 mm
5 x 6 mm
6 x 6 mm
7 x 6 mm
8 x 6 mm
9 x 6 mm
10 x 6 mm
11 x 6 mm

6
12
18
24
30
36
42
48
54
60
66

155
155
155
155
128
127
125
122
121
119
118

19
19
19
19
17
17
17
17
17
16
16

stable range

non-stable

The measurement results show that the system’s pressure remains constant at 155 Pa until the fifth
orifice is introduced in the air duct. At this point the pressure drops down to 128 Pa, and every subsequently
added orifice induces further pressure drop, yet, at a very gradual and steady decline rate. The absolute
pressure drop throughout the whole measurement section within scenario-1 is 33 Pa, however, the diagram
can be divided into three separate segments – first (orifice 1→4) at which the pressure drop is not affected
and thus remains constant value; second (orifice 4→5) with a steep pressure drop decrease when the fifth
orifice is added; and third (orifice 5→11), throughout which pressure drops gradually in line with subsequent
addition of orifices.

Figure 6. The system’s pressure dependence (on the left) and the output air volume dependence
(on the right) on the air duct tightness.
A similar pattern is observed with regards to the air volume at the outlet. Air volume remains at 19 l/s,
however, once the fifth orifice is introduced, the air volume drops to 17 l/s. Subsequent addition of orifices did
not affect the air volume at the provided instrument accuracy (the flowmeter of ±1.0 l/s accuracy was
employed) until the tenth orifice was introduced, that caused a very slight air volume decrease to 16 l/s. As
per the results, throughout the whole measurement section (after creation of 11 orifices in the air duct), the
absolute air volume decrease was almost negligible (∆q = 3 l/s).
The results of scenario-1 imply that on a broader scale and in ventilation systems with large ductwork
surface area, the air tightness is of critical importance. With compromised air tightness, the end user doesn’t
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receive the designed air volume (Fig. 6), as the air pressure is not sufficient enough to transport and deliver
the required air mass to the end-user.
Insufficient air volume, i.e., insufficient supply of fresh air into the premise causes an increase in carbon
dioxide concentration, compromises the indoor air quality and leads to overall deterioration and occupant
dissatisfaction with the indoor climate [21].
In case of CAV (constant air volume) systems, the frequency converter will increase fan output to keep
the constant air pressure in the system and to ensure the delivery of sufficient amount of air to the end user,
however, this results in an increase in energy consumption and thus, lower, system’s energy efficiency [22],
[23]. Poor ductwork air tightness also affects noise level in the ductwork and at the output terminals [24].
Scenario-2
Scenario-2 was run to determine how a poorly tight air ductwork affects the indoor climate of the premise
it passes through. The leaking air duct was installed in an unheated and uninsulated chamber that represents
a non-residential premise such as storage space or auxiliary room. Within this scenario the major indoor air
quality parameters such as air temperature, relative humidity and carbon dioxide concentration were monitored
in the test chamber throughout the 11-sample measurement session. The measurement results for scenario2 are presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Results for scenario-2.
Sample #

Number of
orifices

Total relative
orifice diameter,
mm

Relative
humidity,
%

Air temperature,
oC

CO2 conc.,
ppm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1 x 6 mm
2 x 6 mm
3 x 6 mm
4 x 6 mm
5 x 6 mm
6 x 6 mm
7 x 6 mm
8 x 6 mm
9 x 6 mm
10 x 6 mm
11 x 6 mm

6
12
18
24
30
36
42
48
54
60
66

19.7
19.7
19.7
19.7
20.2
21.0
21.2
21.7
22.2
22.6
22.9

22.8
22.8
22.8
23.0
23.3
23.4
23.4
23.5
23.7
23.8
23.9

877
877
877
877
882
1009
1077
1149
1234
1284
1351

stable range

non-stable

Fig. 7 shows that scenario-2 developed a similar pattern to scenario-1 – no change in the air stability
parameters until the introduction of the fifth orifice in the air duct. As the air duct tightness is being decreased
further (orifice 5→11), the air temperature and relative humidity in the room increase at a steady growth
pattern. This again shows that up until the forth orifice in the airduct, the overall big picture impact on the air
tightness is somewhat negligible, while with the introduction of the fifth orifice and onwards (5→11), the air
stability parameters are being affected steadily.

Figure 7. The air temperature and relative humidity dependence on the air duct tightness
(on the left); The CO2 concentration dependence on the air duct tightness (on the right).
The CO2 concentration (Fig. 7. on the right) in the test chamber can be broken down to three
development segments:
1. CO2 concentration remains constant at 877 ppm throughout the introduction of orifices 1→4;
2. After the fifth orifice (5) is introduced, the CO2 level rises insignificantly (884 ppm);
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3. Throughout the creation of orifices 6→11, the CO2 concentration increases continuously to reach
1351 ppm at the last sample.
The results show that ductwork air tightness affects the stability of the air parameters such as air
temperature, relative humidity and CO2 concentration, however, up until a certain point, the impact is either
non-detectable or negligible. This suggests that a higher accuracy instruments are used in order to obtain a
more accurate and detailed dataset. On the other hand, it is highly probable that orifices of 6 mm in size are
relatively small to affect the instrument readings regardless of their accuracy or sensitivity, and, thus, there is
no detectable effect on the system’s operation and behavior, suggesting that some level of air duct leakage is
always present and acceptable for that matter, and does not affect the system’s operation in the long run [25],
[26]. This correlates with a common understanding that no system is perfect and there is always some degree
of system malfunction or drawback present. In order to obtain somewhat perceptible readings, either the orifice
diameter has to be larger, or the number of orifices has to be higher (as in the current case).
Nevertheless, in the pursuance of the objectives established within the framework of the current study,
the accuracy of the carried measurements is reasonably adequate and acceptable to infer broader conclusions
relating to impacts on the systems’ operating at bigger scale.

4. Conclusions
The study results contribute to the existing knowledge of an adverse effects on the energy efficiency
and the IAQ parameters of a poor air duct tightness in ventilation systems. Within the frame of this study indoor
air parameters such as air volume, pressure, temperature, relative humidity, CO2 concentration and mineralwool particle presence in supplied air steam were measured.
As per scenarios 1 and 2, a certain pattern of a stable and a non-stable range developed with regards
to the measured air parameters. Introducing small size orifices of 6 mm in the ductwork did not trigger a
detectable response in the indoor air quality parameters throughout the measurement sessions 1→4
(matching the number of orifices cut in the air duct). Perhaps this can be attributed to the lower-tier sensitivity
and accuracy of the instruments used to measure air volume and pressure. However, in line with further
increasing the number of orifices in the air duct (orifices 5→11), a gradual yet steady change in the indoor air
parameters was observed (non-stable range). As per the presumptions, an increased air leakage factor
translated in a lower pressure in the system and decreased air volume supplied to the end-user (scenario-1),
while also adversely affecting air stability parameters when a leaked duct was placed in a test chamber
representing an unheated non-residential premise (scenario-2). The IAQ parameter behavior throughout the
creation of orifices 5→11 is rather an expected outcome. On the contrary, the system’s unresponsive behavior
throughout the introduction of orifices 1→4 is a rather peculiar finding. Authors suggest that the following
factors may affect this: 1) low instrument sensitivity, unable to detect such an insignificant change in air
pressure and volume; 2) orifices of 6 mm in size do not generate enough air leakage in the duct to cause
reasonable fluctuation in air stability parameters up to a certain degree (in this study – up until the introduction
of the forth orifice).
The results indicate that the ductwork air tightness affects the stability of the air parameters such as air
temperature, relative humidity and CO2 concentration, however, up until a certain point, the impact is either
non-detectable or negligible. This suggests that a higher accuracy instruments have to be used in order to
obtain a more accurate and detailed dataset. Also, decreasing the orifice diameter and increasing the number
of orifices might present a better picture on how the air stability parameters are affected if an air tightness
decrease occurs at very gradual increments across a multitude of measurements.
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Abstract. All the nuclear facility structures must be analyzed for tornado loads. This analysis was per-formed
when designing the New Safe Confinement over the ruined Chernobyl power unit (NSC ChNPP). The standard
methods of tornado analysis could not be applied due to its large size and geometric shape. Therefore, it was
necessary to develop new calculation methods. The paper provides detailed information on the performed
calculations and describes the conservative assumptions made when there was not enough information. The
purpose of this paper is to analyze the gained experience of performing such an analysis of this unique
structure, which may be of some interest. The following two complex problems are considered: • establishing
the design tornado parameters; • developing an engineering methodology for the tornado analysis. Moreover,
questions are formulated that should be clarified when carrying out similar designs.

1. Introduction
The recently completed New Safe Confinement of the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant [1, 2] is a largescale engineering structure with a span of 257 m and a height of 108 m (Fig. 1). This structure was designed
in accordance with special technical specifications which required an analysis for the possible tornado impact,
and the results had to satisfy both European and national standards.

a

b
Figure 1. The New Safe Confinement: a – general view, b – design model.

A tornado is characterized by a vortex wind flow [3−6]. Therefore, experimental data gathered from wind
tunnels generating straight-line winds could not be applied. Special laboratory wind flow simulators are used
to study the tornado effect [7, 8]. However, there are only a few of them and almost all such experimental
studies were performed for relatively small buildings not larger than the tornado core (see, for example [9−12]).
The results of these studies could not be directly used for the considered large-scale structure as well.
The number of publications on the experience of tornado analysis of larger structures such as [13−21]
is extremely small. The design data for these structures could hardly be of any use since they are specific to
particular facilities with geometric configurations very different from those of the NSC ChNPP. These structures
include main NPP buildings [15, 19, 20], cooling towers [21], lattice transmission towers [16, 17]. More general
issues of the tornado analysis methodology considered, for example, in [4, 6, 15, 20], are closely related only
to the standard main NPP buildings. Therefore, when performing the analysis for NSC ChNPP, it was
necessary to postulate some characteristics of the wind flow making careful conservative decisions.
Perelmuter, A.V. Assessment of the tornado impact on the Chernobyl new safe confinement. Magazine of Civil
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2. Methods
2.1. Expected tornado class
The safety guide [22] regulating the tornado-induced loads on nuclear facilities uses the Fujita-Pearson
scale [23, 24] to classify tornadoes, which is a combination of the Fujita scale for wind speeds and the Pearson
scale for path length and width.
The lower limit of Pearson path length

L is:

L= 1.609×100.5(k −1),

(1)

where k is the Fujita-Pearson scale, L is in kilometers.
The path width is the average width of the damage area measured perpendicular to the tornado path.
The lower limit of Pearson path width W (in kilometers) is expressed as:

W = 1.609×100.5 (k −5),

(2)

Unlike [22], the relationships between other tornado parameters and the tornado class were taken not
discrete but continuous, as recommended in [13]. The rotational speed Vm, the translational speed of the
tornado T and the pressure drop from a normal atmospheric pressure to the center of the tornado vortex ∆pX
are defined by the Fk scale of a tornado and the following formulas:

Vm= 6.3(k + 2.5)1.5 m/sec,

(3)

T = 1.575(k + 2.5)1.5 m/sec,

(4)

∆pm= 0.486(k + 2.5)3 GPa.

(5)

Recommendations [25] define the annual probability that a point in the local region will experience a
wind speed greater than or equal to the winds in the F-scale intensity class k as the joint probability that a
tornado passes through this region and its intensity is not lower than Fk:

=
P PS (1 − Fk ) .

(6)

PS is defined as the ratio of the damage area S to the product of the survey area A by the period of
record T:

PS =

S
,
A ⋅T

(7)

and Fk in (6) denotes the integral probability distribution function for tornadoes of various classes, which, by
assumption, corresponds to an exponential law. The parameters of this distribution were determined by
minimizing the standard deviation of the observed data from the specified theoretical curve.

Figure 2. Map of recorded tornadoes.
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According to the IAEA safety guide [22] a typical region used to evaluate the design-basis tornado is 3°
longitude by 3° latitude, but the initial information for the Chernobyl NPP was taken for the 5°×5° geographic
square (Fig. 2). Other geographic squares were considered as well (see Table 1). After analyzing the obtained
results (see Table 1), the tornado of class 3 was conservatively selected as a design action. It is characterized
by the following data calculated by the formulas (3), (4) and (5): Rm = 59.0 m, T = 20.3 m/s, Vm = 81.2 m/s,
W = 286.1 m.
Table 1. The effect of the dimensions of the studied area.
Geographic square

2°×2°

3°×3°

4°×4°

5°×5°

Damage area S0, km2

0.000

0.012

0.024

0.037

Damage area S1 ,

km2

0.747

0.996

1.742

2.24

Damage area S2 , km2

0.000

4.072

7.329

8.958

Damage area S3 , km2

8.183

24.55

73.65

114.567

Total damage area S , km2

8.93

29.63

82.746

125.80

Probability PS , 1/year

6.872·10-6

8.03·10-6

1.133·10-5

9.86·10-6

3.32

2.79

2.86

2.90

3.20

2.74

2.83

2.86

–

–

2.00

–

F-class with probability Р0 = 1·10-7
F-class with probability Р0 = 1·10-6
F-class with probability Р0 = 1·10-5

2.2. Confinement load
The spatial distribution of wind speeds was taken in the form of a Rankine vortex, where the rotational
speed is determined by the following formula:

=
V

R
r
Vm ( 0 ≤ r ≤ Rm=
) , V m Vm ( Rm ≤ r < ∞ ) ,
Rm
r

(8)

where Vm is the maximum tangential velocity; Rm is the tornado core radius with the velocity Vm.
The air rarefaction load at a point at the distance r from the tornado axis is calculated by the following
formula

∆pm 
r2 
=
∆p
 2 − 2 
2 
Rm 


∆pm  Rm 


∆p
( 0 ≤ r ≤ Rm ) , =
2 r 



2

( Rm ≤ r < ∞ ) .

(9)

Wind velocity vector W is the sum of vectors

  
W= T + V ,

(10)



where the direction of the translational velocity vector T is constant for the entire tornado area, and the

direction of the rotational velocity vector V at each point is perpendicular to the radius r (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Velocity components.
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Wind pressure caused by the wind velocity W is calculated by the following formula:

pw= СρW 2 / 2

(11)

where ρ = 1.22 kg/m3 is the air density.
The most difficult part of the problem is to determine the drag coefficient C, which is used when
calculating the velocity component of the load. Design codes and guides mainly provide information for the
plane-parallel flow. The coefficients determined during the tests of the confinement model in the wind tunnel
were applicable only to parallel flows and could not be used to calculate the tornado vortex effect. Therefore,
it was necessary to postulate some characteristics of the wind flow making careful conservative decisions.
Thus, it was proposed to conservatively take C as one. This conservative decision C =1.0 was indirectly
based on the results of the tests where the values of C where in the following range (-0.609…-1.075) for
different directions of the plane-parallel flow.

Figure 4. Pressure distribution,
line parallel to the tornado direction.

Figure 5. Pressure distribution,
line perpendicular to the tornado direction.

Fig. 4 and 5 show the characteristic distribution of pressure along the lines parallel or perpendicular to
the tornado direction:
• The red curve reflects the wind velocity pressure with a drag coefficient of 1.0, which corresponds to
the main part of the roof.
• The blue curve reflects the pressure drop. This pressure is the same for all NSC enclosing structures.
• The green curve is the sum of two effects and reflects the tornado effects on the main part of the
roof.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Loading variants
Various tornado scenarios were considered to select load cases unfavorable for the structural members.
They differ in the position of the vortex axis and the direction of translational movement. 49 different locations
of the tornado axis were considered and four directions of movement were analyzed for each location of the
tornado vortex (circles in Fig. 6).

Figure 6. Design locations of the tornado axis.
The peak tornado-induced load reached the value of 10.06 kN/m2 and was directed upwards, i.e. against
the dead load and a number of other loads. However, its unloading effect was greatly reduced due to the
uneven distribution over the area, which caused significant forces in the elements of the load-bearing frame.
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3.2. Durability check
The analysis for a tornado of class 3 was performed in accordance with the Terms of Reference
assuming the integrity of the NSC sheeting:
• the tornado of class 3 was considered only in combination with permanent loads;
• the possibility of limited plastic deformations in the elements of the load-bearing structures was taken
into account;
• the possible local overstress in the structural joints which did not lead to the loss of stability of the
main load-bearing structures was not taken into account.
The possibility of limited plastic deformations appearance means that under a class 3.0 tornado some
arch elements will have residual displacements and the estimation of their influence on the main cranes system
work is required. Unfortunately, regulations (both SNiP and Eurocode) don’t permit their quantitative
calculation.
Anyway, the long-term practice of critical crane industrial buildings using formula (49) from SNiP II-2381* showed that these concerns are excessive as the field experience demonstrates that the residual
deformation measured values don’t obstruct the cranes work.
The results of these analyses showed that strength and stability were not provided for many elements
of the preliminary NSC design. These elements are shown in red in Fig. 7.

Figure 7. Color indication of the tornado analysis results.
New necessary cross-sections were determined to ensure compliance with the structural load-bearing
capacity requirements for the tornado of class 3.0. The additional steel consumption for the new sections
amounted to 344.47 tons (2.70 %).

3.3. Loosing contact with foundations
The bearing nodes of the arches are not capable of resisting tension, while the total lift caused by a
class 3.0 tornado may achieve 20 thousand tons, the total permanent load weight being about 32 thousand
tons. Therefore the hypothesis needs to be verified that some arches may break from the foundation. The
hypothesis has been verified using a design model where the arch is supported by unilateral constraints.

Figure 8. Deformations in unilateral constraints.
The respective nonlinear problem was solved by a step-by-step method in the SCAD environment. The
result was refined by iteration for a few tornado load cases. Results of the check for a case which turned out
to be worst from the seam opening standpoint are shown in Fig. 8.
As fas as the structure of supporting node allows to provide free verical displacements with dimension
up to 50 mm with the purpose to perceive horizontal reaction components, a possibility to be found for raising
by 43.3 mm is absolutely safe.
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4. Conclusion
The experience of designing the New Safe Confinement has shown that there are a number of
unresolved issues related to the methodology for determining the tornado-induced loads on large-span
structures of non-standard geometric shapes. In particular, it remains unclear whether a tornado vortex can
exist near a vertical wall larger than the tornado core. When designing the NSC ChNPP, we assumed that
such a vortex would collapse. Issues related to the drag coefficient, which is used to determine the vortex
pressure on the enclosing structures, require clarification and can initiate further studies.
It should also be noted that the methodology for determining the expected tornado class has to be
refined. The applied approach, which was based on the IAEA recommendations, does not take into account
the local features of the construction site, and therefore can lead to incorrect results.
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Abstract. In part 1 of the studies, it was shown the results of the implementation of the “top–down”
nanotechnological principle to obtain clinkerless binder with a high content of microsilica, activated during
grinding what allowed to increase their hydraulic activity. Part 2 of the studies have been implemented in order
to ensure the possibility of using of clinkerless slag-silica binder, modified by complex additive of SiO2
nanoparticles in combination with a plasticizer (“bottom–up” nanotechnological principle), as a hydraulic
binder. For nanotechnological activation the solution of nano-additives, synthesized by the sol–gel process, is
used. Experimental results of changes phase composition and microstructure of clinkerless slag-silica binder
during hydration and structuration processes; flocculation and hardening kinetics are presented. The laser
granulometry method, dynamic light scattering and transmission electron microscopy were used to estimate
the particle size of original components. XRD – method, scanning electron microscope were used to estimate
phase composition and morphology of the clinkerless binder’s hydration product. The flocculation was
evaluated by the penetrometric method. The hardening kinetics was evaluated by the mechanical tests after
1, 3, 7, 14, 28 day of curing. As a result, the distinctive features of the main periods of heterogeneous
processes of structure formation of the nano-activated clinkerless slag-silica binder are revealed at the
different stages of hardening. It was established that the “bottom – up” nanotechnological principle,
implemented through the introduction of SiO2 – nanoparticles into binder paste allows to increase the hydraulic
activity of slag due to the catalytic role of nanoparticles and their chemical interaction with slag minerals. As a
result, the strength of the of clinkerless slag-silica binder was 35.8 MPa, and it’s setting and hardening rates
corresponds to the speed of these processes for Portland cement under normal temperature-humidity
conditions.

1. Introduction
Currently, slag-alkaline binders represent a promising alternative to the cement [1–5]. Using industrial
waste instead of expensive clinker in the production of slag-alkaline binders significantly reduces the final cost
of the products and structures. An important moment when using binders of this type is the activation of the
slag in their composition. The activation process is aimed at increasing the reactivity of the slag minerals and
hydraulic activity of the binder which allows one to obtain products with high strength and durability [6, 7].
The following methods are known to increase the hydraulic activity of a binder [8]: mechanical grinding,
mechanothermal activation of the slag component, the introduction of chemical additives, directional
crystallization while lowering the basicity of the dispersed phase and complicating the composition.
The simplest, however, energy-consuming method of activating blast furnace slag is the fine grinding in
the presence of activators. This method meets the nanotechnological principle of "top–down" [9]. The results
of our research [10] confirmed the effectiveness of such activation of the clinkerless slag-silica binder at the
manufacturing stage, as well as the use of the hydraulic potential of nano- and micro-sized particles at the
hardening stage. Thus, it was found that the presence of a large amount of silica fume in the
ultramicrodispersed state in the clinkerless slag-silica binder allows us to increase the hydraulic activity of the
Slavcheva, G.S, Artamonova, O.V., Shvedova, M.A., Khan, M.A. Clinkerless slag-silica binder: hydration process and
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binder and ensure its setting and hardening rate under normal temperature and humidity conditions,
comparable to the speed of these processes for Portland cement.
It is known that for the modification of cement systems at present [11–17], not only micro- and ultrafine
additives are widely used but also nano-additives that are introduced into cement paste. In a number of works
it was established [18–20] that, with the introduction of nano-additives, similar effects are possible not only in
cement but also in slag-alkaline clinkerless systems. So, in [18], it was shown that the introduction of
1.5–2 mass. % nano-clay into alkali and geopolymer mortars increases the strength of the resulting
composites by 15–24 %, and the addition of nano-sized TiO2 particles reduces their shrinkage [19]. In [20],
nanosilica was used to activate a slag-alkali binder. It was established that its introduction into the system
under study contributes to the acceleration of the formation of gel-like hydrosilicates and calcium
aluminosilicates, which leads to a quick set of the strength of the slag-alkaline paste. According to the scientific
concept that authors formulated earlier [4], this approach to modification corresponds to the “bottom – up”
nanotechnological principle. According to author’s studies [18], the most effective for cement systems are
complex additives (CND) based on SiO2 nanoparticles and superplasticizer (SP). SiO2 nanoparticles play a
catalytic role, acting as crystallization centers, and also directly participate in the chemical interaction with
cement clinker minerals during cement hydration. At the same time, our studies proved the possibility of
accelerating the hydration processes of cement clinker by 20–25 times, as well as increasing the strength of
cement composites by 1.5–2 times.
The effectiveness of CND application for cement systems that we established allows us to suggest that
its use can also ensure the activation of slag and acceleration of the hydration and hardening processes of
the clinkerless binder.
In part 1 of the studies [10] it was shown the results of the implementation of the “top–down” nano
technological principle to obtain CSSB1 clinkerless binder, the characteristics of which comply with the
physicomechanical characteristics of 32.5 cement according to EN 197-1:2000 “Cement – Part 1:
Composition, specifications and conformity criteria for common cements". The research results presented in
this article are an integral part and continuation of the work. The research results discussed in the article
examine the possibility and evaluate the effectiveness of nano-technological activation of the slag-alkaline
system according to the “bottom-up” principle in comparison with activation according to the “top – down”
principle.
The work aimed to assess the possibility of using clinkerless slag-silica binder (CSSB2), modified with
a complex nano-sized additive based on SiO2 (CND), as a hydraulic binder of normal hardening based on
comprehensive studies of phase composition, structuration process, and hardening. The research objectives
included:
− study of changes in phase composition and CSSB2 microstructure during hydration and structuration
processes;
− comparative assessment of flocculation and hardening kinetics of two types of clinkerless binders
CSSB1 and CSSB2;
− assessment of the effectiveness of using nanotechnological principles to activate clinkerless binders.

2. Methods 1
The systems shown in Table 1 were investigated. The following raw materials were used to obtain
clinkerless slag-silica binder:
− granulated blast-furnace slag from LLP “Arcelor Mittal” plant (Temirtau, Kazakhstan) with a lime
factor of 0.75;
− microsilica of MKU-95 grade with a mass fraction of SiO2 = 96.85 %;
− building lime of an activity of 86.2 %;
− gypsum (gypsum dehydrate);
− powder superplasticizer S-3 based on naphthalenesulfonates,
− superplasticizer of Sika trademark based on polycarboxylic ethers (SP).

1
The studies were conducted in the laboratory of the Center for Collective Use named after Professor Yu.M. Borisov (Voronezh State Technical
University, Russia)
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Table 1. Mixture composition.
Systems

Specimen ID

W/C,
W/CSSB

cement +CND

C + CND

0.33

clinkerless slagsilica binder
+water

clinkerless slagsilica binder +
CND

CSSB1 + W

CSSB2 + CND

Components

Dosage, %

Specific surface
area Su, m2/kg

cement CEM I 42.5N

99.79

300

NP SiO2

0.01

SP

0.2

1.42·106

CND

0.30

0.20

granulated blastfurnace slag

63

microsilica

20

building lime

14

gypsum

1.5

S-3

1.5

granulated blastfurnace slag

63

microsilica

14

building lime
gypsum

900

740

1.5

NP SiO2

0.01

SP

0.2

1.42·106

For nanotechnological activation of CSSB2, CND solution was used, a detailed sol – gel synthesis of
which was described in [17]. The manufacturing conditions and characteristics of CSSB1 are presented in
[10]. The CND modified cement system with a SiO2 nanoparticles dosage of 0.01 % (NP), what was previously
studied in detail [18], was taken as a reference.
In preliminary exploratory studies, CND with a dosage of SiO2 nanoparticles of 0.01 %, 0.05 %, and
0.1 % by weight of the binder was used for nano-modification of the cinder-alkali binder. It was found that slagalkali systems with nanoparticle dosages of 0.05 % and 0.1 % underwent self-destruction during the removal
of samples. Thus, for a clinkerless binder, as well as for cement systems [17], the optimal SiO2 nanoparticles
dosage is 0.01 % by weight of the binder. Therefore, all studies for CSSB2 + CND were conducted with this
dosage.
The amount and size of the colloidal nanoparticles SiO2 synthesized by the sol – gel process were
determined using dynamic light scattering (Photocor Complex spectrometer), and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) (Transmission Electron Microscope H-9500, vacs = 75 kV).
Operational control of the binder dispersion by its specific surface area was carried out by the method
of air permeation on the PSH-8A device. The particle sizes of the microsilica and binder were studied using
the laser particle size analyzer ANALYSETTE 22 Nano Tec.
The structuration process, flocculation, and hardening kinetics were studied in the C+CND, CSSB1+W
and CSSB2+CND systems. W/C – ratio and W/CSSB – ratio of these systems were different, what were
assigned based on the standard normal consistency of fresh pastes.
The phase composition of the clinkerless binder was controlled by the XRD-method (ARL X'TRA
diffractometer, CuKα radiation (λ = 1.541788 Å) after 1, 3, 7, 14, 28 days of hardening under normal
temperature and humidity conditions. X-ray decoding and phase identification were carried out using
PDWin 4.0 [21].
The morphology of the hardened cement and CSSB paste structure was examined on
a JEOL JSM-7001F scanning electron microscope.
After mixing the CSSB with water, the flocculation process of fresh binder paste was controlled in two
ways. The setting times were determined on a Vicat-method according to Russian State Standard GOST
30744-2001 “Cements. Methods of testing with using polyfraction standard sand”.
The flocculation (setting kinetics) of fresh binder paste was evaluated by the plastic strength index Ppl·
determined using a universal penetrometer Geopocket S068. To determine the plastic strength, fresh binder
paste was placed in a ring with a diameter of 150 mm and a height of 55 mm. The determination of plastic
strength was performed by immersing a standard penetrometer plunger (6.4 mm) to a predetermined mark (to
a depth of 5 mm). The readings were taken on an internal scale in kgf/cm2, the value of plastic strength Ppl
was determined based on the fact that 1 kgf/cm2 = 98.0665 kPa. Tests were carried out from the moment the
mixture was prepared until the moment it began to set (determined using a Vicat-method) every 15 minutes.
For each test period, 12 measurements were made.
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The CSSB hardening kinetics was evaluated by testing samples – cubes 5×5×5 cm in size after 1, 3, 7,
14, 28 days of curing under normal temperature and humidity conditions (t = 20 °C, RH = 95 ± 5 %). The
strength testing was carried out on a universal 4-column floor hydraulic test system INSTRON Sates 1500
HDS. As a result of the tests, the full diagrams “strain σ – displacement ∆” were obtained. According to the
tests, the compressive strength and elastic modulus were determined. To ensure the statistical reliability of
the results of physical and mechanical tests, the number of samples in the series was 6 pieces. The intraseries coefficient of variability of the test results was 5–7 %.

3. Results and Discussion
The specific surface area of binders in the CSSB1 + W and CSSB2 + CND systems is Su = 900 and
Su = 740 m2/kg, respectively. CSSB2 was ground to a lesser degree of dispersion since its activation is carried
out by introducing CND.
According to the methods of transmission microscopy (Fig. 1 a) and dynamic light scattering (Fig. 1 b),
(Table 2) the average particle size of SiO2 is approximately 5–10 nm. Moreover, the CND complex additive
based on them is stable for seven days from the moment of synthesis [8]. Microsilica as part of a slag-alkaline
binder is an almost mono-dispersed system [5] with an average particle diameter of 15.6 μm.

Figure 1. Size and range of SiO2 - nanoparticles as part of CND
after 7 days from the moment of synthesis:
a) micrographs (TEM data); b) particles range (hydrodynamic radius is presented).
Table 2. Sizes of nano- and microparticles.
Data (Analyzette22,
PhotocorComplex)

Name

ω particles, %

d, µm

28
39.3
27.3

0.002
0.005
0.01

93

15.6

7

≤15.6

Nanosilica

Microsilica

In [10], it was shown that the slag we used to obtain clinkerless slag-silica binders is in an amorphized
state. In this case, the mellitic phase (8CaO·3Al2O3·MgO·5SiO2) is registered, which in the presence of
activators can exhibit binding properties.
The CSSB2+CND system (Fig. 2) is dominated by the phases of highly basic calcium hydrosilicate
(2CaO·SiO2·H2O) and calcium hydroaluminosilicate (CaO⋅Al2O3⋅2SiO2⋅4H2O), which are present in the system
throughout the entire hardening time. Also, a small number of tobermorite-like phases (xCaO⋅SiO2⋅zH2O,
(CaO)x⋅SiO2⋅zH2O) are detected in this system, which appear in the system on the first day of hardening and
their number gradually increases over time. In addition, on the first day of hardening, a small amount of the
portlandite phase (Ca(OH)2) is registered in the system, and then the amount of this phase decreases.
X-ray analysis of samples at the age of 28 days of hardening shows that all three systems differ in phase
composition (Fig. 3).
In the C+CND system, tobermorite-like phases of the composition xCaO⋅SiO2⋅zH2O, (CaO)x⋅SiO2⋅zH2O,
as well as the phase of low-basic calcium hydrosilicate CaO⋅SiO2⋅H2O are recorded. The amount of these
phases increases over time. The phases of ettringite and portlandite are absent in this system [10]. The
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CSSB1+W system is characterized by the presence of tobermorite-like phases and highly basic calcium
hydrosilicates (6CaO⋅4SiO2⋅3H2O). Also, there is a small number of phases of calcium hydroaluminosilicate
with the composition CaO⋅Al2O3⋅2SiO2⋅2H2O, ettringite (3CaO⋅Al2O3⋅3CaSO4⋅31H2O) and portlandite in this
system. In contrast to the above systems, the largest amount of the phase of calcium hydroaluminosilicate
(CaO⋅Al2O3⋅2SiO2⋅4H2O) is observed for CSSB2 + CND, and small amounts of tobermorite, low-basic calcium
hydrosilicates, ettringite are also recorded.
1. It should be noted that in all the samples, diffraction peaks are mixed, which is associated with the
multicomponent nature of the systems and the possible formation of crystalline phases of an ultra-dispersed
and nano-size scale. The obtained X-ray diffractometric data correlate well with the results of scanning electron
microscopy (SEM).
2. According to SEM, the microstructure of the studied systems is also significantly different (Fig. 4). At
the microscale level (Fig. 4 a, b) both systems are microheterogeneous with inclusions of pores of various
sizes. However, in the CSSB1 + W system, there are more capillary pores (Fig. 4 a), which is naturally
associated with a larger W/C value for this system.
3. As it increases, it is observed (Fig. 4 c, d) that the CSSB1+W system has a denser and more uniform
structure. At the same time, the structure CSSB2+CND contains inclusions of relatively large slag grains that
are not registered in the structure CSSB1+W. This is due to the greater dispersion of CSSB1 (Su. = 900 m2/kg
in comparison with Su. = 740 m2/kg for CSSB2) and the presence in CSSB1 of a significant amount of
microsilica, which provides denser packing of hydration products.
4. The microstructure of hydration products for both systems is mainly represented by lamellar
morphology crystallites characteristic of the phases of low-basic calcium hydrosilicates (Fig. 4 e, f, g, h).
Particles of hydration products are of various sizes and have a large number of contacts of abutment,
coalescence, and intergrowth. Moreover, large needle crystals are observed in the CSSB1+W system, which,
according to the X-Ray method data, can be attributed to the ettringite phase (Fig. 4 e, g). A distinctive feature
of the CSSB2+CND structure is the presence of large lamellar-prismatic crystals characteristic of calcium
hydroaluminosilicate (Fig. 4 f, h).
According to the standard determination of the setting time, the beginning of setting CSSB2+CND is
registered after 80 minutes of exposure at a value of Ppl = 412 kPa. In this case, the setting kinetics of the
CSSB2+CND system is characterized (Fig. 5) by an intensive increase in plastic strength over the entire
flocculation period, in contrast to the CSSB1+W system. For CSSB1+W, an increase in plastic strength is
practically not observed for 80 min, the onset of setting was recorded after 150 minutes at Ppl = 387 kPa.
It is established that the form of strain diagrams for the studied systems differs non-substantially. For
hardened paste CSSB2+CND (Fig. 6), as well as for CSSB1+W [10], at the age of 1 day, the elasticity area is
absent on the diagram and the destruction occurs according to the pseudoplastic type. On the deformation
diagrams of CSSB2+CND samples that hardened for 3, 7, 28 days, the elastic area is clearly registered, the
length of the descending branch of the diagram is reduced. Thus, as hardening increases, the rigidity increases
and the ductility of the system decreases. In both hardened CSSB-pastes at the age of 14 days, a
reappearance of the area of plastic deformations was recorded, which corresponds to a temporary decrease
in the elastic modulus (Table 3). Despite the similar nature of the destruction, the hardened paste
CSSB2+CND is more fragile. With almost the same strength, the elastic modulus values of CSSB2+CND are
1.5–3 times higher than for CSSB1 + W.
Table 3. Hardening kinetics data.
Time, days

1

3

7

14

28

69.8

83.1

92.7

17.1
1536

21.0
776

37.5
3398

31.9
4112

22.6
852

35.8
4113

C + CND
Compressive strength, MPa

64.1

73.0
CSSB1 + W

Compressive strength, MPa
Young's modulus, MPa

4.7
340

Compressive strength, MPa
Young's modulus, MPa

2.6
177

14.6
1390
CSSB2 + CND
12.6
1690

According to the kinetic hardening curve (Fig. 7), the strength increase of CSSB2+CND in the period up
to 7 days of hardening is more intense than for CSSB1+W. In the period of 1–7 days, the strength of
CSSB2+CND increases 12 times, the strength of CSSB1+W – 4 times. However, for CSSB2+CND, a sharp
drop in strength on the 14th day of hardening was recorded. As a result, the strength achieved by the 28th
day by both systems has comparable values. Of course, the growth rate and the achieved strength values for
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hardened CSSB pastes are significantly lower than for the standard hardened cement paste C+CND.
Nanomodification of the cement system allows one to provide 28-day strength normalized for CEM 42.5N
already by 1 day of hardening, and the final strength of this system reaches almost 100 MPa. However, the
hardening kinetics data results for CSSB pastes suggest that both nanotechnological activation techniques
used provide efficient hardening of clinkerless binders without heat treatment, under normal temperature and
humidity conditions (t = 20 ºC, RH = 95 ± 5%).

Figure 2. X-Ray Diffraction pattern of hardened paste CSSB2 + CND.
Designations:
2CaO⋅SiO2⋅H2O (d = 3.34, 2.92, 2.25, 1.86, 1.75);
CaO⋅Al2O3⋅2SiO2⋅4H2O (4.96, 3.24, 3.14, 2.67, 1.78,
xCaO⋅SiO2⋅zH2O (d = 3.07, 2.65, 1.83, 1.67, 1.53);
(CaO)x⋅SiO2⋅zH2O (d = 4.92, 3.34, 3.05, 1.83, 1.67);
Ca(OH)2 (d = 4.93, 3.11, 2.63, 1.93, 1.79)
3CaO⋅Al2O3⋅3CaSO4⋅31H2O (d = 4.98, 3.88, 1.90, 1.87, 1.76)

Figure 3. X-Ray Diffraction pattern of hardened system (28 days of hardening):
a) CSSB1 + W, b) CSSB2 + CND, c) C + CND.
Designations:
6CaO⋅4SiO2⋅3H2O (d = 4.31, 3.11, 2.26, 1.95, 1.76);
2CaO⋅SiO2⋅H2O (d = 3.34, 2.92, 2.25, 1.86, 1.75);
CaO⋅SiO2⋅H2O (d = 3.21, 3.01, 2.78, 2.23, 2.01, 1.77);
(CaO)x⋅SiO2⋅zH2O (d = 4.92, 3.05, 2.93, 2.80, 1.83 );
xCaO⋅SiO2⋅zH2O (d = 3.07, 2.97, 2.80, 2.28, 1.83);
CaO⋅Al2O3⋅2SiO2⋅4H2O (d = 4.91, 4.27, 3.34, 3.19, 2.70);
3CaO⋅Al2O3⋅3CaSO4⋅31H2O (d = 4.98, 3.88, 1.90, 1.87, 1.76)
Ca(OH)2 (d = 4.93, 3.11, 2.63, 1.93, 1.79)
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Figure 4. SEM images of hardened CSSB-pastes:
a, c, e, g) CSSB1 + W; b, d, f, h) CSSB2 + CND.
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Figure 5. Flocculation kinetics of fresh CSSB-pastes
Designations: □ – CSSB1 + W; ○ – CSSB2 + CND.

Figure 6. Tested hardened CSSB2 pastes “strain s - displacement ∆” experimental results.

Figure 7. Hardening kinetics of CSSB-pastes and cement paste
Designations: □ – CSSB1 + W; ○ – CSSB2 + CND; ∆ - C + CND.
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In [10], it was shown the differences in hydration and hardening of the clinkerless slag-silica binder
CSSB1 compared to the traditionally distinguished periods of the hydration of cement systems, namely, the
initial and pre-induction, induction, acceleration, deceleration and slow interaction. In the framework of this
approach, let us compare the features of hydration processes for all the studied nano-modified systems.
According to the flocculation curve (see Fig. 5) for CSSB1, the set of plastic strength begins after 80 min
exposure, which is due to the slow dissolution of the slag grains and the delay in the onset of hydration phases.
On the contrary, CSSB2 is characterized by an intensive increase in plastic strength almost from the moment
of mixing. This can be attributed to the catalytic role of SiO2 nanoparticles, which intensify the processes of
hydration phase nucleation. As a result, the setting start time for CSSB1 (150 min) corresponds to the standard
setting start time range for Portland cement (120-160 min), and for CSSB2 the setting start time is faster
(80 min).
For the C + CND nanomodified system, the acceleration period is associated with the formation of a
spatial framework in the system as a result of mass crystallization of low-basic tobermorite-like hydrosilicates
[4], which determines its high strength already on the 1st day of hardening. On the contrary, for both types of
CSSB at this period, highly basic primary calcium hydrosilicates 2CaO⋅SiO2⋅H2O prevail in the hydration
products. They belong to the dendrid-like and amorphous morphological type, which have low strength of
crystallization contacts [22]. Therefore, it is logical that, by the first day of hardening, the CSSB1 + W and
CSSB2 + CND systems have an abnormal deformation diagram for solids (see Fig. 6), low strength and elastic
modulus.
In the period of 1–7 days of hardening for CSSB2 + CND, a more intensive increase in the strength of
the system and its elasticity occurs than for CSSB1 + W. The elastic area is clearly defined on the deformation
diagrams of both systems, which may be due to the formation of a crystalline framework in hydration products
(secondary phases of 6CaO⋅4SiO2⋅3H2O hydrates of fibrous-needle morphology, ettringite crystals, and
AFt-phases). A more intensive increase in the strength of CSSB2 + CND may be due to the formation of
tobermorite-like phases in it, as they provide the greatest number and strength of contacts per unit volume. In
the hydration products of CSSB1 + W, tobermorite-like phases are not registered at this time [10]. The
presence of secondary hydrates, a rapid increase in strength allows us to correlate the period of 1 to 7 days
with the period of slowdown of the hydration process for both clinkerless systems.
In comparison with clinkerless systems, it is necessary to emphasize that due to nanomodification, the
C + CND cement system reaches 70 % of its maximum strength by the 3d day of hardening, the entire
subsequent period of its hardening (3–28 days) refers to the stage of slow interaction.
However, further, characteristics of the hardening process of CSSB1 + W and CSSB2 + CND are
significantly different. In the period of 3–14 days for CSSB1 + W there is only a slowdown in the set of strength,
and for CSSB2 + CND – a decrease in strength by 1.5 times from the value reached by the 7th day.
The strain diagram for both systems on the 14th day of hardening again acquires an anomalous
character, characterized by a long plateau of pseudoplastic deformations. This is naturally accompanied by a
decrease in the elastic modulus for CSSB1 + W by half, for CSSB2 + CND – by 4 times in relation to its value
at the age of 7 days. The change in the elastic-plastic behavior can be associated with the repeated mass
formation of primary hydrates 2CaO⋅SiO2⋅H2O, which is especially significant for CSSB2 + CND due to the
chemical interaction of SiO2 nanoparticles with the slag minerals. As a result, the crystallization pressure in
the already formed crystalline framework determines a significant decrease in strength.
In the period of 14–28 days, there is an increase in the strength and elasticity of CSSB1 + W and CSSB2
+ CND, which can be correlated with the processes of self-organized structure formation. In the hardening
system CSSB2 + CND, the content of low-basic calcium hydrosilicates, which are represented by crystallites
of lamellar morphology, increases (Fig. 4 f, h). CSSB1 + W is characterized by the presence of well-formed
ettringite crystals in the structure (Fig. 4 e, g), which provide an increase in the energy of destruction due to
microreinforcement of the structure.
It is important to emphasize that during all the hardening periods, the Portlandite Ca(OH)2 phase is
practically absent in the composition of the CSSB1 and CSSB2 hydration products. This indicates that the
3+
2+
+
solution very quickly reaches saturation with HSi O3- , Si O32- , H2Si O24 , Al , AlO2 ions, which bind Ca , CaOH
cations to hydrated compounds, preventing the crystallization of Portlandite Ca(OH)2. Also, as part of
hydration products of CSSB1 and CSSB2, one of the least active slag phases, the mellitic phase
8CaO·3Al2O3·MgO·5SiO2, almost immediately ceases to be registered. On this basis, it can be argued that
both obtained binders are characterized by high hydraulic activity. For CSSB1, this is ensured by the good
solubility of ultramicrodispersed particles with a diameter of d ~ 1–6 μm with an amorphized surface. This is
the result of mechanochemical activation of CSSB1 during grinding in the presence of S-3 superplasticizer as
a complex of surfactants. For CSSB2, hydraulic activity is largely determined by the catalytic role of SiO2
nanoparticles at the acceleration stage, and their chemical interaction with the slag minerals at the stages of
deceleration and slow interaction during hydration.
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4. Conclusions
1. The phase composition of hydration products of clinkerless slag-silica binder CSSB2, activated by a
complex additive based on SiO2 nanoparticles, is characterized by the presence of tobermorite phases, lowbasic calcium hydrosilicates, ettringite, and a significant content of AFt-phases. At the micro-scale level, the
structure of the hardened binder paste is microheterogeneous with inclusions of pores of various sizes and
grains of slag. The microstructure of hydration products is mainly represented by lamellar morphology
crystallites, which are of different sizes and have a large number of contacts of abutment, coalescence, and
intergrowth.
2. The clinkerless binder CSSB1 obtained by mechanochemical activation is characterized by the onset
of setting in 150 minutes, a strength of 17.1 MPa at the age of 7 days, 37.5 MPa at 28 days. The clinkerless
binder CSSB2, activated by a complex additive based on SiO2 nanoparticles, is characterized by the onset of
setting in 80 minutes, a strength of 31.9 MPa at the age of 7 days, 35.8 MPa at 28 days. The setting and
strength indicators of the resulting clinkerless slag-silica binder types meet the physicomechanical
characteristics of cement grade 32.5 EN 197-1:2000 “Cement – Part 1: Composition, specifications and
conformity criteria for common cements”.
3. The results of a comprehensive assessment of the characteristics of the two types of clinkerless
slag-silica binders and the parameters of their structure formation and hardening made it possible to confirm
the effectiveness of using nano technological “bottom – up” principles to activate the hydration and hardening
processes. The “top – down” principle, realized through mechanochemical activation of the binder components
during grinding, allows one to provide almost 50% content of ultramicrodispersed particles with a diameter of
d ~ 1–6 µm and increase their hydraulic potential. The “bottom – up” principle, implemented through the
introduction of SiO2 nanoparticles into binder paste, allows increasing the hydraulic activity of slag due to the
catalytic role of nanoparticles and their chemical interaction with the slag minerals. This made it possible to
provide a setting and hardening rate for the obtained clinkerless binders under normal temperature and
humidity conditions (t = 20 ºC, RH = 95 ± 5%), comparable with the speed of these processes for Portland
cement.
4. The development of research involves the study of the possibilities of producing concrete based on
the developed types of clinkerless binders for the production of building products and structures both in factory
and in building conditions.
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